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PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.
Established June2!i, 1SG2.
published

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS Is

PORTLAND, WEDNESDAY MORNING, FEBRUARY 28,1866.

Vol. 5.

Miscellaneous.

Miscellaneous.

Business Notices.

every day, (Sunday excepted,)at 82 Exchange Street,
N. A. Foster,Proprietor.
Terms : —Eight Dollar? a year in advance.

CHEAP

Portland,

Rates

£2.00

a

year,

Advertising.—One inch pi space,
a

of

Copartnership

tion, anti 25 ct». per square for each subsequent insertion; (tail u square, $1.00 first insertion, 15 cts.
each subsequent insertion.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every parof the State) lor $1.00 per square for first insertion*
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.

exe-

cuted with dispatch; and all business pertaining to
the Office or Paper promptly transacted on applica-

tion

above.

as

Business

Cards._

& GRIFFITHS,
Joseph Gray & Co.,

SHFItIDAN
Successors to

FLA-STERErtS,
PLAIN

STTJOOO AND MASTIO WORKERS,
Liy'Prompt attention paid

to

line.

our

A.

J.

Portland, Me.

-----

&

Ross

Feb 24—d6m

W. F.

Copartnership Notice.
day associated

have this

DOW
for the transaction oi

ogfinetl
HASSTORE,
at

general

a

BUSINESS.
96 Exchange Street* Portland*

Dow,

E.

C.

Refers, by permission, Messrs Messrs. Lowell &
Sealer; Gcrrish & Pearson; John Dennis & Co.;
Clark Road & Co. Portland Me.
no28d6m

CO.,

undersigned
AL ADVANCES
THE

are

consignments of all kinds
sep20dlyr

FBENY,

PLA8TERER8,
PLAIN

AND ORNAMENTAL

STTJOOO AND MASTIO WORKERS,
Oak Street, between, Congress and Free Sts.,
PORTLAND, MK.
Coloring, Whitening and Whito-Wasliing promjitattended to.
May 22—dtl

Orders from out of town solicited.

J.

E.

Denier

In

Photographic Goods,
mirrors and Engravings.

Minuf.oturer of Mirror & Picture Frames.
No. 28 MARKET SQUARE,
Portland, Mb.

Leering,

JOBBERS OF

Dry Goods, Woolens,
Famishing Goods

SEWING
State of Maine.

CHASE, CRAM

in

store,

|

any other

&

L. B.

CO.,

WHOLESALE AND

fTMIE copartnership heretofore existing between the
X undersigned, under the iii in name of
3VT- GK HAYDEN Sc CO.,
is this
day dissolved by mutual consent. M. G.
HAYDEN is authorized to collect all debts duo to
said firm and will pay all claims against the same.
M. G. HAYDEN,
A. L. ELWELL.
Gorham, Feb. 8, 186G.

Notice.

No Excuse

*

E

was

between

7
Fresco and Banner Painter,

!

NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.

CLIFFORD,

of

AT

LAW,

Patents,

No, 10B Middle Street,

fe3d&AYlin6

Tlie undersigned have this day formed a copartnership under the style and firm of
BEALE & MORSE,
For the purpose of continuing the Lime, Cement and
Plaster business heretofore conducted by S. N. Beale
&

Co., at their old stand.

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

P L U M B E It!

Coal,

and Water

RECEIVED and torsalo by tbe undersigned
at their Wharf,

JUST

Closets,

275 Tons Hazelton Leliigli,
300 TONS LOCUST MOUNTAIN

ME.

EGG

Waim, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash
Bowls* Brass & Silver Plated Cocks*
description of Water Fixtures lor Dwelling Houses. Hotels, Public Buildings, Shops.
&c., arranged and set up in the best manner, and all
orders in town or country faithfully executed. All
Kinds of JOBBING promptly attended to. Constantly on hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEER
apr9dtf

200 TONS

White and Red Ash Coal.
These Coals

tlie very best quality, and warranted to give satisfaction.
Also, 500 cords ot best quality of HARD and
SOFT WOOD, which we will sell at the very
lowest price and deliver it to any part ot the city at
are

of

Free

Woolens,
Street,

DAVIS,

SUSSES’
CHAPMAN.

PORTLAND. MB
novS’CSdtf

E.

descriptions, by

mg

bought

Troches are made

SJr'Give

us a

and try

call

T
Jan

&

Successors to

Importers of

I)EXT Eli.

Chase, Littlefield & Co.,

and

Dealers iu all kinds ol

Hardware and

Window-Glass,

17S Middle ami 118 Federal Sts.
Oct2,’6B— dCro

A.

N.

&

NOYES

SON,

No. 35 Kxohange Street,

PORTLAND

...

Reduced Prices!

at

leased

ROOM known
Having

highest efficiency

are

upon the lining
expectorated.

of the

the

Oaokiuff, Office and Parlor Stoves,
WORKERS

Of

of_

HEAVY

IROY.

re MI'S, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, and
all kinds of Tin, Copper anti Sheet
Iron, in quantities to suit.

ITlF* Orders

ed.

Job

from the Country
Work done to order.

BIIADBUBY a

loves.

respectfully solicitaugddtl

SWEAT,

Attorneys and Counsellors at
11T Middle Street,
DION HRADliURY, I
POPTr A ATtv

Law,

HALL,

March next, we are prepared
selected and entirely new stock

At our present store, No, 4 Free Street
Block,
(up stairs)
AT KEDUCKD PIUCE8,

During the present raoiitn, in
trouble and expense in moving.
tention of our iriends aud tbe

order 1o save time,
We invite tbe atpublic to the above.

GEO. T. BURROUGHS & CO-

STEAM

DREDGE.

mHE DREDGE MACHINE,

CONSTITUTION,

J which has been undergoing repairs in her Machinery, und Ihe addition of New Boilers, &c., is now
WHOLLY COMPLETED
and ready as soon as the ice leaves the harbor to
commence her work for the coming season, and the
undersigned desires a share of the public business.
CHARLES F. MOSiTI.VE,
Portland, Feb. 10.—d?m*

__

Sole Agents in Portland for the Celebrated

>fa|fee Furnaces and

Portland & Rochester Railroad Co.
Portland anti
the
office of the Company, No. Cl Middle St., and exchange their Uouds," Coupons, and Trustee’s Receipts for certificates ol Stock.
lewis pierce,
Treasurer P. & It. R. R. Co.
Dec 4. 1865.
dc5tl
persons entitled to Stock in the
ALL
Rochester It. It. Co.,
requested to call at
are

_

Office

L. D. u.

SWEAT.

}

JOHN F.

PORTLAND, ME.
,,n

Mb. Sweat will bo in Washington after the 1st of
January, and will attend to any business entrusted
to him, before the Supreme Court, Court ol ClaiinB,
dc20ti
«r any of the Departments.

allaying

irrita-

tubes, so

that it

can

be

readily

are subject to a dryness and tickling
throat, while attending church, which often
cough; these troches will remove all that
trouble and prevent taking cold on going from a warm

Many persons

into the cold air.
For sale wholesale and retail by
CHARLES W. FOSS. Proprietor.
Also, by NATHAN WOOD, #. P. SHEPHERD
& CO., and H. H. HAY.fe!4d3m
room

AXDEHSOX,

SURVEYOR & CIVIL ENGINEER
h

OFFICE, CODMAN BLOCK,
Temi is Street

17 daw tt

& CO., General Agents Jloi
*

Sept 27, 1866—d&w6m

PORTLAND CITY LAUNDRY,
No.

3G

"NEW

Hanover

St.

of all kinds WASHED and CLEANSED
without injury to the lines! fabrics.

LINEN

A.t

Short

CLAYED.

MOLASSES,

1

excellently located Hotel

This

rrri rj.

thoroughly refitted, and furnished

I'W1!

most elegant

style,
is Now Opened
35.

8.

Oats,

to the

in

NO CA8H PAYMENTS REQUIRED.
from nine to ten
every day except
A. M., at the otiice of the subscribers, where plans
may be seen, and full particulars obtained.
J. B. BROWN & SONS.
Portland, May 3, 1865.
uiay4tf

Sunday,

conn,

BAKING

on

the

Business

of

together with

his

old

dlf

At No. 12 Willow Street,
Where he hopes that by strict attention ho may be
favo ed with the patronage of their former customers.

would also respcctftilly Invite all others wishing Bread to give him a call, as no pains will be
spared to till all orders for Bread with neatness and

ditpatch.
Portland, Dee 12,1845.

dclltf

Feb

neat

and subtannew

Middle Street.

FOR

Assistant

Surgeons.

IIORWITZ,

OFFICE, Portland,

AND

PRODUCE.

Boot. Shoe & Rubber Store,
BELL’S

bo found one of the best solected stocks
ol BOOTS, SHOES and RUBBERS that can be
found in this city, which will i>c sold at the lowest
cash price, at 353 Congress Street, near Green St.
SAMUEL BELL.
Oct 24—dti

CAN

New
FULL
a

MARSHALL’S IMPROVED ANCHOR.
The
address
For further

AT

line of WHITE GOODS, together with
other

GOODS 1

VICKERY
No. 2 Free

&

BOWEN’S,

Street Bloch.

fol5d2n

Not a Hotel.
Furnished and unfurnished rooms to let with good
board at No. 27 Willow Street*
People visiting Portland can have all the conveniences of a Hotel at much less prices, at a retired and
gen* eel place. Also permanent board tor families and

gentlemen.
t'^"Remember the place, opposite Wood’s Hotel
corner

ot

Middle and Willow Sts.

felOdtf

Trinidad Sugar and Molasses.
\ HHDS. CHOICE MUSCOVADO SUGAR,
l3V3 150 Hlids. Choice Muscovado MOLASSES.
For sale by.

H

EATON,
No. 1 Central Wharf.

felilS—dCw»■

Notice.
“War of 1861,” who served in
the Army previous to July 1863, will learn something much to their advantage by addressing or calling upon the subscriber, at No. 87 Commercial St,.

SOLDIERS

ol the

Portland.
Feb 21—M.WftB&wtf

Fire, Life, and Accident Insurance,
AT

29

H. S. MELCHER

THEIR ROOMS

Exchange Street,
JOHN E. DOW & SON.

For Sale.
Stock and Fixtures of a long established

first

For Sale.

[l|

THE Dwelling House and Land, for many
years the residence of the late Hon. J. C.

klLChurchill, on Congress

For terms <&c., apply to

Street.

GEO. E. B.

Feb. 26- 3wd*

Possesion giv-

JACKSON, Ex’or,
196

Fore Street.

For Sale.
FIRST class Stock in trade, in

the STOVE and
JOBBING business. The best location and with
better convenience-: than anything oi the kind in
Portland. Has a lirst class custom, does principally
a cash business. Apply to
C. H. STUART & CO.,
Feb 22—d&w2w9
171 Middle St.

A

Brick House and Lot, No. 2 Deer
Street, at a great bargain.
For particulars, enquire ot
BENJ. KNIGHT,
oct!8dttAtlantic Whorl,

THE
NEW PERFUME

Brick Store

corner

Coolidge

son

Commercial and Franklin
Messrs. Jeffergiven Oct. 1st.
A. & S. E. SPRING.

INSURANCE

! !!•!

*

LOT in
nue.
Said lot is
and is very handsomely
address Box 596 P. O.
Nov 4—dtf

A

on the main Avecomposed of two lots in one,

laid out.

For

CAPITAL,

*

176,859.07

one or

The Company will i

fire

sue

years,

on

perpetual policies

on

AND FURNITURE.
FARM

PROPERTY.

will be issued
class of property, at such a cost as it will be for
the interest of every person wanting insurance to
call and see for themselves.

Perpetual Policies (never expiring)
this

C3r~Fnll particulars
application to

as

to rales and terms

given

on

JOHN

IF. HUNGER, Agent,
OFFICE, 166 FORE STREET.

Feb

19,180fi—eodly

Portland, Me.

INTERNATIONAL
INSURANCE COMP’Y
No. US Broadway, N. York.

Surplus,204,188,10
$1,204,188,40
Awed Jan’jr 1« 1865*

zed

on

Co. is the FIRST and ONi«Y Co.
this Continent, with an

One

ever

organ-

Dollars !

Million

FIRE DEPARTMENT.

Ask

for VJmlon’s—Take no other•
Sold by druggists generally.
For sale at w holesale by W. F. Phillips & Co.
Jan. 1, 18G6—eod& oow6m

I

am

prepared

to issue

policies

on

DweUing

also upon EVERY
SPECIES of INSURABLE PROPERTY at FAIR
RATES.
Houses lor

a

term of years, and

Notice.

MARINE INSURANCE.

Subscribers to the Stock of the Northern [Pacific
Railroad Company, upon which ninety per cent, is
still due, are hereby notified, iu
conformity with a
vote of the board of Directors, passed on the sixteenth day of January, one thousand eight hundred
and sixty-six, that an assessment of ninety per cent,
upon Stock subscribed for by them Is hereby levied
in amounts and at rimes as hereinafter
recited, to be
paid at the office of the Company, No. 5 State street,
at Boston, Mass.—to wit: twenty *er cent, to be paid

the second day of April; thirty per cent, on the
first day of May; and forty per cent, on the first day
of J une, one thousand eight hundred and sixty-six.
All Stocks, upon which assessments as above levied
are not paid, will be declared forfeited
absolutely,and
all payments that have been made upon said Stock
will be forfeited without condition ol redemption.
I. S. W1THINGTON,
Treasurer N. P. R. R. Co.

Boston, Mass., January 24,1866.—3tawtmayl

Marine Insurance on HULLS, CARGOES, and
FREIGHTS, TAKEN SPECIALLY or upon OPEN
POLICIES. The public will find It for their intereet
to give us a call.

Dr. E. F. RIPLEY,
Veterinary Surgeon,
Office at H. L. TAYLOR & Co’b Stable,
Temple St., Portland, Me.
sold his Livery Stock toH. L. Taylor &
HAVING
Co., would most respectfully inform his old
and the

public generally that he is now giving
patrons
his whole attention to the treatment of Horses and
other d< imesticated ani aials.
At his residence in
Westbrook, (across Tukey’s
Bridge) may be found a good infirmary for the ac
commodation of those who
may wish to have their
Horses under his immediate attention,
im?** All orders left at his Office, on Temple Street,
will he promptly a: tended to.
Portland, Jan. 16, 1866.
fel5 T,Th&S3m*

PIANO
nounce

Lg.

*

tliat

lliey

It-koon constantly

Piano

&

the natural color and beauty of
youth. It will not stain the skin,
or soil the finest linen.

C. HINE, Sechetaby.
OLIVER A. DRAKE, Assistant Secbetaey.
OFFICE, 106 Fore Street, Porfliind, Me.
C.

CHARTER
Life Insurance

AUSTIN B. FRENCH,
Proprietor,

PORTLAND,

CHARTER OAK Life Insurance Company
Dividends each year, and pays them at the
payment of the second and each succeding premium,
thus aiding the insured in meeting tlieir payments by
THE

an

by all Drags**'**

The Dividends of the Charter Oak are
equal in
value to those of any Life (jo.
Dividends without interest payable in four or .five
years, or at deaths suffer a remarkable diminution
when reduced to their/svienf value.

PROMPTNESS
In the payment of losses is
tills Company,

‘Fortes,

A Great Bargain.

subscriber being about to remove to the West,
will sell a lot of 66 acres of land, in Carthage, at a
great bargain. It is situated about half a mile from
the village, with one acre cleaved. He will sell it for
•w.
c, C, HATCH, Portland,
Feb 21—d2w*

RETURN.

advantages of this system over that of dividends payable after a term qf year* without
interest,
No other Company pays dividends In
are obvious.
this way.
The

manufacturing and

York.

Oompany.

»

MAINE.

*

Price 81. Far Sale
Jan 12—eod&wlyr

OAK

declares

are
on band

Sons, of New

John W. Munger,
Agent.

IMMEDIATE

Notice.

All instruments sold by us are warranted to give
satisfaction.
Pianos to be let, and tuning done
by experienced
CALVIN EDWARDS & CO.
TxSeT\o
March 8—d&wtt

THE

BRUCE, Vice-Pbesident.

an-

with all the modern improvements, which
they can
soli as LOW as can be purchased
elsewhere, ol the
same quality.
We have male
arrangements, also to
an
assortment of New York and Boston Piano
keep
Fortes, among which are

Steinway

TAYLOR, Pkesident.

HAMILTON

feldeodly

^FORTES.

Th» undersigned begs leave to

CHARLES

WAEEAMfE®
To restore Grey or Diseased Hair
to its tiatural condition and color.
Eradicates all Humors and Dandruff from the Head. Will prevent
and cure Nervous Hiadache.
Will
cause the Hair to grow, giving it

a

distinguishing

feature

ol

IT } EVER HAVItra LITIGATED A CLAIM!

Particular Notice.
HEREBY forbid all persoas purchasing any furniture of my wife of any description. I also lorbid
all persons harboring or trusting her on my account,
ns sbe has left my bed and board without auy provocation, and Vshall pay no debts of her contracting
ISRAEL HAGUE.
after this date.
Feb. 26-dlw*

I

WOOD !

WOOD l

EDWIN

WOOD !

HARD

AND

c a nV.
lor the last
Also in the selection ol risks, its tosses
cl. 1cm
six years having been from SOlslO pr.

Co. of a. long .landing.
than of hut other
so are its profits, and as
As the looses oi « Co. are
The moral Is readily
so are its dividends.
Its

profits

understood.
A few

B.

SOFT

198 Commercial

competent men wanted

as

solicitors.

COX,

DEALER LX

WOOD,

Street*

At the Office of James H. Baker, Coal Dealer.
Feb 20—dSw*

charitable construction on every indication of
coldness and indifference to the objects they
had most at heart.
Under such circumstances it could not be
otlierwisa than with the deepest grief and in-

one of angry excitement.
This feeling,
however, is not the one which is to endure.
Already it is giving place to the mood of calm,

but indomitable resolution.
even

Something

by the developments

has

of the

are

days. Doubt and suspense, at least,
at an end: and the
present aspect of the

Men

see

their duties and accept their

Office Mo. 25 Exchange Street,
S. a. McALPISE,
Slate Agent for Maine.
Not, It,

carried the nation
triumphantly through a
bloody struggle for existence, are now resolute
to secure for themselves those
guaranties of
permanent peace and security which are the
rightftil fruits of their victory. On the other
side are the sworn
supporters of
and caste, the men of the South who
ed the rebellion, and the

privilege
engineer-

disloyal Democrats
of the North who assisted (hem to the utmost

by sympathy

and

encouragement,

to

hold out against the government. To these
forces are now added other elements of
strength. The powerftd influence of the Executive will draw to that side that class of

corrupt politicians and aspirants for office who
hold principle secondary to the emoluments of
place. The whole trihe of party hacks, the
sycophantic throng which every demagogue iu
high place can call about him, are, of course,
to be counted on the side which has
place and
patronage to bestow. The people must exsee some

prove recreant, even of those

they have trusted and believed in. In
the same ranks, also, there will be found
many of those timid and ‘-conservative” men
who, though loyal during the war, have yet

abiding faith in the principles of right, and
shape their course by the rule of a weak
expediency.
All these elements,
rallying now under the
leadership of the Executive, make the party
of reaction, the party whose aim and
hope it
is to cheat the victorious and
loyal people of
the fruits of their hard-won
victory. The
body of slavery is indeed dead, but its spirit
yet lives, and their task is to reinvest it with a
living form. They cannot restore the institution itself, but they can perpetuate the
civil,
social and political disabilities which it has
The
engendered.
distinctions of race and
caste, and the power and privilege which
grow out of such distinctions, they believe
they can retain; and to this end it is that the
party, armed with its old weapons of arrogance, sophistry and treachery, and shouting
its old war-cries, now devotes itself, Whether

no

Original Capital

ESP Beware of Counterfeits.

suppressed their doubts and fears, and persistently hoped for the best, when often their
sole ground for that hope was the feeling that
no mau could really descend to such baseness
as would be implied in the justification of
their fears. A generous and noble people
could not bring themselves to believe that the
man whose hands they had sustained and
strengthened, whose honor they had trusted,
whose errors they had pardoned and
forgotten,
could grow treacherous to them, and callous
to the claims of humanity and
justice. So
they silenced the apprehensions they could not
stifle, apologized for acts which caused them
unutterable paiu, and strove to put the most

whom

*

Feb 27—dlw*

A Most Exquisite, Delicate niul Fragrant Perfume, Distilled from the
Rare mid Reaiitiful Flower from
which it takes its name.
Manufactured only by PIIALOIY Sc SOIV.

nature have been many, but they have refused to believe such evidencies. They have

a

pect to

$1,000,000all paid ia.

Tbi«
for

families.
Inquire at No. 30 High st.

liance of himself and his influence with the
of their enemies. Indications of such

cause

clear.

For Sale.

House
two small

was the living monument of
their unsectional and fraternal
spirit, meditated a betrayal of their
interests, and an al-

Insurable

STORES, STOCKS,

largo and convenient House, No. 15
Waterville St, suitable tor two families. Terms
ol sale liberal.
ly to W, No. 37* Middle St.
ja23dtf

■iiil

liberality, who

responsibilities. For we bave reached one of
those dividing points which mark the
properly, at current rates.
change
Also PEBPETUAL POLICIES, which never exfrom one distinct period of
progress to anothpire, on
er.
The contest of arms,
resulting in tie deDwelling Houses, Barns, Churches, feat of secession and the death of
slavery, is
ended; but a new contest is begun which is to
AND SCHOOL HOUSES.
decide questions equally momentous.
In this
If any party holding a perpetual policy,
should desire to cancel the same, the company will “new contest, now |that it Is fairly inaugurated, there can be but two parties. On the one
pay him back 90 per cent, of the amount paid.
side stand arrayed the friends of
freedom and
Insurance
in
the
Cheapest
Country. impartial justice, the
loyal people who, having

P AA

To Let.
No. 12 Willow Street, suitable

The New Issue of the Hour.

It would be useless to deny that the excitement growing out of the political events of
the past few days has been intense, and per
haps in many instances, angry and bitter.
Under the first smart of wrong received at
the hands of one we have trusted, it is difficult to reason with perfect calmness. For
many mouths the painful apprehension has
been growing stronger that the man whom
the loyal people have honored and defended,
whom they lifted into power as a proof of their

crisis, painful its it is, peculiar as are its danders, untried as are its difficulties, stern as are
its dutfes, is preferable to that
universal uncertainty in which of late men have been
compelled to act. The situation becomes

CASH CAPITAL,

For Sale.

tw Readinz Matter on all Pour
Pages.

been gained

$1,176,859.07

particulars,

TONS square Hackmctack Timber.
XgJvJv/ A180* Ship Knees; Oak, Hackmetack
and Haidwood'Plank, for sale by
L. TAYLOR, 61 Commercial St.
Oct 24-dtl
■4

CO.f

$1,000,000.00

Sept 27—dtf

For Sale.
Evergreen Cemetery,

n(y

advaurl.

last few

Store to l^et.

THE
Streets, at present occupied by
& Co. Possession

your in

is but natural that their first emotion should

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

on

Two-story

$8,00 per

M(t„
M,

be

Policies issued for

class Grocery and Provision Store, now doing a
successful business and one of the best stands In the
City. Apply to
A. P. MORGAN,
290 Congress St., opposite the Preble House.
Feb 20,186G—dtf

*

—

mm

dignation that they have seen the complete
betrayal of their generous confidence, and it

PERPETUAL INSURANCE!

Firm of Stevens, Freeman & Co.

May 1st.

fcOeod3m

Siaylus,

particulars enquire of, or
GEO. L. KIMBALL,

en

tallowing

TO ANY AMOUNT WANTED,

For Sale.

THE

on

Commercial Malnal of New York,
Asset, 81,100,000
Metropolitan of New York,
1,040,000
"
Manhattan
1,110,000
“
1.500,000
Pkenix,

CASH

For Sale.

Goods !

good assortment of

and to effect Insurance upon Hulls, In the
responsible Offices. Open Policies issued.

united STATES PATENT RIGHT for

on

TOWN

SAMUEL

Are prepared to issue binding certificates

FREIGHT AND CARGO RISKS,

Me.

Chief of Bureau.

_.

JOHN E. DOW & SON,

HOME

F !

convene

Y.,
Asylum, Philadelphia,
Pa., on MONDAY, March 12, l84>d, lor the examination of candidates for admission into the Medical
Corps of the Navy.
Gentlemen desirous of appearing before either
Board must make application to the Honorable Secretary ot the Navy, or to the undersigned, stating
residence, place and date of birth, and bclore which
Board they desire to present themselves. Application to be accompanied by respectable testimonials of
character.
Candidates must not be less than twenty-one, nor
more than twenty-six years of age.
No expense is allowed by the Government to candidates attending the sessions of the Board, as* a
succes.itul examination is a legal
pre-requisite for
appointment in the Navy.
„_

Insurance ?

Portland, Feb 8,1866.

_SA L

PRESS

Brooklyn,

P. J.

Marine

ONE

Medical Officers will
at the
Naval Hospital, Chelsea, Mass., Naval Hospital,
BOARDS
N.
and Naval
of

Portland, Feb. 6,18G6—dtf_

Nov. 11—dtf

For the Examination of Candidates for Adas

FOYE, COFFIN <& SWAN.
CF* Marine Risks placed in auy Boston or New
York Office desired.

No.

SALE!

Feb 13—dtf

COMPANIES.

837*000,000*
prepared to carry the largest amounts desired in
Marine, Inland, Fire, Life and Accidental Insurance.
Marine and Inland, as well as Fire risks bound at
once.
Losses equitably adjusted and promptly paid.

second-hand HAND PRESS for sale cheap
if applied for soon. Size ot Platen 20x28.
Inquire in person at, or address by mail,

Rubber

Medical Hoards

mission into the Navy

LIFE

Of Hartford.
Connecticut Mutual,
STATE AGENCY OP THE
Of Hartford*
Connecticut General,
STATE AGENCY OF THE
Of New Y'ork*
New York Accidental,
The undersigned,' Agents and Attorneys of Ihc
above named reliable Companies with a combined
capital and surplus of more than

A

14—IV,Tki'B,Fr,Saf,Tit,Tb,Sa,Ts, Tb,S. lot

CO.,

Groceries, Ship Stores,

BUSINESS !

He

Store, 147

DEALERS IN

THE

City Carts, intends to carry

a

manner.

U3r“ Don’t forget the number ol the

the

NOW OFFERING CHEAP,

Inducements

purchased the Retail
Messrs. PEARSON &
HAVING
SiMITH,

Also Rubber Goods repaired In

tial

Public by

to meet

HILTON &

ID HR, YT

FOR PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD.
subscribers offer for sale a large
quantity ol
desirable building lots in the West End of the
on
city, lying
Vaughan, Pine, Neal, Carlton, Thomas,
West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Bramhall, Monument, Dantorth, Orange and Salem Streets.
They will sell on a credit ol* from one to ten years,
if desired by the purchasers, and to parties who will
build houses of satislactory character, they will advance, \f desired, one fourth oj the cost of building, on
completion qf the house. From parlies who build im-

their

Men's Rubber Over-Shoes, $1.20
per “pair.
Women’s Rubber Over-Shoes, 1.00
“
Miseos’ Rubber Over-Shoes,
.80
“
Men's Rnbber Boots,
5.00
“
Women's Rubber Boots,
2 40
“
Misses’ Rubber Boots,
2.00
“
Boys' Rubber Boots,
3.25
“
Youths’Rubt'er Boots,
2.50

Of New York*
Of New Y'ork*

New York,

People’s,

DRY GOODS Stock and Stand for sale at agreat
bargain. For particulars inquire of
THRASHER & CO.,
4 Free St. Block.
Feb 27—dtf

ALL FIRST QUALITY.

35REW8TER,

Mr, Brewster would be happy
(aiends and the public generally.
Portlrnd, Feb. 2,1865.

A

No. 2 Galt Block.

wTc.

Emporium,

Of Hartford*
Of Liverpool and London.
Of New York*

Of New Y'ork*
Of Norwich*
Of Worcester.

tA

sold at the

MARKET PRICES.
GEORGE F. FOSTER,

Apply

FOR

147 MIDDLE STREET.

FORMERLY OF THE SKOWHEGAN HOUSE.

EXTEA HOGS AHD CHOICE BUTTEE,

mediately,

A

HALL’ S

has been

JlttBril

A.T

G A. IR.
Xj O A ID
to arrive and in store.
Also, a lot of

Cirx-eat

Farm for Sole.

Tortus

EIRE COMPANIES.
-Etna,
Royal,
Conlineutal,
Arctic,

Or, H. C. BARNES, Portland.
Feb 27—dtf

Hotel,

International

1Vo. 353 Congress Street.

-BY THE-

Feb. 3.—dtf

India Rubber Roots and Shoes,

India Rubber

Congrcum St.,
Portland. Me.

GOOD FARM of about 70 acres, about 1} miles
fr rn Gorham Village, on the line of the Portland
& Rochester Railroad, to be sold cheap. Terms liberal. Apply to
KOSCOE G. HARDING, Gorham,

EDWARD T. LITTLE, Clerk.
Watcrvill ?, January 31,1866.
fol4dtd

111 Commercial Street.

will be

AVERY

X98

—FOR-

hohiers of the Maine Central Railroaa Company will
be held at the TOWN HALL, in WATERVILLE,
on WEDNESDAY, February 28th, I860, at 11 o’clock
in the forenoon, to act upon the following articles,
viz:—
1st—To hear the Reports of the Directors and
Treasurer of said Company, and act thereon.
2d—To make choice of a Board of Directors for the

GEORGE S. HUNT,

LOWEST

desirable residence in Cape Elizabeth,
The house is
one mile from Portland Bridge.
two stories, containing 13 rooms, closets, &c., all in
well
Stable
and outorder. Also
arranged
ngs. The lot contains 50.000 feet, and for beauin
this
vicinty.
ty of location is unsurpassed
Term easy. For particulars enquire at;

julv25dtf

PRICE CURRENT

At Waterville.
GSSHBER3 The Stockholders are hereby not ified
^j^yABNg^^that the Annual Meeting of the St ck-

y

Corn and

Real Estate for Hale,
In Cape Elizabeth.

Sete

good order for sale at low prices.
kinds Machine Trimmings, at
137i Middle Street, up One Flight Stairs.
Feh20—eodlin
W. S. DYER.
All

On Wednesday, Feb. 28tli, 1866,

XT IP

Flour,

Twelve Second-Hand Machines,

Turner, Poplar,

Quebec, Merrill,

Congress, Atlantic, Mupjoy, Monument, Willis Sts.,
and the Eastern Promenade, at prices from 10 to 30
cents per loot.
C&“Also, 6 Houses from $1000 to $5000.
MOSES GOULD, 71 Middle St.
Jao 20—U3ui

TH

Cor. of Milk nud Lime Sts.,
HILTON, )
PERKINS, [
PORTLAND, ME.
C. 8. F. niLTON, )
Lir'Produce Sold on Commission.
febld3m

Now landing from Sch. “Warren Blake,” Central

Choice

Union Button-Hole Machine

MEETING

J. P.

lor sale

needle than any other machine in the world.

FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.

ANNUAL

07 TIERCES,

Wharf,

Machine,

FOB

SUIT All LB

of New York.
Inanrance Co. of Norik A laerica,
of Philadelphia.

Ml,

of a. p,,„ u
kM< «"“*"'«« "/ «« M« «</,„

Washington.

are

to Lease!

Franklin, Lincoln, Mayo, Smith, Fremont,
ONMelbourne.
Hammond, Winthrop, Walnut, North, Montre-

al,

Leather) Clothing, Carriage Trimming,
and Family Sewing*
It will carry the largest thread with a smaller

C. PARKER.
N. B.—Special attention paid to cleaning Bed and

S. K.

NEW

THE NEW IMPROVED

Leavitt Sewing

Notice,

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,

MOLASSES!

HHDS. PRIME
250
ION HHDS

EXAMINE

And Satisfaction Guaranteed in all Canes*

out

magnificent

Furniture !

Feb 1—dt/

FURNACES, RANGES,
And

LANCASTER

200 Greenwich St. N. Y.

W. F. PHILLIPS
Maine

ot the

as

From tlie first day of
to sell our large, well

MAINE,

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Depot 198 &

a

MUSCOVADO,

ROUNDS & SON.

is,]sI5tb—dtf

Selling

us.

by all DrugginU. *

Sold

And

tion ol the fliroat, a proporty due to their demulcent
ingredients. They also relieve bronchial irritation,
by loosening and soltcning the tenacious secretions

Fob 20— d3w

KING

1

from
Recipe obtained
THESE
from Charles Morse, M. D., ot Portland, Maine.
of the
in

They

ANI)

CALL

LOTS,

or

To Let.

DR. t'HAS. MORSE’S

S

For Sale

OPPOSITE CITY BUILDING.

of all hinds Cleansed and Repaired in
and at short notice. Second-hand Cloth
and sold.
sept20dll

T FI O O H E

HOUSE

8gt.

short notice.

Ladies and Children
the delightfragrance and rich,

appreciate

appearance imparted to the hair, and no fear
of soiling the skin, scalp, or
most elegant head-dress.

WM. BROWN, No. 91 Federal Street.
Clothing
good style,

State Agent.

IRA WINN, Agent,
No. 11 Union St., Portland, Maine.

fe8d2m

a

F.

18

Second-Hand Clothing,

Second-hand Sliaf.ing and Pullies.
One new horizontal Engine (6 in. cylinder.)
One new Oscillating Engine, (6 in. cylinder.)
Also, second-hand Mill Gearing and Shafting.
Trenail Machines; Jack Screws.
All kinds of Machinery promptly made and

Dec 14—dtf

ensuing year.

-FOR-

ONE

--

n.

COMPANIES.

MARINE

Fulton,
Norwich*

superior new Locomotive Boiler.
One second-hand Engine and Boiler (15 horse
power) all complete.

repaired.

Wednesday Morning, February 28,1866.

No. 23 Exchange St.

Yonkers anil

For Sale.

STREET.

LITTLE,

a

Jan 30—dti

not

Arcado

THIS!

GREAT PRICES GIVEN

Of all

D.

comparatively

with

HARRISON BAKER, Proprietor.

t

Dry

LOBERY,

Free burning and VERY PURE, and all kinds ot

Importers and Jobbers qf

and

AT

W.

opportunity

find this a rare
small capital.

is

DAVIS, ME8EBVE, HASKELL & 00..

STOVE SIZE.

AND

re-

glossy

causes

EVERY

PUMPS oi all descriptions.

EGO SIZE.

BROKEN AND

NO. 124 EXCHANGE STREET,

Goods

Coal.

Cor. Franklin Wharf & Commercial St,

MAKER OF

PORTLAND,

60 Commercial Street,
12—dtf
Head Maine Wharf.

LOOK

S. N. BEALE,
C. A. B. MORSE.

Feb 1.1SCC.fe3J&wlmU

Coal,

Pumps

Jan

C. A. B. MORSE.

Feb 1,1866

pears, bald spots are covered, hair stops falling, and

of

RANDALL. McALLISTER & 00.,

at

Ticket & Insurance Office,

MAINE CENTRAL R. R. CO.

ALSO,
200 tons Cumberland Coal for Smith’s use; and all
kinds of hard and soft Wood, on hand and for sale by

liabil- j

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Ang 25—dtf

Force

The

Railway

31 EXCHANGE

Mattress 'licks.
Nov 4—dtf

COPARTNERSHIP.

Work executed in every pari ol the State.
iuneldtf

Solicitor

day dissolved by mutual consent.

Is this

Portland* Maine*

COUNSELLOR

CO.,

ity of the late firm will be settled by either party
the old stand, No. 5 Commercial wharf.
S. N. BEALE,

at

450 tons John’s Stove and Egg Coal.
500 tons Lelrigh Egg and Furnace Coal.
200 tons Lehigh Stove Coal.
300 tons Locust Mountain Stove and Egg Coal.
200 tons Free Burning Stove Coal.
W ell picked and screened; delivered to any part
the city at the lowest price for Cash.

Ie20dtf

&

of the hair, supplying required nourishment, and
natural color and beauty
returns. Grey hair disap-

GENTS’ LIISTEN
Got up in the Best Possible Manner,

ALSO,

A. P. MORGAN.
1. E. HANNAFOR1).

BEALE

particulars.
THOMAS WHITTEMORE.

i Kn TONS JOHN’S CHESTNUT COAL,
loU
3.00 per ton.

or

IT.

them for

COAL, COAL, COAL !

of

Commission Merchants, Dissolution of Copartnership.
"Wldgery’s 'VVharl,
copartnership heretofore existing under the
firm and style
THE
Portland, Me.
S.

on

Feb 2—dim

A. P. MORGAN & CO.,
dissolved Feb 13tli, 1866, by mutual consent. All
the Late firm will be settled by A. P.

oetl6dt>

a

Kennebec, Lincoln, Oxford, Penobscot, Piscataquis,
Sagadahoc. Somerset, and York.

business of
MORGAN.

Portland. Feb’y 19, 1866.

upon the roots

tbo^ump

GENERAL

WILLIAM H.

to raanupump in the unlow rgure.
Tliis pump cannot ireeze as no water remains in
the pump wncu
is not in motion.
A capital chance is ode red to any enterprising man
to make
Messrs. Libby, Lidback & Co., 3d
money.
htory. No. 4 Manufacturer's Block, Union Street,
poprietors of Cumberland County, will put up single pumps in said County, and will furnish them at
short notice to owners of other counties.
The Counties unsold are Androscoggin, Franklin,

unequalled

Notice.

name

or

subscriber offers for sale the right
rpHE
JL Iacturc and sell this

sold Counties in this State at

RUSSELL BARBOUR is admitted a member
• of our firm from Feb. 1st, I860.
J. & C. J. BARBOUR.
Feb 9—dim

copartnership heretofore existing
THE
the undersigned under the firm

lor Frozen Pumps,
Pipes iu Mid-\Vinfer*

now

Bursted

Jnoss,

GROWTH AND BEAUTY.

directly

ful

Walter’s Anti-Freezing Force Pump

CENTS PEE BAT!

In

Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth bv Electricity without pain. Persons having decayed
teeth or stumps they wish to have removed for resetting he would give a polite invitation to call.
Superior Electro Magnetic Machines for salt
for family use, with thorough instructions.
Dr. D. can accommodate a lew patients with board
und treatment at bis house.
Office hours from 8 o’clock A. M. to 12 M.; from 1
to 6 P. M., aud 7 to 9 in the evening.
Consultation free.
novltl

sult.
will

COLD WEATHER!

subscriber would inform Ids triends and the
public that he will continue the Boot and Shoe Manuiacture,aud the sale of Dry Goods and Groceries,
heretofore conducted by M. G. HAYDEN & CO., at
the old stand in f orham.
Thankful for past flivors so liberally bestowed, he
still hopes to merit your approbation.
M. G. HAYDEN.
lelOdtl
Gorham, Feb 8, 1866.

vigor of health.

luxuriant growth is the

COLD WEATHER!

The

Copartnership

RETAIL.

COLD WEATHER!

*---

MACHINES for

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

GLOVES,

Dec 1—d3m

Call

STURTEVANT7

AND

Ladies’ & Children’s Underfiaimels,

Dissolution of Copartnership

Who have cold lianas and feet; weak stomachs, 1amand weak backs; nervous and sick headache; dizziness and swimming in the head, with indigestion and
constipation of thebowels; pain in the 6ide and back;
leucorrhoea, (or whiles); falling of the womb with internal cancers; tumors, polypus, and all that long
train of diseases will find m Electricity a sure means
of cure.
For painful menstruation, too profuse
menstruation, and all of those long line of troubles
with young ladies, Electricity is a certain specific,
and will, in a short time, restore the sufferer to the

act

HOOP SKIRTS AND CORSETS,

death,
bodily iitfury,
of

case

*

ing invigorate, strengthen
and lengthen the hair. They

FOLLETTE,

HOSIERY

J. T. GILMAN.
foTdtf

1866.

General

The Rheumatic, the gouty, the lame and the lazv
leap with joy, and move with tlie agility and elasticity of youth; the heated brain is cooled; the frostbitten limbs restored, tlie uncouth deformities removed; faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
strongtn; the blind made to see, the deaf to hear and
the palsied form to move upright; the blemishes 01
youth are obliterated; the accidents of mature life
prevented; the calamities ot old age obviated and an
active circulation maintained.

LIFE,

i

TEN

the three

Mrs. S. A. Allen’s World’s
Hair Restorer and Dress-

Congress

i'uury,

Agency!

FOYE. COFFIN & SWAN.

The undersienO'l beta? compelled (on account ol ill health) to relinquish Hotel busioffers for sale the lea e and a portion
of the lixi.ures ot said house.
Tin* Hotel ranks among the lirst in the country,
It
and commanus a large proportion of the travel.
has one hundred twenty-live rooms, perfectly ventito
the
lated and substantially furnished. Attached
house are Bathing Looms, Shaving and Billiard Saloons, &c. In connection with the house is a large
To
and convenient Stable, with a llnelivevv stock.
any one desirons of entering the hotel business will

Salsy

331

Portland,

Dissolution of Copartnership.

PORTLAND*

&

or

heretofore existing between
under the firm name of

Portland, Jan. 1,

!

CLOTHING AND CLOAKS,

mdd 60 Middle St.,
Sept 7—<ltf

transit,

Is this day dissolved by mutual consent. The business will hcrealtcr be conducted by N. A. FOSTER,
who will pay all demands against'the late firm, ana
to whom all indebted will make payment.
N. A. FOSTER,

Manufacturers ot and Dealers in

Agents for EMPIRE

in

vessels

on

N. A. FOSTER

Succ'esaoi't to G. L. Storer 4* Co.,

6H

goods

Also

St,

the subscribtis,
THE

Milliken & Go.,

And Gents’

prepared to make LIBER-

copartnership

FICKETT,

jmuelStf

lolSti

Portland, Nov. 9th, 1866.

Dissolution.

Portland, Me.

BOSS &

place

Maine.

DRIED APPLES, Ac.

to

Made.

city. During

lor ^iiOOO in
bmhly
and JS 1*5 weekiy benefits in case of
or the small sum of

ous

House.

Augusta

By

DAILY press,
PORTLAND.

—

Lease & Fixtures for Sale General Insurance

TRAVELLERS.

railroads steamboats, sailing
VESSELS, STAGE COACHES, or other public
conveyances may insure against loss ol life, or seri-

years we have been in this city, we have cured some
Thus, 10 cts. will insure to Boston or New York;
of the worst forms of disease in persons who have
30 cts, to Chicago or Milwaukee;
tried other forms of treatment in vain, and curing
50 cts. to St. Louis or
in
so
short
a
time
that
the
is
patients
often
Cairo;
question
70
cts. to New Orleans, and so on to
asked, do
any part
they stay cured? To answer this question of the country,
and for any number of days desired.
we will say that all that do not stay cured, we will
Before
doctor the second time without charge.
entering a Hail Car, Steamboat, or other
conveyance, secure yr urself and family or friends,
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician for twentyThree Thousand Dollars in case of
one years, and is also a regular graduated phvsician*
death, or
$15 per week in case of injury, whereby you may be
is
to
chronic
diseases in
Electricity perfectly adapted
>mabled.
the form of nervous or sick headache; neuralgia 111
Policies issued for any
the head, neck, or extremities; consumption when
sum, covering accidents of
of any kind, such as Falling ol Ico and Snow from
in the acute stages or where the lungs are not fully
or P
acute
or
buildings,
on
chronic
the Ice Skating, or Broken
ailing
involved;
rheumatism, scrofula, hip
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature Bones, Bruises, Sprains, Cuts, Burns and Scalds, Assaults
by
contracted
of the spine,
muscles, distorted limbs, Kicks and Burglars, Explosions of Lamps, Falls,
Bites of Horses or other animals, upsetor paralysis, St. Vitas* Dance, deafness, stamor
of
iering
hesitancy
speech, dyspepsia, indiges- ting of or falls from Carriages, &c., &c.
Every person is liable to accidents of some kind,
tion, constipation and liver complaint, piles—we cure and
should therefore insure without
delay.
every case that can be presented; asthma, bronchiPolicies issued and Tickets sold at the
tis, strictures of the chest, and all forms of female
complaints.

TEETH S TEETH! TEETH!

9G Exchange Street.
Nearly opposite Post Office.

IN

Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Lard, Beans

Produce.

No.

on

sale, or shipment.
good security.

for

Remember the

Jan 19—dtf

WHOLESALE DEALERS

Special attention paid

SMALL.
jal6d2m

Advances

Furnishing Goods.

Particular at ention paid to BOYS* CLOTHING—
Cutting done to go out of the Store.
By strict attention to wants of customers and prices
reasonable, a share of patronage is solicited.

CO.
C. E. JOSE,
lt.S. MAXCY,
J. C.

Commission Merchants,

Aro. 3 Lime Street,

•

Gents’

OHUROHILL, BROWNS & MANSON.

produce;

AND

<£

Portland, Jan. 1,1866.

to

J. EDWARD GOVE &

which will be manufactured into Garments which
cannot bo surpassed for style and make in the city.
Also a Fine nsssortment of

name

JOSE

MIDDLE STREET.

LADIES

Woolens, Foreign & Domestic,

formed a

business,

CLOTHING

of

Frank W. Libby.

copartnerday
THE
ship for the transaction of the Wholesale Crockand (liras Ware
under the lirm
ery

CLASS

FIKST

a

Tailor,

Wo. 06 Exchange Street 9
recently occupied by Messrs MCCARTHY & BER
RY, where may be found all the LATEST STYLES

FTRE AND MARINE INSURANCE

of

CHISAM,

Merchant

them-

of
LIBBY,

Electrician

located in this

Against Accidents!

ALL

By Electricity

NEW STORE!

name

on

Office—No. 12 Campbell’s Wharf,
Norfolk, Va.
Consignments solicited.

y

NEW STORE,

Wholesale and retail dealers in LUMBER, COAL
WOOD, Sawyer’s Wharf, foot of High Street.
Dec 21.1663—dtf

subscribers have this

Merchandise of all kinds bought and sold
Northern account.

129 Middle Street.
EASTMAN BROTHERS*

fel4dtf

Copartnership.

Commission &Forwarding Merchant

of

White ALL WOOL FLANNEL 35 Cents.
A few mor. of those all Linen Army Sheets tor
1.40. Pillow Slips 35 cts.
A complete and g.-neral assortment of HOUSEKEEPING GOODS at the lowest market prices.

and

John

GENERAL

Wear.

Spring

American Prints, 15 to 25 Cents.

ore

Portland, Jan.l, 1866.—2m

HENRY P. WORCESTER,

OF

BEAUTIFUL STYLES

WISCONSIN.

)

LIKE

WOOLEN GOODS, for

after this date

PERKINS,

DAMASK and

A SEW

existing under tho
SON,
style of
JACKSON & CO.,
hereto

1

TABLE COVERS—Every Variety.

Roundy,

WHERE

Insure

DEM1NG,

Nearly Opposite the United States Hotel
lie would respectfully announce to tlie
citizens of Portland and vicinity, that ho has

permanently

copart-

a

N.

^Medical

Heavy Brown and Bleached

and

LINEN

Copartnership Notice.
will be continued

DR. W.

COTTONS

11HE Copartnership
of S. K. JACKSON tfc
under the

At

MILWAUKEE,

)
J

Fine, Medium

for the purijose of carrying on the SHIP BROKERAGE, SHIP CHANDLERY and GROCERY BUSINESS, and have taken the stand of ROSS BROTHERS, 73 Commercial Street.
WM. ROSS, Jr.,
ALVAN ROUNDY.
fe2Jd3w
Portland, Feb 19,1SC6.

name

lot ot

new

DeLaines and Ginghams,

LUTHER DANA,
LUTHER W. DANA,
FRANK J, DANA.
f<!22tf

&■

entire

MEDICAL ELECTBICITT

174

Copartnership Notice.

04 MICHIGAN STREET,
DAVIS & COLBY,
84 and 86 La Salle Street,
Chicago, 111.

a

undersigned have this day formed
rpliE
X liership under the firm name of

an

Rich Dress Goods!

SONS,

&

Portland, Feb. 14, lS6fi.

selves under the firm
THE

Commission Merchants,

Have just received

Grocery and Fishermen's Outfitting Business.

undersigned

CO.,

EASTMAN BROTHERS

copartnership

a

transaction of

For the

all hinds of Jobbing
ie24d3m

DAVIS

have formed
firm name of

DANA

L.

ORNAMENTAL

AND

No. 6 South Street,
in

TtHE
under the

__

JOB PRINTING, of every description,

Notice.

undersigned

in

length ol column, constitute “square/’
.5 cents* per
$1.50 per square daily first week :
week alter; three iusertious, o>- less, £1.00; continu50
cents.
first
week,
ing every other day after
Halt square, three insertions or less^05 cents; one
week Al.oo; 60 cents per week alter.
Under head of “Amusements,” $2.00 per square
or less, £1.50.
per week; three insertions
“Special Notices,” $1.25 per square first inser-

Insurance.

For Sale and to Let.

INSURANCE!

~r~~-

is*published at the

THE MAINE STATE PRESS,
same place every Thursday morning at
invariably in advance.

Terms $8 per annum, in advance.

.uggo'ewiy

who

it shall succeed or not Is the issue before the
Recent events have torn off all disguises, and brought the question to a fair trial.
The people, and we believe also, a noble ma-

country.

jority of their representatives in Congress see
clearly the issues of the hour, are prepared to
accept their momentous character, and

as

fear-

lessly as determinedly as on a thousand bloody
fields, to do battle lor Liberty and Union
against all the forces of retrogression, of sectionalism, caste and oligarchy. And they will
prevail. They have not poured out their
blood in rivers, and their treasure in millions
to yield now the
dear-bought fruit of their
triumph. They are neither to be daunted by
the forces of Southern secession and Northern treason allied under the banner of Executive patronage, nor are they to be cheated by
the pretenses of a sham “conservatism,” and a
sham magnanimity into a surrender of their
convictions and principles. It is not the nature of revolutions to go backward. The opposing forces may be able to hinder and postof freedom, justice and
pone the triumph
equality, but they cannot ultimately prevent
It. The people have sworn its accomplish-

ment, and the result is as sure as the fixed
and immutable laws of God’s universe.
Hours at Home, for March presents an Interesting table of contents. The author of “Life and
Times of John Huss," contributes an
appreciative
artlclo on “Samuel Adams,” which is followed
by
“Hambies among the Italian Hills,”
American
an
by
lady resident in Rome, and by the first cbspters of
a story by Miss
Phelps which opens with a great deal
of power, “The Natural History of the Yaguey
Family,” Is by Dr. Horace Buahnell; and “The Childhood of Jesus” Is translated from the Revue Chretieti-

Several articles of a biographical character relate respectively to the late M^jor General J. H.
McPherson, to Dr. Muhlenberg, and to Dr. F.liphalet

ne.

Nott.

Dv.

Spencer

furnishes

a

discriminating

re-

of Merlvale’s “Conversion of the Roman Empire,” and the Kev. H. A. Nelson an artlcl on the
"Influence of the War upon our National Literature.’
Several other well-written prose articles and two or
three pleasing poems complete the number,
Reoelved of A. Williams A Co,, and for sal* by E,
A. Andrews,
view

1_

_

THEto

__=»-:

TTaion Republicans of this city are requested
Rooms ou
mee t at tneir several Ward

Friday Evening, March 2d,

of nominating candiAt 74 o’clock, tir tbe purpose
Coimcilmen Constadates for Aldermen. Common
ior each \\ ard> and toselec.
and
Warden
Committee of two from each W ard, for tbe ena

clerk

bles.

City

*UAifoyItr iiio

purpose of selecting seven Delegates
in convention to nominate a
from each Ward, to meet
candidate to be supported lor Mayor at the ensuing

Municipal Election.

Ter

Feb 28—td.

Order of City Committee.

The Execution—A Fragment.

It

midsummer, precisely, the 16 th of
of July, 1S08, that the miserable convict
awoke to look out upoft the last day of his
earthly existence. The instrument which
at

was

Justice had caused to be erected foi his execu
tion, stood forth upon Muujoy in fatal and
_

mysteiious preparalions, where an immense
crowd were assembling Irom town and country—men women and children—witness
tbe spectacle just at band, when a fellow mortal was to take his last look upon mortal tbiugs
—and die.

and
Such an event was of rare occurence,
not be too
the curiosity of our nature must
censured that it had taken so much

severely
pains for

its

gratification 1

Cy

letter in the Lewiston
"The resolve establishing the
Eastern Normal School at Castine has passed
to be engrossed. This place is one of the most
An

Augusta

Journal says

:

75@5

layers.
GRAIN—The corn market is still very dull. Western mixed is now quoted at
there is little,
ifanv Southern yellow m market. Stocks ample for the
demand. Barley is dull at the recent decline.
present
Bye remains steady at. Si 25u.l UO. Oats are flriuer
at
*u moderate
supply at $o0(o,32

beautiful localities in Maine, nothing surpassing it eve;, in New England for health, attractions, aud as a lilting place for the school. The

appointed to locate this institution
examined various places before they decided
such tavupon Castine, and no place presented
orable auspices as that town.
her
g.y Steamer Regulator will commence
commission

ton

880^—

S

2d, making

ther notice.
\ye learn from the Democrat that on
were at play on the
Friday last as some boys
Mills in Saco, they in some
near Hobson’s

logs

started the logs, one of which rolled over
little French boy 7 years of age, son of Lewis
Garret, breaking his neck aud killing him inway

stantly.
gjyThe Democrat says that on Saturday afternoon two hoys, named Plummer and Hill,
got into a fight in the vicinity of City Hall, Biddel'ord, during which Hill stabbed Plummer in
the lung, causing a serious wound. Hill was
arrested. Plummer we unfiorslaud is doing

of

subject
object
hanging in general, but merely to advert to
the scene witnessed in your city, as just hinted. The writer was living coutempory with
to discuss the

its enactment, but did not witness the execution of the criminal—the sad catastrophe.
Through almost a whole lifetime of years,
memory has to revert to this event and with
the experiment there is so much of the indefinite to meet me, that I almost despair of pro-

gyA correspondent of

LIME—The

quite light, but prices
nominally unchanged
$1 75®;! 80 if cask.
LUMBER— Is in steady, moderate demand, at
prioes essentially unchanged.
Shipping boards are
quoted at $21@24. Spruce $17@19. Hemlock $13®. 15.
Clapboards $23 u,27 for extra spruce; $38g40 for“extva piue. Laths at $Ju.J 25 for spruce and 3 26@375
for pine.

the Whig states that

six

PAINTS—Desirable brands of dry leads continue
scarce and firm.
Pure grouud lead is still quoted at
(16 50. Rochelle yellow has shaded to 4o
lb.—
Other paints are steady and without change iti price.
Demand light.
PLASTER—Stocks of soft rock plaster are very
light now, and prices have advanced to $4 {* ton
from the wharf.
Ground plaster is hold at about
(9 50 without sales.
PRODUCE—The supply of fresh meats is still very
good. Beef is selling at 10@14c ^ lb by the side,
and veal, which is com wing in quite freely, brings 12^
14c.
Poultry is steady. Chickens are quoted at
2&&30c, geese at 2t%25c, and turkeys at 25ua
30c. Eggs are firm at 3o^35c $> doz. Potatoes continue to bring 7O@0Oc
bu. Onions have declined
to (2a)2 25, and cranberries are dull at (12r«>12 50
^ brl
PROVISIONS—The market here is quiet,with light
stocks and
a moderate
demand.
Beef is firm
We continue our quotations of extra mess at
Pork
is dull but unchanged.
We
§2C@28.
quote prime §23@24, mess (31&32, clear $33^34, and
extra clear fc34vg*35. llams are worth 19(0)210.
Kec ,‘ipts o! round hogs are tailing
off, but prices rule
without change at 14@l0c
lb. Lard is a shade
higher at20£.g.21£c for kegs.
RICE—Is steady at 12@14c (car India and Carolina.
RUM—Portland distilled is dull and declining at

St. Croix Courier aays a disgraceful
scene occurred on the Calais aud St. Stephen
toll-bridge on Wednesday night by which violence was attempted on the person of a female
rowdies. Mr. R. Johnston attracted by
the woman’s cries, ran to her assistance, and
had a tooth knocked out in an encounter with

by two

old

eighty years of age, walked from Jonesboro, Monday, February 19th, in the pelting
storm, to enter a complaint against her son for
woman

ducing a reality, yet it is no fancy sketch I
draw; it was real, though romantic in its
character, and the catastrophe was too terri- an assault.
ble to be forgotton by those who witnessed it;
gy The Gardiner Journal says there is an
and those must now be few. “Foryotten let it
effort on foot to raise a corporation to buy the
be,” some would say; others would say nay.
Gardiner water power, and the heirs of the
The prisoner, and he shall be nameless, was Gardiner estate have made the parties the offer
committed to the County jail in Portland, at of the six dams, including the grist and flour $2 40
gal.
that time, there being no Maine State Prison.
mill, for $150,000.
SALT- -Stocks are ample. Two cargoes have arrived
the week, and sold at (4 5o U hhd. We
during
It was a case, I suppose, judged to be worthy
continue to quote Turk’s Island at $4 2&u'5 »hhd.
ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.
and Liverpool and Cadiz at (4@ 4 50. Table salt reof the severest penalty of the iaw. The conmains steady at 33c p box.
vict denied not his guilt, but that he had no inSOAP—American Castile continues to bring 17c.—
fcyThe communication of “Finance” is re‘ For
tention to kill the unhappy victim of his sudprices of Leathe & Gore’s soaps soe quotaden and infuriated passion. Visitors were ad- ceived, but owing to the crowded condition of lions.
and especially under the pressure
SPICES—Prices are firmer without change. Sales
mitted to his cell, to minister to his religious our columns,
limited to small jobbing lots. See quotations.
of a great number of articles relating to the
some
Dr.
and
others,
probaSUGARS
Payson
Refined sugars have been selling
benefit;
Fair, we are unable to find room for it.
during the week at 17} a*17)o for crushed, granubly. I have an indistinct recollection of being
An attack is reported by a small party lated..and powdered. l>0x sugars are in limited demand at this
in his presence myself, as I seem to have an
and prices are nominal to a great
of Fenians on the bank of Stanbridgc, Canada extent. We time,
continue iorrncr quotations without
idea of the person of the prisoner, his cell and
East. The Fenians were driven oft' and more change.
its location, and the mauuer of ingress and
TEAS—Stocks are light and prices are well susCanadian troops have gone to that point. Some
—

egress, which consisted of a horizontal aperture, through which the visitor had, with considerable difficulty to crawl and draw his
length along. It can be imagined with what
feelings we met the prisoner’s eye; how solemn and direct our words must have been,
the truth of which was so soon to be realized.
How one in so close proximity with a man
whose hands were scarcely washed from the
murderer’s blood—alone with him in his dun-

geon—could feel secure, except as we might
hope that some sense, of gratitude remained
in his depraved-nature, which would keep back
vxoleuce from bis benefactor—yet were we
not safe in the presence of penitence and
prayer? To any one, a visit under these circumstances, was not without profit. How
sure woidd he be to reflect with self-complacency and sell-application. How sincere the
prayer for divine preservation from outbreaking and crime.
I remember the dreary spot and everything
so dreary connected with the gallows, erected
in my native town iu Massachusetts. I remember where the “old gallows stood,” in
your
to

city.

t^ie place

on

One of the elderiies will point you
on the hill as you go out of town

the west, and then

thought

to be

quiLe

out

of

still, sometimes throbbing deeply, s ckening as
the delaying hour approaches;—and still they
come not.
Still impatient—
“Lingering

ages haste

away.”

this time

HIP” The

of the second new monthly
to be started in New York will be
The Metropolitan Mayazine," and it will be owned and edited by the Messrs, Church of the
Army and
name

ftavy Journal.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
..

MARKETS

USE DB. LANGLEY’S ROOT and HERB BITTERS for Jaundice, Costiveness, Liver Complaint,
Humors, Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Piles, Dizziness,
Headache, Drowsiness, and all diseases arising from
Disordered Stomach, Torpid Liver, and Bad Blood,
to which all persons are subject in Spring and Summer.
Sold by GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover St., aud bv ail Dealers in Medicines.
Feb 26—ssdlm

j

ITCH !

Scratch,

ITCH !

ITCH !
Scratch, Scratch!

Wheaton’s
Note.—Our quotations represent prices of large
lot3 from first bands, unless otherwise stated, and in
filling small orders, higher rates have to be charged.
For figures see quotations in another column.
€old opened Wednesday morning in New York at
136$, and closed Monday night, after unimportant
fluctuations, at identically the same fraction. The
demand lor customs is just now rather light, though
the volume of importations since Jan. 1, $40,000,000
in New York, against $14,000,000, same time in 1866,
and $27,000,000, same time in 1864, is alarmingly
large. The exportation of specie from the same port
since Jan. 1, foots up to about $4,000,000. The rate
of interest has again advanced to 6 @7 JJP1 cent, for
call loans. In the West the inoney market is easier
as the packing season draws to a close, but there is
cent, is the ruling rate in Chino surplus, and 10
Government
cago for first class business paper.
stocks arc in less demand for investment, and are
dull at a decline. All indications tend to show that
“accommodation,"in the presentcondition ofbusiness,
has limits. The stagnation in the merchandise markets continues. The President has thrown a stumbling
block in the path of Congressional legislation, which
will still further postpone the consideration of important measures oltaxationand finance. The see-saw
between buyers and sellers suffers no abatement, but
almost imperceptibly prices tend to a lower level.—
When or where we shall reach the hard pan, it is now
impossible to predict.
APPLES—Sound winter fruit is growing scarce,
and prices have advanced t o $5 50:a)6 50 ip brl. Sales of

ft.
BEANS—Are in good supply and prices are steady
and without change. We quote white pea beans
and marrows at $2 50@2 75 4> bu, and blue pods at

$2a2

stamps
CROIX, No.

in

cents,

Dr. LA

or

postal
31

currency,

25.

BOX SHOOKS—The market has been very dull
during the past week. Shippers are holding at 80c,
and offering about 70c. There have beeu no transactions of any amount.
Is steady and we continue to quote
BREAD
square pilot at 8i@10c, ship at 7@8c 4H1>, and crackRound pilot has declined to
ers at 50@G0c 4> 100.
10(a^l 2c 4*lb.
BUTTER—Receipts of choice family butter have
been light,and prices are firmer and a shade higher
at 38&42c 4# ft. Store butter is quiet at 23@26c.
CANDLES—Moulds are steady at 17@18c 4> lb.
Sperm are in moderate demand at 40@42c.
CEMENT—Prices at this season are nominal at
$2 70@2 75 brl.
CHEESE—Is firm and tending up at 20@22c 4> ft
for Vermont and Now York.
CO AL—Dealers continue to retail Lehigh, Red and
White Ash at $15 4* ton, delivered. Cumberland reAnthracite is unsettled, and
mains steady at $12.
will probably be lower by the 1st of March.
is quiet with a light conmarket
COFFEE—The
sumptive demand. Java is now quoted at 40@43c 4*
and
lb,
Rio 30^/.32c.
COOPERAGE—There is nothing new to notice in
cooperage. Np shipments have been made this season, except to fill orders. There are no transactions
l,ricea 1110 entirely nominal, as quoted
tdsewhei e
—

COPPER—The market is rather weak, though witliil^UOv iiecl*anKC’ C°PIcr sheathingis quoted at 55c
selling at40c, and

Ty^'Jo^o^taiwheatliingis
metal bolts for 43c.
yellow

CORDAGE
The market is
quiet, and unchanged.
quote American at20j £22c 4> lb, Manila at 23 a)
23\c, and boltrope at 25ci25ic.
DRUGS AND DYES—The market is more active.
Bicarb soda has advanced to lU@12c
lb. Oidum
has receeded to $8 75@8. Other articles aie steadv
J
and unchanged, bee quotations elsewhere.
DRY GOODS- Advices from Liverpool indicate an
unfaTOrable reaction in the cotton market, and cotWe quote standard
ton goods are again lower.
yd. Bleached goods
brown sheetings at 27j@28jc
rates.
Prints about lc
are quiet at about previous
The market for woolens is equaldull.
and
verjr
lower,
for further conoff
ly dull, buyers persistently holding
cessions. Stocks are light, however, and i! is believed that the opening ol the spring trade in earnest will
be the signal for a general advance.
DUCK—In consequence of the decline in the raw
been again
material, prices ol Portland duck have
reducedto$l 05 for No. 3, and 70c for No. 10.
FISH—The market for codfish is rather more active,with some inquiry from the West, and an improved local demand, though at lower prices. Mackerel rule firm with light stocks. Pickled herring
have declined to $5«,G 4* brl. Box herring steady;
sales 2500 boxes for 65c delivered in New York.
FLOUR—Tlnae is now a fair consumptive demand,
and stocks are steadily decreasing. White wheat flouil
—

Ointment

Will Cure the Itch la Forty-Eight Honrs.
Also cures SALT RHEUM, ULCERS, Chilblains,
and all Eruption, of the Skin. Price 50 cents. For
sale by all druggists.
By sending 60 cents to WEEKS & POTTER, Sole
Agents, 170 Washington St., Boston, It will bo forwarded by mail, free of postage, to any pari of the
United States.
Oct 25.1865.—s 3J d&wlyr

by addressing
Albany, N. Y.
The author may be consulted upon any of the diseases upon which his book treats either personally or
by mailf and medicine sent to any part of the world
Oct 6—8 Jf d&w6m

Photograph Notice.

J. V. P. BURNHAM has returned to his Rooms,
No. 96 Middle Street, where he is ready to wait upAll kinds of pictures
on liis friends and the public.
taken, including Tin-Types, Ambrotypes, Cards,
Vignettes, large Photographs,old pictiffpi copied and
enlarged to any size, finished plain or in color.
Also, the PORCELAIN PICTURE; this is the
most beautiful picture yet seen—does not show
freckles. Ladies and Gentlemen are invited to call at
BURNHAM’S, 96 Middle Street, and look at Specimens.

B^*Remember the No., 9G Middle Street, OPPO&USxd2w
SITE CASCO BANK.

PULMONALES

SKINNER9S
Cure

Coughs, Colds, and

Influenza.

SKINNER’S PULMONALES
Cure Sore Throat and Hoarseness
SKINNER’S PULMONALES
Relieve diflicult

Breathing.

SKINNER’S PULMONALES
Cure Whooping Cough in Children.
Public Speakers and Singers find them effectual for
clearing the voice. Prepared by E. M. SKINNER,
M. 1)., 27 Tremout Street, Boston.
Sold by n. H. HAY, Druggist, Portland*
eod&weowSm
January 31,1S66.

Pobtl.vnd,

Jan.

23d,

1866.

I have used JOHNSON’S REPRODUOTOR for
ten weeks and have strictly followed the directions
contained in his circular, and I now have a fine
growth ol hair where I was entirely bald.
I have no hesitation in recommending it to any
one who may have occasion to use it.
J. M. MULLALY.
Jan 30—SNdtf

That

Cough

CAN BE CURED by going down to No. 15 Middie Street, and getting a Bottle of

DR. BASCOMB’S

Couerli and. Croup Syrup,
And taking according to directions.
Jan 16—SNd2mos

Chilblains Can Be Cured!
Use CHARLES’ LINIMENT. Follow the Durec
lions strictly and we warrant a cure.
for Bale, Wholesale and Retail, by
BURGESS, FOBES hi CO.,
General Agents,
80 Commercial Street, ( Thomas Block,)
deci!7dtf8N
Portland, Me.
J. H. J. THAYER,
APOTHECARY, 373 Congress St., Portland, Me.
Stand formerly occupied by Geo. W. Hayden & Co.
Foreign and Domestic Drugs, Chemicals, Family and
Patent Medicines, Perlumery and Toilet Articles ol
all kinds, and all articles usually kept by first class
Apothecaries.
Strict personal attention paid to the compounding of Physicians' Prescription at all hours,
fe22sNdlm*
day or night.

Plain and Colored

Stamping

All Stationery bought at this store will be stamped
plain free of charge.

Stamping

Red, Blue, Purple, Brown,

done in

Black, &c., at twenty-five cents per qutre,

or

Fack-

ago extra.

Monograms Cut to Order.
Wedding and Visiting Cards Engraved or Printed
at short notice.
A large assortment of
FASHIONABLE STATIONERY
CAN ALWAYS

SHORT

RE FOUND AT

&

TORINO’S,

Booksellers and Stationers, 50 and 58
Exchange St*, Portland, Me*
SNlm
February 24. I860.

"Westbrooli
THE

Seminary

SPRING

TERM

this Institution will commence WEDNESDAY, Feb. 28th, and continue twelve weeks.
G. M. STEVENS,

Secretary.
Westbrook, Feb 20.

fe24d4tSN*

Cumberland.
Republicans of Cumberland will meet at the
Town House, in said town, on Saturday, the 3d day
March next, at 3 o’clock P. M., lor the purpose ot
nominating a Board ol Town Officers for the current
The

year.
Order of Town Committee.
Ic27sxdtd
Cumberland, Feb 26, I860.
IlASIlEESH CANDY!
The attention of the public is invited to Hasheesh
Candy, which is recommended to them as the best
medicine known for the cure ot all diseases of the
Throat, Lungs and Nervous System. The proprietors, in thus offering it, feel confident that a trial will
tully sustain the high reputation it has already acquired in various parts of the United States. To those
who always let their prejudices TJtlnd their judgment
it is useless to present facts or arguments, but to others we feel that it will be sufficient to say that we offer

OTITINTS.
This excellent Remedy is an infallible cure for Deepness, Discharge from the Ear, and Noises in the

discovery or experiment; our goods arc standard.
In the East, Hasheesh is the beginning and
the end of Medicine; it is used for numberless diseases,'and that it is used with success wo need only
refer our readers to the unlimited testimony of travelers in all ages. That it should so long have escaped the practical science of the Western World, is an
astonishing fact; hut now that it is prepared in such
a form as to make it pleasant, safe, and above all, effective, there can be no doubt that it is destined to
obtain the confidence of the public, and especially ot
Invalids con
those for whose relief it is prepared.
be assured that it contains not a particle of opium,
or anything else that is in any way usurious to the
system, hut that it is an agreeable and permanent

Head.

tonic.

T I 1ST

E S I

TJV

LOOK !

LOOK ! I

85 Tin-Type* for 50 cent*.
85 Gem Ambrotypea, 50 cent*.
-AT THE-

PORTLAND PHOTOGRAPHIC GALLERY
80 Middle Street.
A. S. DAVIS.

jallSNdtf

Tills wonderful

Vegetable Extract lias been the
of restoring thousands to their hearing,
who,
after trying everything and everybody, bad given up
means

hoping ever to hear a/ain.
It opperates like a charm upon offensive dischargfrom the EAR, no matter what may have caused
it, or how long standing.
Noises in the head disappear under its Influence
es

if by magic.
Price, $2.00 a Bottle. For sale by all Druggists; at
wholesale by G. C. GOODWIN & CO.,
No. 38 Hanover St., Boston.
Feb 21—SNd&wly
as

Perry’s Moth and Freckle Lotion.

Chloasma, or Motlipatcli, (also called Llverapot,)
Lentigo, or Freckles, are oiten very annoying,
particularly to ladies of light complexion, for the discolored spots show more plainly on the face oi a
blonde than of a brunette; but they greatly mar the
beauty of either; and any preparation tuat will effectually remove them without injuring the texture or
color of the skin, is certainly a desideratum. Dr. B.
C. Perry, who has made diseases ofthe skin a speciality, lias discovered a remedy for these discolorations, which is at once prompt, infallible, and harmamt

less.

Prepared only by B. C. PERRY, Dermatologist,
* Bond Street,
New-York, and for sale by ail
druggists: price$2per bottle. Call for PERRY’S
No. 4

MOTH AND FRECKLE LOTION.

W. F. Phillips
Co., and
Agents, Portland, Maine.

H. H.

Hay, Wholesale

oct31sn mw&fCiu

Tibbetts’ Physiological Hair Re*
generator* This article Is unequalled in intrin-

sic merit.
It will not soil the finest fabric.
Is neat, clean, and highly perfumed.
It will positively restore the whitest or grayest hair
to its orignal color.
Will purify Hie head from humors and dandruff.
As a dressing is bewitchingly desirable.
Every bottle »s warranted or money refunded.
TEBBETTS BROTHERS, Proprietors, Manchester, N. H.
Sold by W. W. WHIPPLE and W.F. PHILLIPS,
Portland, and by all Druggists.
ja22sN3m*

WARREN’S

COUGH
Has been

Wc

BALSAM!

found by experience to be the

w

BEST BEME BY
For the various diseases of the Lungs and Throat,
such as

DIPHTHERIA,
Asthma, Bronchitis* Consumption* Croup,
Influenza*Pleurisy, Pneumonia,or
Inflammation of the Lungs,
and

Whooping Cough.

these complaints this Medicine has NO SUPERIOR, and while thus efficacious it is perfectly safe to
administer to persons of all vges.
The Cough Balsam
possesses the two-fold advantage of being at once valuable as a curative and invaluable as a prevontative of all the diseases of the
Throat, Lungs and Bronchia.
The world is challenged to produce a
compound of
equal efficacy and safety.
and
sold
•*# Prepared
by AMBROSE WARREN,
Botanic Druggist, No. 1 Granite Block East Market
Square, Bangor, Me,
nQHsNdftwwSm
In

New Spring G-oods!

no new

any address on receipt of price and stamps.
Price—Large Box $1.00, postage 15 cents; Small
Box 50 cents, postage 6 cents. For sale by all Druggists and Apothecaries, or Patent Medicine Dealers.
Imported and manulactured solely by the SYLVAN ORIENT COMPANY, 151 Washington St.,
(opposite the Old South Church,) Boston. Mass.
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Agents for Maine.
Sent to

Feb 15—SNdAwly

Cherry!

Still maintains its long established reputation
A RELIABLE REMEDY

as

—FOR—

Coughs* Colds* Hoarseness. Sore Throat*
Influenza. W hooping Cough* Croup*
And every

The

affection oi

Throat, Lungs, and
Including

even

Chest!

CONSUMPTION.

UNSOLICITED TESTIMONY.
itself. It is but one among
the many letters of like import constantly being received by the proprietors:

The following

explains

Fairfield, Me.. April 28, 1804.

Messrs. Seth W. Fowle & Co.
Gentlemen: Seeing numerous certificates in the
Maine Farmer endorsing the merits of that Great
Lung Remedy, WISTAR’S BALSAM OF WILD
CHERRV, I am induced and take great pleasure in
to the great cure it accomplished in
giving
in the year 1858, During the summer of
my
that year my son, Henry A. Archer, now Postmaster
at Fairfield, Somerset County, Maine, was attacked
with spitting of blood, cough, weakness rf
lungs, and general debility, so much so that our family physician declared him to have a “Seated -Consumption.” Ho was under medical treatment for a
number of months, but received no benefit from it.—
At length, from the solicitation of ltimscli and others,
I was induced to purchase one bottle ofWistar's Balsam of Wild Cherry, which benefited him so much I
obtained another bottle, which in a short tiBie restored him to his usual health. I think I can safe’y recommend this remedy to others in like condition, for
it is, I think, all it purports to be—the great Lung
Remedy jor the times !
The above statement, gentlemen, is my volunt&rv
offering to you in lavor of your Balsam,and is at your
As ever, yours,
disposal.

publicity
family

ANDREW ARCHER.

Pamphlets containing

known and

reliable

address.
PRICE

ONE

testimonials from many well
persous, will be sent free to any

A

DOLLAR

PREPARED
18

BOTTLE.

BY

S"ETH W. FOWLE
And for sale

OPEJSub

!

Howes, Shangliae.
Sid Dec 28, Penguin, Moore, Singapore.
Ar at Hong Kong Dec 21, Chase, Hamilton, from

MITCHELL’S,

N. I.

Middle

127

Sid Dec 29, Clara Morse,
Arat Colombo Jan 1,

S XJPEllIOil

BLACK

HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS,

Bailey &

Feb 9, S W of Soutlistack, ship St Joseph,
Liverpool for Boston.
Feb 14, lat 30 35, Ion 70 37, barque Wallace, Dyer,
from New Orleans for Havre, (see disasters.)
Feb 17, lat 32*. Ion 72 15, brig Chattanooga, Fry,

New Advertisements.

». I. MITCHELL’S,
Cheaper than at any other store in town, as we have
the largest stock, at the lowest prices, and will not be
undersold.

THEBEST is the CHEAPEST.

IST.

I.

MITCHELL,

BICE BROTHERS,
PRODUCE COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
MILWAUKIE, WISCONSIN.
Buy for Eastern account Grain, Flour, Beef
Pork, Lard, Hams, Butter, Seeds, etc.
The following choice brands ol Flour on baud :—
Bertshy’s Best,
N. Warren,
Cabinet,
Eagle,
McClelan.
Champion,
Market Reports sent daily or weekly without
charge.
Flour and Produce bought, stored and Insured at
liberal rates.
mar!3sNeodly

MELODEON
CABINET ORGAN
MANUFACTORY

Stock List*
Sales at the Brokers Board, Feb 27.
American Gold.
137
United States Coupons,
136
U. S. Coupon Sixes, 1881,. 104
United States 7 3-lOths Loan, 1st series.....
99
do
2d series. 99
do
small. 994

No.

TEMPLE

IF.

99|

United States Five-twenties, 1862.
1024
do
small.102 J
do
1861. 1021
do
103
1865..
United States Ten-lorties.
931
United States Debt Certificates, June. 994
do
Nov. 994

U. S.

Ogdensburg First Mortgage Bonds.*9.'}
Vermont Central First Mortgage Bonds. 84
Vermont Central 2d Mortgage Bonds. 25

r.

Marshal’s Sale.

PURSUANT

_

In Auburn, by Rev J C Snow, Feb 16th, John P
Butler and Eliza Trask, both of Lewiston; 17th, Lu*
cius Cary and Abbic C Brings, both of Turner; 24th,
Frank S Peabody and Almira J Sumner, both of
Lewiston; Henry Davis, of Woodstock, and Maria J
Greenleal, of Lewiston; 25th, Charles C Hicks and
Junia L B Lovejoy.botli of Danville; 27th, Eliplialet
S Bryant and Charity J Carr, both oi Webster.
In Waterville, Feb 20, Joseph Eaton and Ellen A
Simpson, both of Winslow.

Thirty-Nine Thousand One Hundred und

Fifty Cigars*
same having been decreed forfeit to the United
States, iu the District Court for the said District of
Maine, and ordered to be sold, and the proceeds disposed of according to law.
Dated at Pori laud, this twenty-eighth day of FebThe

DIED.

ruary, A. D. 1866.

CHARLES

In this city, Feb 26, Mrs Eliza, widow of the late
Richard Odell, aged 82 years.
In Bath, Feb 26, Msy Henry W Owen, aged 56 yrs
9 months.
In Boston, Feb 25, Edward S Frying, Esq, aged
71 years.
In Turner, Feb 12, Robert Walker, formerly of
84 years.
Gorham,
In Saco, Feb 15, Mrs Mary, wife of Clias Dearborn,
aged 42 years 7 months.
In Kcnnehunkport, Feb 9, Mr Jonas Day, aged 33
years; 11th, Mrs Hannah E, wife of Josoph Ray,
aged 37 years.

Real Estate for Sale!
-BY-

Miuiature Almanac.February 28*
Sun rises.6.38 I Moon sets
.5.54 AM
Sun sets...5.49 | High water.10.15 AM

USTZEWS

~

O RTLAJV D

PROCTER,

C.

JOHN

STREET.

T.TMTl

|

IMPORTS*
ST JOHN NB. Sell CLarlie—34,000 box shooks, 5
cords heading, to N J Miller.

CLARK,

U. S. Marshal District of Maine.
Feb 28—dir>d

aged

O FP

HASTINGS

United States of America, 1
District of Maine, ss.
)
to vend. expo, to me directed from the
Hon. Ashur Ware, Judge ot the United States
District Court, within and for the District ot Maine,
I shall expose and offer for sa!e at put lic auction, to
the highest bidder therefor* the following properly
and merchandize, at the time and piaco within said
District as follows, vi*
At Vu Custom House Building, on Fore street,
in Portland, on Thursday, the fifteenth day or
March next, at 11 o'clock A. M.

Boston and Maine Railroad.1171
Eastern Railroad. 102
Western Railroad. 137

MARINE

ST., PORTLAND, Me.

Would hereby inform bis friends and the public that
ho continues to manufacture and keep for sale
upright Cabinet Organs ot ©very description, and Plano
Melcdinos.
style
These Organs all have the
reverberating SoundBox or Wind-Chest, with other improvements, such
as Knee Swell, double
bellows, two blow pedals, Ac.
Feb 28—cod&wtf
I

—

_MARRIED.

5

®

Brick House and Lot. with Stable,
on Cumberland St.,
Wooden House and Lot, with Stable,
Cumberland St.,
Wooden House and Lot, with Stable,
WUmot St.,
Brick House on Oak St,,

on

$4,800
$6,600
on

$4,000
$6,000
Brick House on Pearl St.,
$3,260
Also, some very desirable locations on Congbefs,
Free. Pine and Carleton Streets, from $9000 to $14,000, and several Houses and Lots on Middle Street,
from $4,000 to $15,000, together with several desirable Residences in Gorham, Me., and adjacent to the
City on the line of Railroad.
Feb 28—d2w

Tuesday, February 27*
ARRIVED.
Steamer Lewiston, Knight, Boston.
Sch Charlie, (Br) Long, St John NB.
Sch Ida Morton, Prince, Belfast.
Sch Utica, Thorndike, Rockland.
Sch Tasso, Colby, Wiscnsset.
Sch Maria ltoxanna, Palmer, Bristol.
Sch Cottage. Dickerson, Westport.
Sch Leader, Tarr, Rockland for Boston.
Sch Be tie, Dunton, Westport for Boston.
BELOW—Br sch Annie Laurie, of and from' Cornwallis NS for West Indies, with loss of jibboom.
CLEARED.
Brig J Polledo, (Br) Marwick, Matanzas Isaac

English

Hosiery!

Invoice

Steamer BELGIAN, JUST RE-

of
AnCEIVED, per

Ladies* Fine
EXTRA

AND

English Hose,
LENGTH,

SUPERIOR

QUALITY,

—

Will be sold

Ship Building—Wo give below

a

table showing

present

be largely increased.

1847
Bath.
21,928
Portland. 13,288
Waldoboro. 23,522
Machias. 4,099
Passamaquoddy,. 4,935
Penobscot. 2,563
Kcnnebnnk. 4,162
Wiscasset. 4,939
Ellsworth. 3,455
Belfast. 6.909
Bangor. 2,116
Saco and York. 1,194

1803
19,470
7,907
12,608
8,303
6,454

1805

112

1 566

3,348

3,461

93,510

Total,.

1,163
721

1,037

450

6,639

800

4,782

5,145

00

346

70,878

70,101

DISASTERS*
Sch Eliza Leland, (of Brooksville, Me) Gott, from
Bucksville, S C, lor Barbadoes, with lumber, was
abandoned at sea 11th inst, having sprung a leak on
the 8tli. The crew were taken off by barque Wallaco
Iroui New Orleans for Havre, which transferred them
on the 14th, lat 36 36, Ion 70 37, to the brig Germania,
which arrived at Philcdelphia 25th inst. The E L
registered 155 tons, was built at Belfast in 1863, and
owned in Brooksville.
Sch Geo W Glover, of and from Rockland for New
York, put into Provincctown 27th, with loss ol jibboom and her cargo of lime on lire.
DOMESTIC PORTS.
BALTIMORE—Sailed 21th, schs Gen Marion, tor
Portsmouth; 25th, C C Clark, for Charleston; 26th,

Elizatieth, Hutchinson,

Portsmouth.
sch Gov Burton, Pea-

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 2ith,

cock, Orchilla.

-AT-

Thompson’s 'Hosiery Store,
Feb 28—dlw

154

Notice

20,403
12,791
14.344
5,599
4,170

BARGAINS,

AT GREAT

to

MRS.

Ladies!

the
W.

C.

Middle, Cor. Cross.

HAS

n

Linings,

Trimmings,

EMBROIDERIES, Ac.
13?“ Orders for SlompiiiR will be received, lor tlie
convenience of customers in the vicinity, at MBS.
BENT’S, 25 Free St.
fe2Gdtf
Portland, 27th Feb’y 18GG.

P0RTLAND & PENOBSCOT RIVER
SPRING

ARRANGEMENT!

On and after Fridajr, Mar. 2d,
new and fast-going Steamer
“REGULATOR,” Capt. Wu.
R Roix,will 1 carve Railroad Wharf,
foot of State Street, Portland, ei'ery
Tuesday and Friday Evening,at 10 o’clock, connecting with the2* P m train from Boston.
Returning will leave Bangor every Monday and
Thursday Morning a* 6 o’clock, touching at Rockland, Catnden, Belfast, Searsport, Bucksport, and
W interport, both ways.
Passengers ticketed through on theBoston $*Maine.
and Eastern Bail road at the Depots in Boston, Salem,
«
Lynn and Lawrence.
For Freight or Passage ar pl v to
A. SOHEJCBY, Agent,
At Office on the Wharf.
Portland, Feb 28th, 1866.—dtf
the

splendid silver

therefore has

presented

&

SON,

Tremont Street, Boston.

by all Druggists.

GKRAOE’S

fel7’668Neod&eowly8

SALVE

Works like magic in cases of
CUTS. SCALDS, BURNS, WOUNDS, BRUISES,
SPRAINS, BOILS, CHAPPED HANDS,

FELONS, CHILBLAINS, &c.
GRACE’S CELEBRATED SALVE
Is prompt in action, removes pain at once, and reduces the most angry looking swellings and intiamatlons in a very short time.
ONLY TWENTY-FIVE CENTS A BOX.
(Sent by mail post paid ior 35cts.l
SETH W.EOWIE A- SON, PRO Fit IE TORS,
18 Thehoxt st., Boston.
iy Sold by Druggists and dealers generally.

fair, legitimate

articles,

Here
trade.

True,

not

source

of more true

now

pleasure

Feb 17,1866—SHoodAsowlyS

invite the reader to go with

to the Hall where the
is

beautiful,

us

has a true eye and a steady hand. It woi
splendid ornament tor a parlor.

No. 37 is the “Convent of Bibecio,” by Bi
stadt, and a noble picture it is; warm, sum
and full of sunshine.
No. 42 is a landscape, with cattle, by

Hass, and it seems to us to be the gem of 1
gallery. The two bullocks and the lit
white-faced calf are capital. The artist li
not try to paint handsome cattle, but nuts':
ones

and those which have labored lor ah

ing. They are not fat and sleek, but two sai
dy fellows that look as though they might b
yoked and set to work. They stick out bn
the canvas, and It seems as if we might till

in-

round them on the other side. And the o.t—
how natural the little fellow looks I YYre stub
think the boys would run after him. llu
enough of the paintings to-day. YVe hal
resume the subject to-morrow, and xtict
some of the paintings of Portland feina! ar
tists whose works adds much to the gsery
We shall also notice some others and als< Mr
Brown’s Early Autumn.
The dinner under the auspices of Mrs. hep

on

Portland has always been famous for the beauty of its women, and our State is reckoned In
the some category. We don’t believe there is
a city in our country whose women, in all
those qualities that go to make up female beauty, can take the lead of Portland, and especi-

ally is it true so far as the present generation
Those oi the ages
of girls are concerned.
of from twelve to twenty, have faces and forms
that may well challenge the admiration of the
world. They are not a sickly race, and the
glow of health is upon their cheeks. A look
into the Hall yesterday afternoon and last evening would convince any of the truth of this
statement which we make, not to flatter, but

ley, Washburn, Chase, Cross, and lumacwasomething to be long remembered by hos
who partook of it. The table was splelidi.
and tastefully spread, and the viands < th
choicest kinds; seldom have we seeu atab.'
more tastefully ornamented or inore.'ichl
furnished. The ladies who got up anibupei

intended this affair are entitled to great cret
And now let us ask what a it for the
enterprise.
Fair would be without beautiful women and
And then to be waited upon by suchhulie
girls ? Any one can answ'er that question.— as gave their attendance about this bofd, tva
And herein the Forest City has quite an ad- a matter of no
ordinary interest, espetaliy t>
vantage over many other cities we have visit- those who received tlieir polite and >ronip
ed and lived in for many past years.
We are attentions. The truth
is, such a dimn, will
not disposed to call names, became If we
such surroundings, is not often enjoyeiln thi
should do so, our columns would not furnish world. There was
only a single drawkek; i
the requisite space.
is feared that some gentlemen overloads! thei
The tables of the different religious sociestomachs; but one thing is quite ccuiin, a
ties around the Hall are leaded with a great did full
justice to the viands. The laths hav
variety of articles which show the taste and abundant reason to rqjoice in the access
We shall not name their benevolent
handiwork of our ladies.
enterprise.
those who stand behind these tables to wait
In the afternoon Rev. Mr. King inroduce
on customers, tor they are changed from time
three beautiful slave children, who stag sod
to

time,

and one

gentleman remarked

that ev-

ery succeeding group seemed to be more beautiful than those that preceded it, but we consider such comparisons odious, besides, we

hardly

think the facts would warrant such a

statement. Where all look so well and behave
with such grace aud

decorum, we

are

not

jus-

FITS.

THE

gr-gymrHculam

team Horses—Good
PIERCE * CO..
TWO heavyDENNISON,
and Commercial Sts.
workers.

of High

Feb 28—dlw*_

Dressed Hogs.
LARGE lot just received and for sale by
JEREMIAH HOWE,
9T Commercial St,'
Feb 28—dlw

A

a

make a

every side
and the scene is ftill of interest.—

spectacle

Orange Corn
carefully paint

marine painting by our o'
B. Brown. The scene is
the coast of Grand Menau, and Is
very wild
The water and rocks are admirably done, a
the atmosphere is very beautiful; it is inde
a valuable painting and shows that our art

yourself

CAPT.

poln, Leeman, London,

No. 28 is

than a full purse.

in mind and govern

some

townsman, H.

let such re-

IN

Cor.

No. 26 represents

scenery by Brevoort. It is a
and highly finished picture.

member that the poor freedmen will get the
benefit of all sales, and that consideration is a

Reader, bear that
accordingly.

a

artist.

speculation, but
the bewitching

absolutely need, but

liquor,

No. 8 is a cattle piece by
Starkenborgh, a
admirable painting it is. The cattle t
very fine and the sheep are capital. One c
wether’s face attracted our attention, and t
wool on his back looked as if it might
sheared.
No. 10 is a fine picture by Bracht, call
the “Vale of the Wclsen.”
The colors t
strong and the horses are well-drawn. It 1
grand painting and sljows much skill in t

smiles of the ladies in attendance may induce
some susceptible persons to purchase articles

they do

by 1

an

such as the donors

i3 no

is it executed

admirably

think he is a little the worse for
the artist so iulends to paint him.

those whose names will be found in another
column. The ladies who have the management of this department are anxious to keep
their stock frill, and our citizens will see to it
that these tables shall not show much empty
surface however rapid the sales may be. Let
our readers remember that only fair prices are
for these

and most

The fellow who is afraid to cross t
stream shows plain enough that his
couragt
all oozed out at the ends of his Ungers. \

barrel of

Family

IPer steamer Hermann, at New York.]
Sid ftn Liverpool 13th inst, Australia, Stockton, for
Boston.
Ent lor ldg 10th, J H Stetson, for Boston.
Sid ftn Yokohama Dec 7, Brilliant, Walker, New
York.
Ar at Adelaide Dec 1st, Donna Maria, Sawyer, New York, (and sailed tfOth /br Guam); 3d, LinI

Coil,

artist.

granulated
sugar. That cask of oil presented by the Kerosene Company attracts much attention, and
no doubt several have oil enough on the brain
There are many othto insure its purchase.
er valuable articles that show the liberality of

charged

paintings in our city
marine painting by Carl hi

a scene on the coast of Nor*,
The water and roeks are well done, and t
sloop riding upon the billows is excecdiai
fine, but the clouds and sky are not in k«
mg with the rest of the picture. It is a va
able painting and exhibits much artistic si
No. 2 is a representation of a poultry-yt
by De Belle. It is as natural as life, and
one needs be told what kind of fowls i
painted. They show for themselves and c
not be mistaken.
No. 4 represents the timid sportsin;ui

ware, and Messrs. Lo-

a

a

never seen a more

of

representing

well and Center have also contributed four
pieces of silver ware which are very beautifril.
Mrs Perley of Bridgton has furnished a magnificent cheese, and we saw the eyes oCoue of
the Committee gentlemen fastened upon it hi
a gaze that betokened a purchase.
No doubt
he will carry it away when the Fair is over.
The Shovel Factory has presented some
very fine spades and shovels, and the secreta*
ry presented by Walter Corey is a splendid gift
S.E. Spring goes in for sweetening things and
making them pleasant as he always does, and

NEW YORK—Ar25tli, brig Clyde, Walters, trom
tified in making any such distinction.
We
Dorchester NB via Portland; Sarah Peters. Lord,
here frankly confess wc have seen nothing in
Trinidad; Frontier, Littlefield, Portland; schs J E
Gamagc, Montgomery, St John NB tor Philadelphia;
this exhibition so fair and beautiful as the laNancy Mills, from Virginia for New Haven; Harmonia, Bennett, Elizabetliport for Providence.
and this term embraces both women and
dies,
Cld 24th, sch Chara, Eaton, Wilmington.
Ar 26tli, sclis Ned Sumter, Lord, Aquin; R L Tay,
girls.
Rich, Portland for Philadelphia; Isis, Harding, from
Table No. 1 picsents a splendid show—we
Providence.
are now speaking of the articles and not of
Cld 26th, ship Persia, Doane, New Orleans: barque
Aberdeen, Eaton, Havana; H P Lord. Pinkliam, for
FITS—A
SURE CURE for these distressing those who stand behind them—of fancy artiMatanzas; brigs Ellen Bernard, Collins, Liverpool;
Gilmer Meredith, Graves, Mansanilla.
—complaints is now made known in a Treaties cles got up in most excellent taste. The young
FITS-on Foreign and Native Herbal preparations, I
PROVIDENCE
Below 26th, schs Watchman,
—published by Dr. O. PHELPS BROWN.- Freedman looks as if his chains were broken
Crabtree, trom Ponce PR; Harmonia, from ElizaFITS—The prescrintion was furnished him in such
betliport; St Lncar, Ox ton, from New York.
Here
and he was free as the bird of the air.
—a
providential manner that he cannot consciSid, schs Sarah Wooster, Leland; Idaho, Waite,
and Advance, Foster, New York.
F4TS—entiousiy refuse to make it known, as it has are clothes for the young in great abundance
—cured
who
used
has
NEWPORT—Ar 25th, schs Watchman, Crabtree,
it, never haveverybody
Ponce 11th inst, for orders; Red Rover, Hodsdou,
FITS—tng failed in a single case. It is equally sure and other things both ornamental and use—is coses of fits qp of Dyspepsia; and tne iuProvidence for New York.
ful.
Ar 26th, schs Knight, Romo’*, and R Bullwinkle,
FITS—gredients may be obtained from any drug—gist. Sent freo to all on receipt of five cents
French, Providence tor New York.
Table No. 2 is on the spreading scale, and
FITS-to pre-pav postage. So.
Address Dlt. O.
Sailed 25th inst, brig Webster Kelley, Haskell,
the frames for crinoline to hang over abound.
—PHELPS BROWN. No. 19 Grand St., Jerfrom Boston tor Charleston ; schs Carrie Melvin,
fe28d0 £w3w«
FITS—sey City, N. J.
Watts, Rockport for Norfolk; Rocket, Marshall, from
But there are other beautiful things to tempt
Elizabetliport for Fairhaven; Mary D Ireland, Irethe eye and draw the wallet.
land.Wiscusset for do; JC Roker.tiohRliwaite, New
Franklin
School
l
York; Lookout, Lane, Portland for Baltimore: L A
Table No. 3 presents a little of navigation
Hole
for
H
Wood’s
do;
Perklns.Lane,
Orcutt, Berry,
FOB BOYS.
do for Savannah; Sarah, Morton, tm Providence for
and of the “weed” which no doubt will find
New York; White Swan, Robbins, do for Galveston;
TOPSHAM,.MAINE.
purchasers. Other beautiful articles strike
Grape Shot, Abbott, do for Baltimore.
FALL RIVER—Sid 26th, brig Forest State, Shute, j rpHE Spring Terra of Ibis excellent Home School
the eye aud call for admiration.
X for Boys will commence March 21, and continue
Portland, to load for Cuba.
HOLMES’S HOLE—Ar 24th, brig Emily Fisher,
nineteen weeks.
Table No. 4 is full of very attractive artiFor ‘‘Circulars,” &c., please adfrom New York for East port; schs Martha Maria,
dress the Principal.
but the war-worn freedm&n attracts the
ticles,
Colson. Jacksonville for Boston; Electric Flash, MeWARREN
JOHNSON, A. M.
j Feb
28—d3w
Donald, New York for Gloucester.
most attention and collects a good deal of
Ar 25th, barque Isabel, (Arg) Tibbetts, Montevideo
Dec 27 and Buenos Ayres 81st for Boston; brig Loy- I
money. He presents his hat very gracefully,
alist, (Br)Miller, Cardenas 33th inst for Portland;
Solicitors Wanted
and gratefully accepts the currency put into
Antilles, Thestrup, Trinidad 8th inst for Boston; sch
all of the most important Cities and Towns
it.
Mary & Emma, Cousins, In agua fordo; Leesburg,
the State, to solicit for one of the best
throughout
Smith, New York tor Portland,
Life Insurance Co’s in the country. A fine opportunTable No. 6 contains an elegant assortment
Ar 26th, bldgs Stranger, (Br) Campbell, Cardenas
ity for Ministers or Teachers to add to their small
12th inst for Portland; Mary A Chase, Mclfonald, I salaries.
of fancy articles.
To the right persons the most liberal inHere is a beautiful colored
Matanzas 14th inst tor Boston; Fannie Butler, Bartducements will be given.
lett, Caibarien 11th hist for Boston; schs Jos Fisb,
crayon by Miss tlolfe, a pupil of Mrs. Murray,
Address with Roterences, and stating what amount
Wiley, Elizabetliport for do; Conneaut,Sawyer,New ■ of territery you can cover,
Table No. 6 presents the elephant, and many
York for do.
GEO. A. FRENCH,
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 25th, schs Rocket, Marshall,
other smaller articles which will not fail to atFeb 28—d4t
N. H.
Manchester,
and Julia Maria, Gott, Elizabetliport.
tract purchasers.
BOSTON—Ar 26th, schs Gentile, Hatch, Rockland;
Olive Elizabeth, ltaudall, and Bramhal), Hamilton,
Important to Navigators.
Table No. 7. Splendid needle-work and some
Portland.
H. C. TAYLOR’S new method of finding
Old 26th, barque Kremlin, Hallett, Aspinwall; sch
fine flowers. Other articles attract much atthe Longitude without the aid of aClironeiueter.
Nathl Doane. Megathlin, Charleston.
Every navigator should know it. The method is tention.
Ar 27th, barque Wm H Randall, Haines, hn Sierra
short and easily worked. Price two dollars. Address
Leone via Portland: brig Marine, Cook, Cionfuegos;
P. O. Box 143, Portsmouth, N. H.
Table No. 8. Beautifhl wax card basket and
schs Empress, Cook, Eastport; Arcade, Boardman,
Feb 28—diw*
Camden; Goo Brooks, Upton, and Matanzas, Kilby,
needle-work that shows much taste and skill.
Portland; Harriet Fuller, Upton, do; Ceres, RobTable No. 9. A beautifvl quilt aud other atKindergarten.
bins, Kennebunk.
Cld 17th, barque James E Ward. Landerkin, PortSpring Term of this School for Children will
tractive articles, including the Night Bloomland: sch Nellie C Paine, Hawes, Alexandria.
commence Monday, March Oth. at the old City
PROVINCETOWN—Ar 27th, sch Geo W Glover, Government Building, corner of Congress and Lime
ing Cere ns Ac. But we must condense.
from Rockland for New York.
Streets.
Tables Nos. 10, 11, 12, 13,14, 15,10, 17, 18
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 24th, sch Wm Arthur, LorInquire at 217 Congress St.
and 19 are loaded with a great variety of fancy
ing, Baltimore.
work, some of which is exceedingly beautiful.
FOREIGN PORTS.
New Styles
No. 19 presents an elegantly wrought affghan
Ar at Rangoon Dec 25, skip W D Sewail, EdgeOf Gaiters and Slippers, for Ladles, Misses, and Chiloomb, Akyab.
and sofa fellow worked by Mrs. Alice Hart.—
dren, as well as Gentlemen’s Boots of fashionable
Ar at Aden Jon 17, ships Morning Star, Matthews,
styles, are for sale at X. E. MOSELEY & CO’S, Sum- They are splendid articles and will be eagerly
from
LivSunderland; 18th, Emily Augusta, Carter,
mer St, Boston.
fei8dlt
erpool.
sought after.
At Porto Cabello 5th inst, brig Geo Amos, for New !
York 4 days.
The Abyssinian Table presents a fine show,
For Sale.
*

DYSPEPSIA_AND

No. 1 is

We have

to deal in facts.

JORDAN,

removed her Goods to the corner of Dow and
Brackett Sts., where stamping will be executed
and needle work as formerly.
She will add to her former stock a variety of
articles for family use, such as

Dress

pass from

where many valuable and useful articles are
for sale. And our readers need not be surprised that the sales are rapid under such management. We have not space to particularize,
but on entering the room we saw a table covered with tin ware. There was also a beautiful spade with which the young lady who presides over the table intends to dig the grave of
the copperhead*; at least we judge so from the
We noexpression of her fair countenance.
ticed some articles of much value.
Messrs.
Gerriali and Pearson have presented four

We

_

us

generalities to particulars.
The Reception Room, under the superintendence of Mrs. A. P. Fuller, assisted by
some twenty young ladies, is quite a mart,

EXTRA QUALITY

Emery.

the amount of tonnage built in the several districts
of Maine during the years 1847-63-65. The tonnage
of 1847 exceeds tint ot any other year, and was about
one half of the whole tonnage built in the United
States. Of late years the business Las not been so
prosperous. During the past four or live years the
amount averaged about 65.000 tons a year, but duryear, it is expected these figures will
ing the

teresting collection

of

e

positions pictures ought to be placed in on
to show to the best advantage. Everyth)
in this room is most admirably arranged,»
the exhibition attracts large crowds. No
der, when so many valuable pictures are
exhibition.

pieces

strange

The Gallery of Paintings is one ot the nr
features of the Fair. The wu
is under the care of Mr. H. B.
Brown, a
that is a sufficient
guaranty that everythin;
done in tine style. Mr. Brown knows in v/i

shall

llut let

a

interesting

Republic, where every person’s rights
respected. We intend this country
be a Democratic Republic, not only in

ask for them.

on

This record tells

ry, and gives full evidence of the boilowu.
of the whole concern.

shall be

name, but also in fact,

Boston

series.

Confederacy.

in this

09 and 71 East Water St,,

3d

the very face of it the appearance is that tb
never expected to pay these demands on tk

Navigators.

Freedman’! Fair— Seoond Day.
The interest in this benevolent enterprise
increases and the people flock to it in great
numbers. Our citizens and others from different parts of the State have their hearts open
and their purses too. The cry has gone forth
that the freedmen must and shall be cared for

Feb. 15,1866—8N2w

Ann

Important to

Solicitors Wanted—Geo. A. French.
Extra Hosiery—164 Middle St.
Portland and Penobscot River.
To the Ladies—Mis. C. W. Jordan.
Dressed H«*ga—Jeremiah Howe.
For Sale—Horses.
Kindergarten—School for Children.
•

127 Middle Street.

P O E. T

ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Cabinet
Orpnr-w. p. Hastings,
U. s. Marshal’s
Sale-chas. Clari.
Kea) Kstftte lor Sale-Johu C.
Proctor.
Franklin Family School—loo*ham.
Dyspepsia and Fits.

bought at

do

one that promised to pay over live millions,
signed and sealed and in flue order, ready
be issued; but alas, to what a use has it cui
at hist I This book clearly shows how rei
lessly the rebel treasury was conducted, i

Co.

NEW

from Baltimore for St John NB.
Peb 21, oil' Capo Hatteras, barque Acacia, from
Portland for Reioedios.

BROADCLOTHS, DOESKINS, CASSIMERES,
SA1INETTS, and any kind of cloths for Gents’or
be

AUCTION COLUMN.

Auction 9a o—llouso Lots.
Auction Sales—Henry

from

N. I. MITCHELL’S.
127 Middle St.

wear can

SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.

Boots and Shoes—T. IS. Moseley & Co.—Boston.
Dr. Langley’s Bitters.

SPOKE.Y.

Embracing Bleached and Brown COTTONS. TICKS,
CltASH, DIAPER, TOWELS, I.1NEN DAMASKS,
Linen and Woolen TABLE OOVEBS, NAPKINS
Doylies, QUJLTs, with a full line of WHITE LINENS, CAMBRICS, MUSLINS, are all ofiered at extremely LOW PRICES, at

Boys

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.

Fair—Citv Hall.
Para*llsc Lost—Deoring Hall.

Gallo.
Sid Dec 31, Industry, Linnell, Akyab; Jan 8, ElFoster, Robinson, no.
►Ship Santee, Salter, in leaviug Hong Kong Dec 29
for Shangliae, lost mizzen-mast, port chain plates,&c
by collision with a steamer.

All to bo sold at the BREAK-DOWN PRICES of the
last few weeks.

VICINITY.

New Advertisements To-Day

Lawrenc, Singapore.
Southern Belle, Person,

len

SILKS,

ed and torn

Advertisers trill benefit themselves, as trellas
accommodate us, by sending in their advertisements
at an early hour in the day.

Foochow.

Street,

elegant assortment of DRESS
GOODS adapted tc the season, such as Alpaccas,
Black and Colored Mohairs, Poplins, Plaids, and a
nice lot of
tin

COMPRISING

PORTLAND AND

lies lu'miaiL'y onar.ged tlirn. tr.d the let
battle-flags Long about tbe it
show how de adJy the struggle for our untie
life has been. Here are guns and pit lob
various kinds and other deadly weapoi
musical instruments, torpedoes, part3 of sh<
which have done their work of death,
very large Journal for the rebel treasury is
exhibition, but it has never been used, it a
manufactured at liichnmud. It is a big bo<
There is another rebel treasury hook till
with rdbel bills, soiniMtf which contain pro
isc3 to pay millions of dollars. YVe notic

1866.

Wednesday Morning, February 28,

—

Balsam of Wild

Wistar’s

JUST

Maiden Lane,

Per

—

Week ending Feb. 27,18G6.

=

-..

“Buy Me and I’ll Do You Good.”

State judge.
Miss Dickinson lectured at Chicago,
Wednesday night, and had numerous sharp
hits at the president, reviewing his veto in her

about

receipt

of postage to any address,

Sent Iree

ol 25

Of

a

7J@9c

mary of his remarks:
Mr. Sherman said he was sure
Congress had
full authority to pass the
pending resolution
on the subject of
reconstruction, but could not
see that any good would be subserved
by doing
be
would
vote for it if it was
so, though
pressed to a passage. He reviewed the reconstruction policy of the President at length, and "ave
it his hearty approval; but held that Congress
was entirely justified in refusing to admit the
Southern States to representation till it had
taken plenty of time to examine into their
condition. He was not certain that the pardoning power had in all cases been wisely exercised, but Congress had given the President
full authority to the premises, lie believed
that suffrage was just as much the right of the
negro as of the white man, but approved the
President’s course to deferring to the prejudices of the people on that subject. He severely ceusured the President for the personalities of his late speech, but begged gentlemen to remember what provocation had been
given to him by Messrs. Sumner, Stevens and
Phillips. He condemned the President for
his gross attack
upon the joint committee on
reconstruction, but excused hint ou the
that
it was ordered by the House,
ground
without waiting tor the annual message on
the state of the country. He thought individual members of Congress had been
needlessly
caustic at the expense of the President, but
udmitted that the President’s
course, since
the fourth of December had not been to harmony with the views of the republican party.
In conclusion, he said that no word or act of'
his should force the President into a coalition with those who opposed the war and the
cause of the Union.

Young, Trinidad, $6; sell Chattanooga,
port north side Cuba excluding Havana, (5 75.—
Rates for out and back, charters closed very
heavy
and tending down.
Round sum out—Brig Forest State, Cardenas.
*860.

trators in one case, on being arrested by the
agents of the Freedmen’s Bureau, wore liberated, on application uuder a writ of habeas cor-

—

Biding two Horses.
Senator Sliennan made, on Monday, along
and elaborate speech, one part of which was
fervent “Good Lordthe remainder as fervent “Good Devil.”
He supported both Congress and the President. “Dixon” telegraphs
to the Boston Advertiser the
following sum-

on

schC. F.

ninety-nine out of every hundred are finding how dearly they have “paid
for the whistle” in suffering a morbid curiosity
to briug them to witness a scene so disgusting.
I had thought much of the unhappy prisoner, his trial and the day of his execution,
and could I, after all, remain to witness the
final catastrophe? I was becoming nervous!
Expectation long delayed, like hope, “maketh
the heart sick.” I rushed from the crowd, to
analyze in solitude, if I would, the nature of
that element in our poor humanity, that can unpicked fruit are still made as low as $4@4 50
Dried apples are dull at 14@15c 4> lb for Western and 17
take pleasure in beholding the execution of
@18 for Eastern.
I.
the death penalty I
W.
Yours,
ASHES —Pot ashes aie quiet and steady at
By

Castilian, Matanzas, 17c; brig N. Stowers, Matanzas,
18c; sch Warren Blake, Matanzas or Cardenas, 15c;
sell Hattie Sampson, Cardenas, 18c, and hoops at
§9 50 4) M; sch Kate Carle ton, Matanzas, 16c.
Out and back with molasses— Brig Cliarlena', Trinidad, (6; brig Torrent, port north side Cuba, $6 or
$5 25 to Portland, with privilege of sugar at GOe;

Washington dispatch states that Rep-

OF PORTLAND

ical condition.

—

following

resentative McKee of Kentucky, received yesterday several letters giving details of most inhuman outrages practised upon freedmen
within his diet :ict, and stating that the perpe-

REVIEW

heavy.

The demand for the West India
trade continues very fair, and is wellmet by the supol
Rates
have fluctuated considerably.
ply
tonnage.
We have to report the
charters:
To carry box shoots —Bark James E. Ward, Matanzas, 16c; brig H. B. Emery, Havana, 18c; brig

necessity for haste in reconstruction.”

rnojit caustic vein.

Sheriff aud his suite. The emotional nature
stirred up from its lowest depths, the great
heart of that mass of humanity, sometimes

FREIGHTS

sembly Chamber last Saturday evening. He
was opposed to restoring the leaders of the re
hellion to political power. There was now no

The days of whipping-posts, of stocks and
pillories and gallows hvae gone by, and these
instruments of justice are known scarcely by
name to the present generation.
But I have brought mjr readers in sight of
tie assembled, eager, restless populace. I
have said that I did not witness the execution, yet I was one of the excited multitude
for awhiie—for hours, perhaps.
Think of a hot summer forenoon, its hours

slowly wasting away, a strong and bewildering
excitement pervading the bosoms of an Immense multitude—waiting—waiting for the
appearance of the forthcoming pageant, the

medium fleece is still dull and

of Ohio, Sharkey of Mississippi, and Parsons
of Alabama, and Gens. Stedman, McCook and
Saxton.
dispatch from San Francisco, dated
the 2flth says : “Hon. Cornelius Colt, the relently elected TJ. S. Senator, spoke in the As-

pus, by

question you should “come too near home'’ to
some one residing near the premises.

We quote Souchong at 75@90c
lb, Oolongs
95c@(l 15, and Japan at (1 2(%130.
TIN—English pig remains steady and quiet at 45c
box.
& lb. 1C plates are steady at §15 50^16
TOBACCO—There is a steady demand from the
trade at about our quoted rates. The market is firm
and buoyant.
VARNISH—Prices remain steady, with moderate
sales at quotations.
WOOD—Hard wood brings at retail (11@12 **
cord, and soft wood $6 50(a7 50. Manufactured kindling wood is still quoted at 35@50c |> box (containing about a barrel) for soft and hard.
WOOL—The market has again been very quiet.—
Sales of Maine fleece have been reported in Boston
during the week at 62^70c lor fine wool. Coarse and
ait

maturod a bill reducing the Supreme Court
to one Chief and eight Associate Justices,
which obviates the necessity of appointing a
Among those who had an interview with
the President on Monday, were Governors Cox

There might be some delicacy involved in the subject now, lest in asking the

of town.

taned.

the latter have been court-martialed for

singing Fenian songs.
|3f*On our fourth page to-day, will be found
a list of the Acts and Resolves passed by the
Legislature of Maine during the session which
has just ended.
(j®*"The House Judiciary Committee have

A

Vegetable Soap.

t'W^ A Physiological View of Marriage:
—Containing nearly 300 pages, and 130 line Plates
and Engravings of the Anatomy of the Human Organs in a state ol Health and Disease, with a Treatice on Early Errors, its Deplorable Consequences
upon the Mind and Body, with the Author’s Plan of
Treatment—the only rational and successful mode ol
cure, as shown by the report ol’ cases treated. A
truthful adviser to the married, and those contemplating marriage, who entertain doubts at their phys-

boiled.

gyThe

says an

Aromatic

superior Toilet Soap, prepared from refined
Vegetable Oils in combination with Glycerine,
and especially designed for the use of Ladies and
for the Nursery* Its perfume is exquisite, and its
washing properties unrivalled. For sale by all DrugfelO’GCsxdly
gists.
A

—

bushel.

Republican

Colgate's

Ar at Melbourne Dee 9, Vicksburg, Boyd, trom
London.
Ar at Sydney NSW Dec 3. A U Badger, Marshall,
Mauritius; 10th. Nellie Abbott, Jordan, Melbourne
Arat Shangliae Dec 1*, Oliver tutu, Bay Koochotr; 17th, Lizzie Boggs, Dizer, <lo.
Sid Dec 15, Buena Vista, Ayres, Foochow.
Ar at Whampoa Dec 19, Wary Glover, Arey, from
Hong Kong; 23d, AsUea, Norris, do; 2Ul, Aurelia,

SPECIAL NOTICES.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

at

—

Clarion says
thousand bushels of potatoes were hauled into
that market, on Wednesday and Thursday
last. They ore now selliug at forty-five cents

her assailants.
gyThe Maohias

now

MOLASSES—The market is still very dull. The
new crop com iuues to come
forward, and is selling in
small lots a' rather low rates. Jobbers operate
ycry
cautiously, buying only from hand to mouth. Large
purchases in Cuba are reported, and lower rates are
looked
for.
See quotations.
accordingly
NAVAL STORES—Southern turpentine is selling
in small lots at $1 25 ft gal. Rosin ranges
from $9 for common to $20 for No. 1. Southern pitch
is now in the market at $7 50®8.
New Hampshire
tar is held at $5(5.5 50 and Wilmington at $7o)9
(Oakum steady at 12igl5e {> lb.
OILS
Portland kerosene has declined to 75c for
1000 gals, 77$c for 5 brig, and 80c for 1
brl, from the
factory. Prices of crude fish oils range from $30@
37
brl lor Pogie, Shore and Bank. Linseed oil
has dropped again to $1 40 lor raw, and §1 46 lor

river. He was supposed to be a resident of
Jackson Town, N. B.
of the most
gy Major Henry W. Owen, one
men in Bath, died in that
business
prominent

a

demand is

are

by the name of James Pryor was
accidentally killed by a tree falling on him
while in the employ of Messrs. Hodgden &
Johnsou, on the West Branch of Penobscot

some

$0 60 for blasting and

135.

man

city on Monday.
gy The Skowhegan

at

LEATHER—Hie market is still dull, and prices
though nominally unchanged, favor tile buyer.—
Hemlock sole is quoted at 3lffi41c
lb for H lit and
medium weights.
Finished calfskins dull at $1 3&aJ

a

young

steady

**H1 rules very dull at about
Loose hav has been selling for about
313415,
$10;o:l2.
HIDES AND SKINS —The market has been
quiet, and shows no material change since last week.
We continue to quote Buenos Ayres at 271T28C,
Western dry salted at 18419c, and slaughter at iKo-DJc.
Calf skins are worth 2iVi22. Lamb skius steady
at $1@1 go.
IRON —Bar iron ia in moderate demand at 5®5>c
f> ib lor common, and SJntifor refined. English
•heet ia ateady at 7J®sict> tb. Out nails Bteady at
cask.
$7 Oho#

W intrips for the season next week, leaving
terport for Portland on Monday morning
two trips a week until furMarch

a

*8

and straw lor

well.

He was tc be led forth—the murderer, from
his gloomy cell—to pay the torfeituie of crime,
so adjudged by the honorable Supreme Court
of Massachusetts, of which, at that time,
Hon. Theophilus Parsons, one of the most
eminent in his profession, was Chief Justice;.
Maine, then, being a part of that State.
Why fifty years should not have witnessed
many examples of similar efficiency in the execution of the law in our State, wheu the
State Prison could have furnished many ripe
victims tor execution, is best known to our
judges, governors and juries.
It is not our

Choice Western brands, in
are ncarco an*', higher.
particular, oro nearly out of the market. Low era-lea
are dull and tending down Buckwheat flour i*'selling
btl.
at <xa)7c \y lb, and corn meal at 0O@95c
FRUIT—Sicily green fruit Is Annex. Lemons
a> box, and oranges at
are now selling at $4
The market for Malaga raisin* ia steady
$5.
at $4 50@4 75 *> box for bunch, and$4
for

ITEMS Off STATE HEWS.

CAUCUSES.

WARD

and the ladies who got it up arc entitled to
much credit for their taste and liberality.—
There are several very beautitul articles.
The Trophy Hoorn is under the care of Mr.
S. H. Stevens, and exhibits a fine assortment
of articles taken from the war, Mr, Stevens

1

patriotic songs. They very much iiterestt
the large audience.
We understand tiey w
be again exhibited.
The reader may ask, how is this lair pi
ronlzed by the people ? Let him go aid see
he can squeeze into the hall.
Crowls upt
crowds visited the Fair in tlse aftennon.
was literally a jam.
Now, what shal we s
of the evening? What word in the detiona
All we esn say Is, tie crot
can express it?
All the rooms iu tie bu2
was tremendous.
ing seemed to be crowded, and all the pa-si
ways were choked up with the moving tide
humanity. Never did that roof cover sucb
multitude of happy mortals. Thus ends If
second chapter of these chronicles.

Beautikitl Gift.—Mrs' J. W. Emery h
tliauks for an exquisite specimen of Bj
cinth in hill flower, which, at this time ofwi
our

ing, is perfuming our sanctum with its po*>
ful and delicious fragrance.
People whof
us flowers attack us on the weak side, anil'
tablish a claim upon our gratitude wk
scarcely any other gift can purchase. '
keep their memory always green and fra#*
Flowers, by

the way, are not the

only b*

tiful things which can be seen and purcbk
at the establishment of Mrs. Emery, on <
comer of Congress and Chestnut Street*

Vases, wreaths, crosses, fans, paper km'
weights, lamp shades, fire-screens, ele#
transparencies, and an endless variety of oil
articles, useAil and oraameutal, the product
Mrs. E.’s skillfhl fingers, are there to be tout
People ol fine taste can hardly spend an bo
more pleasantly than by calling to exsik
and

them.

Paradise Lost.—The beautiful uioraw
Lost, exhibiting at Dcering ®
attracted a large and appreciative audience'
evening. Another exhibition will take pb
this evening.
This aitemoon there will be a grand m»
of Paradise

nee

for the benefit of

children,

mitted for ten cents each.
o’clock.

who will be»

Doors open atf

Union Club Picture Gallery.—\yt
vise every person who comes to the
the Fair, not to fail to visit the

city U)!
gallery ol p*>

ings at the Union Club’ Rooms on Con)?
Street, between Casco and
Ogj^Strects. T*
will be well repaid for so doing.
Turnverein Exhibition.— Our eit?
will be pleased to learn that the Port?
Tumvereins will repeat their recent esi>
tion, on Friday evening, March Oth, at C
Hall.
The best hotels and
their

drug

flavoring extracts
store.

boarding houses b
at Crosman £ fr

U. S. DISTRICT COURT.

Working

F£3BUABY

FOB

turbance, paid a fine of $3 and costs.
Frederick Reed and John A. Crockett, for
druukenuess and disturbance, were lined $3
were

Being

unable to pay

they

committed.

Joseph

The cases of seizures of liquors from
im Gammon and A. J. Falby, were

Steel, George

removed,
by process, to tbe United States Circuit Court,
and United States Marshal Clark took the res
pondents into his custody.

Kulus

and

Mr. Bratniar. Life of A. Lincoln.
Mr. Frost, sleeves and cuffs.
H. H. Hay, cologne and
perfumery.
Emery A
cutlery.
Mr. Dresser,
engravings.
Mr. Cleavcland, portraits.
H. Gruntall, shawl.
Mies Bel lord, collars and cuffs.
From Kennebunk, elegant chair cover.
N. A. Hall, set of vases, Ac.
J. M. Dyer A Co., collars,
cuffs, hose, neckties, Ac.
E. E. Little, hoods, nets, Ac.
E. N. Perry, valuable
carriage blanket.
Genisb A Pearson, cake
tea

photographs.
Church, Yarmouth, engraving.

Central
J1* Cunt A Co.,
variety of fancy articles.
'£odd’ s‘x bottles Hungarian Balm.

R. C. Wormell,
photographs.
J. E. Fickett, photographs.
Duran A Brackett,

travelling bags.

Walter Corey, splendid book-case.

A Son, lot tin ware.
O. M. A D. W. Nash, lot tin ware.
D. B. Wing, lot tin ware.
C. H. Allen A Co., tin ware.
J. R. Thompson, marble slab.
James M. Johnson, boots and shoes.
M. F. King, medallions of
Longfellow.
Mrs. Dr. Osgood, oil
painting.

Noyes

Miss Morrill, socks, Ae.
Portland Stone Ware
Company, jugs, pots.
&c.

Bishop Bacon, Watch case, handkerchief
wreath, books, &c.
J* U. P. Burnham, photographs.
Fenderson & Sabine, oranges.
WWWhipple, cigar eases, perfumery, Ac.
S. Haskell, C. £., potatoes.
Bailey A Nbyes, stationery and photograph
1

case,

Accident to Gen. Grunt

Ac.

1 bbl. oil.

Eben Corey, buggy springs.
Mrs. E. P. Merrill, spool

stand, sofa cushion,

Ladies of Munjoy, quilt and
patent pump.
Crosman A Co., large lot perfumerv, Ac.
Miss E.

Deering, painting.
Coe A Me Callar, children’s hats.
John Lynch, book.
Mrs. Warren, leather preservative.
Chas. Custis A Co., undershirts, Ac.
Mrs. S. F. Perley, cheese.
Wm. Ailen, oranges and lemons.
Davis A Baxter, cans of
lobster, clams, Ac.

Destructive Fire

and other

erts’loss

—

Attempt

to

—

Firemen

(Great laughter.)
Mr. Rogers—You are right. It is here. I
supposed it was only in the preamble. (Laughter ).

At tbe conclusion of Mr. Price’s remarks,
Mr. Davis obtained tbe floor and the matter
went over until to-morrow, when, it is under-

the previous question will be ordered.
Mr. Morrill from the Committee on Ways
and Means reported a bill regulating trade
with the British North American Possessions,
which was read twice and made the special
order for Friday next
The Speaker presented a communication
from the Secretary of the Treasury, with the
report of S. S. Hayes, U. S. Revenue C.mmissioner, on petroleum as a source of n&tional,wealth, which was referred to the Committee on Ways and Means.
Mr. Woolbndge offered a resolution which
was adopted requesting the President to communicate to the House all the information in
his possession in relation to the distribution
of the rewards offered by the Government for
the anest ol the assassins of President Lincoln.
Mr. Julian from the Committee on Public
Lands, reported a bill to develope and reclaim
the public lands requiring irrigation in Iowa,
Colorado, Ar izona, Montana and Nevada.—

stood,

Kecommitted.
Mr. Smith introduced

wa3

and shoes.

Pebsonal.

John T. Gilman, Esq., late
Editor-in-chief of this paper, left town
yesterday ior a new field of enterprise in Canada.In quitting Portland, Hr. Gilman
carries with
him the regrets of a large circle of
readers
who will miss his trenchant and vigorous manner of dealing with the
absorbing topics of
the day. as also the cordial good wishes of
many friends for his success and happiness in
the different sphere which he proposes to enter. Just before his
departure Mr. Gilman

Various Items.

New York, Feb. 27.
The Commercial Advertiser has a rumor of
of
the
a consolidation
Western Union and
United States Telegraph Companies.
Thomas Swift, of Morrisiana, was murdered by a switch tender in the employ of the
Harlem E. E., at Melrose, to-day. The latter
was

Death of Mit. Erving.—Edward Shirley
Erviug, of this city, for many years Treasurer
in the Boston Post Office, died on
Sunday, at

was

agreeably surprised by beiug made the recipient of a very elegantly appointed dressing
case, the gift of the lemale
compositors in the

the age of 71 years.
During his long continuance in office it is said a mistake of a
single
cent was never discovered in his accounts.—
lie was a member of the Common Council for
■eight years, with brief intervals between his
term ol service,
representing Wards 9 and 11.
Mr. Erving was much
respected in the com-

so

Sawyer,

Esq., Representative from the town of Raymond, and one of the firm of Morris, Green
and Sawyer of this city, while ou his way to
this place Monday afternoon, was thrown
from his wagon and very seriously injured.
Fob the 1%nouscot.— The fine steamer

arrested,

munity.—(Boston Journal.

Portland and Machias
steamboat is
to touch at Rockland and Castine.

fcJ'-The

Stock Markets.
New York, Pfcb. 27
Second Board.—Stocks strong.
Aioei ican Gold..
United States coupon Sixes, 1881,.I04
United States 5-20’s, coupons 1862,.103
j Unitea States 5-20’s
coupons 1861,.ICO
I United States 5-20,.102$

I
j

Treasury
Missouri

7

8-10.99$

Sixes. 76
Cuml*erlaud Coal Co.45
New York
Central. 92$
oii
■brie.

Hudson.

.:::::

IUino>a Central....
Regulator will leavejhe wharf foot of State i Cleve'and and Ptttabiirg.■'.70}
and North Western. o?l
Street, Friday evening, on her first trip lor the Chicago and
Book 1 aland.
Chicago
.inal
season to the Penobscot River.
Fort Wayne.....

‘JJj

which
the President to com-

communicate the estimates based on the surveys of Lake Superior harbor.
Mr. Hubbard offered a resolution, which was
adopted, directing the Secretary of War to iurnish the names of Chaplains in the
navy.
Mr. Kaymond offered the following resolution, which was adopted:
Resolved, That the Committee on Commerce
be instructed to inquire into the expediency of
imposing lighthouse dues on vessels arriving

departing from ports of the United States,
and to report by bill or otherwise.
Mr. Mercer offered a resolution instructing
the Judiciary! Committee to inquire into the
expediency of providing by legislation tor the
issuing of certificates to soldiers who have lost
their di scharges. The resolution was modified
or

and adopted.
Mr. Van Horn offered the

following:

The Markets.

in Mexico should be made except to preserve
the statu quo until the period of the withdrawal arrives; therefore,
Resolved, That in the judgment of Congress,
the employment of French troops in further
conquests in Mexico would and should be considered as a violation of such pledge on the
part of France. Keferred to the Committee on

Foreign Affairs.
Mr. Driggs presented the joint resolution of
the Legislatures of New York and Wisconsin

in favor of the extension of the time for completing the Portage Lake Canal in Michigan,
&c.
Kelerred to the Committee on Public

Lands.
Mr. Brandage offered

a

resolution,

thousand feet, $3, provided

one

that when lumber of any sort is planed or finished in addition to the rates herein provided
there shall be paid for each side so planed or
finished, 20 cents, and if planed on one side
and tongued and grooved, one dollar and fifty
cents, and on two sides and tongued and
grooved, two dollars per one thousand feet.
On timber, black walnut, cherry, chestnut
and oak, not sawed and less advanced than
boards and planks, and not otherwise provided for, 10 pci cent, ad valorem; when sawed,
$4 per one thousand teet.
On ship timber—50 cents a ton; railroad
tie3, rough hewn or sawed, 3 cents each; shingle bolts, hubs for wheels, last, block, posts
and lumber not otherwise provided for, rough
hewn or sawed, only 10 per centum ad valorem.

On pickets, paling and laths, 20 per cent, ad
valorem.
On rift pine and cedar shingles 75 cents per
one thousand; sawed pine and cedar 75 cents
per one thousand; spruce shingles 40 cents.
On pine clapboards $4, and on spruce do
$2.50 per one thousand.
On animals, living, or all sorts, 20 per cent,

valorem; beef 1 cent per pound; Indian
com 10cents per bushel; hay $2 per ton;
pork 1 cents per pound: potatoes 10 cents per
bushel; rye 15 cents per bushel; wheat 20
cents per bushel.
The following articles are admitted free :—
imwronght cotton and linen rags, and firewood.
Suction 4 repeals all laws allowing fishing
ad

bounties.
No one obtained an audience with the President to-day, as the Cabinet was in session
from 12 o’clock until a late hour of the alternoon. All the heads of Departments were

present.
of

The CtUe

JT. O.

J. Smith.

Boston. Feb. 27.
The Superior Court, Judge Pitman, on the
Bench, has been occupied yesterday and today with the case of F. O. J. Smith, recently
On bis
convicted of subornation of perjury.
application for a new trial, defendant’s counsel occupied all of yesterday and a portion of

to-day in presenting his ease. District Attorney Sanger, for the Commonwealth replied
this afternoon.

The

case will be resumed towhen it is expected the defendant in person will address the Court. The
case excites great interest.

morrow

morning,

Murderer Sentenced.

Hartford, Ct, Feb. 27.Albert L. Starkweather the Manchester mur-

derer, was to-day sentenced by Chief Justice
Hinman, to be bung on Friday, August 17.—
The prisoner manifested no perceptible emotion while the sentence was being pronounced.
Itisurance Company.
New York, Feb. 27.
The Morris Insurance Company has suspended, by order of the Bank Superintendent, in consequence of impaired capital. It
is presumed that it will soon be In condition

Su.pen.ion of

an

for business again.
T'nion

Meeting

at

Springfield,

III.

St. Louis, Mo., Feb. 27.
A large and enthusiastic Union meeting has
been held at Springfield, III. A series ot resolutions bad been passed strongly condemning the recent action of President Johnson,
and heartily endorsing the action of Congress.

California.
San Francisco, Feb. 27.
The loyal citizens of Eldorado met at Piacerville last night, and endorsed the position of
From

Congress.

Financial.
New Y ork. Feb. 27.
The Commercial’s money article says the stock market opened with 3oi»o symptoms of excitement, and
large sales at a considerable advance, but the speculative spirit manifestly cooled down as the day j»roceeded, and the decline was decided at the close from
the extreme rates, the market closing dull.
In Government stocks business was not large, but
the market was firm, and if anything a shade
higher,

without material change.
In money Imatters the tendency was toward greater ease.
Gold varied little; movement light: market
firm ftt 13« @ 137.

Foreign Exchange ruled steady.

New York Markets.
New York, Feb. 27.

Cotton—a shade lower;
Uplands at 44c.

sales COO bales

Middling

Flour State and Western 5 @ 10c higher; sales of
10,100 bbls. State at 0 60 @j 8 00; Bound Hoop Ohio at
8 00 @ 10 75,
Western (j 60 @ 8 10.
Southern a
shade better; sales 600 bbls at 8 70 @ 15 50. Canada
5 @ 10c higher; sales 350 bbls. at 7 50 @) 10 50*
Wheat-1@ 2c higher; sates 61,000 bushels; Milwaukee Club 1 62 @ 1 68; Milwaukee No. 1, new, 168
@170; Amber State, new, 232; Winter Bed Western, old, 2 20; White Michigan, 2 30.
Corn—1@2chigher; sales 36,000 bushels; Mixed
Western at 78 @ 80c in store.

Oats—firm.
Beef— stead'..

Pork—heavy and irregular; sales 4,450 bbls. new
at 28 25 @28 50, dosing at 28 37.
Lard—steady; sales 850 bbls. at 17 @ 19$.
Whiskey—firmer; sales 300 bbls Western at 2 27

mess

@2 30.
Coffee—dull.
Tallow—sales at 11| @ 12$.

Freights to Liverpool—quiet; cotton per

5-16d.

steamer

New York Cattle MarJcet.
Ne^v York Feb* 27.
Beef £ @ lc higher; range of quotations from 11 to
19c; Receipts 3,900 head. Cows and Veals steady.—
Lambs firmer at $4 5J @ $12 00 per head.
Sheep and15.700
head. Swine in fair demand; quotaReceipts
tions 11 @ll|. Receipts have been 9,000 head.

which

I

Washington Correspondence,
New York, Feb. 27.
Tli'e Commercial’s special Washington dispatch «ays that at the Fenian meeting last
night, intimations were given of a plan to
seize Brit ish Columbia and establish a harbor
for privateers on the Pacific coast.
It is unde.•stood that the British Minister
has forwarder’ a communication on the subject
to the State I) spartment, and that it formed a
topic for Cabin et discussion to-day. A proclamation will piitbably be issued against any
violation of the neutrality laws.
The Post’s special Washington despatch
says the Military Committee of the House will
soon report a new army bill which does not increase the present army but reorganizes it.
The Post’s Washington dispatch says the
President at an interview with some Congressmen last night, reiterated L'is views on national subjects, and said lie regained the test oath
as too severe, and gave as his opinion that the
who would take the oath to support the
Constitution should be admitted to seats in
Congress, L>ut he should not quarrel with Conmen

gress on that

$12 per

over

point.

Molasses !

337
HHDS.) Muscovado Molasses,
42 TOS.
article
1 BBL.

new

crop;
pr. Bark St.

j a superior
) Jago, from Matanzas,

for sale

by

CHASE, CItAM & STURTEVANT,

Widgery Wharf.

Feb 27—dtf

Price* Current.
Corrected for the Pkess, to Feb. 27.

Lard.
Apples.
Green y brl. 5 50 @ 6 50 Barrel, *> lb.. 191®
1 76 Kegs, 44lb.... 20j@
18
Lead.
15 Sheet & Pipe. 1* @
Ashes.
Leather.

20

Cooking y bu.l 50 @
Dried y lb.... 16 @
Western do. 14 @
Pearl

y

lb.none

New

21}

16}

York,

Pot.
7]@ 9 1| Light. 34 @ 36
Beans.
MIJ. weight 38 @ 41
Marrow y bu. 2 50 @ 2 75
Heavy. 38 @ 41
Pea.2 50 @2 75
47 @
51
Slaughter
Blue Pod.2 00 @ 2 25 'Am. Call.1 35 @ 1 65
Box Shooks.
Lime.
Pine,. 75 @
Buckl’d,cask. 1 75 @ 1 80
1
Bread.
Lumber.
Pilot y 100 lb 8 50 @10 00 'Clear Pine,
Ship.7 00 @ 800 i Nos. 1 & 2..45 00 @50 00
No. 3.3S 00 @42 00
Craekcrsybrl G 00 @ 6 50
No. 4.IS UO (U.2U 00
CrackcrsyiOO 60 ^ 60
Butter.
j Shipping-21 00 @24 00
Familyy lb... 38 @ 42 (Spruce.17 00 @19 00
Store. 23 @ 2G Hemlock.13 00 @16 00
Candles.
(Clapboards,
Spruce Ex.26 00 @27 00
Mouldy lb... 17 @ 18
tine 15a....
none.
Sperm. 45 @ 48
Cement.
Shingles,
Cedar Ext..4 37 @4 50
y brl.2 70 @ 2 75
CedarN0.I..3 25 @3 37
Cheese.
Vermont y lb 29 @ 22 Laths,
New York.... 21 @ 22
Spruce.3 25 @ 3 50
Pine..3 25 @ 4 00
Coal—(Retail j.
11
00
Molasses.
Cumberland. 00 @12
Chestnut.... 12 50 tgd3 00 Porto Kico.... none
Lehigh.14 50 @15 00 Cieufbegos.... 65 @ 75
Red Ash.14 50 i<il5 00 Trinidad. Go @
75
White Ash. .14 50 @15 00 Cuba Clayed.. 45 @ 50
Coffee.
Clayed tart. 35 @ 40
Java y tt>. 40 @ 43
Muscovado. 55 @ 60
Rio. 30 @ 32 AmberSyrup, 95 @ 1 00
Nails.
Cooperage.
Hhd. Sh’ks & lids,
Cask.7 50 @ 8 00
Mol. City.. .2 87 @ 3 00
Naval Stores.
Sug. City.. .2 50 @ 2 75 Tar t» brl_5 50 @8 00
Su&C’try.. 75 @125} Pitch 1C. Tar 13 50 @ 3 75
Wil. Pitch .7 50 @ 8 00
C’tryRift Mol.
lihd. Sli’ks. 150 @ 1 75 ltosin. 9 00 @20 00
Hhd. H’d’gs,
Turpentine t*
Soft Pine... 20 @
22
gal.1 25 @
Hard Pine.. 30 @ 33
Oakum.
Hoops,(14 ft).40 00 @42 00 American_ 12 @ 15
R.OakSlavesOO 00 @55 00 i
Oil.
Copper.
Kerosene,_ 75 @ 80
Cop. Slieathmg 55 @
Sperm.2 92 @
Whale.1 80 @ 1 85
Y.M.SheatliinglO @
Y. M. Bolts... 43 @
00 @37 0U
Bank.35
|
Shore.33 00 @35 00
Cordage.
20
22
Americanyib
]@
| Pogie.30 00 @32 00
Manila.
23 @
23]!'Linseed. 1 40 @
Manila Boltrope25 @ 25] Boiled do.1 46 @
Russia
do
Lard.2 00 @2 25
@
Olive.2 25 @ 2 75
Drugs and Dyes.
Alcohol y gal 460 @
Castor.3 75 @
Aloes y »
38 @
Neatsfoot....2 00 @
Alum. 6]@
Onions.
Arrow Root... 30‘@
70 Siv’skinsB bl.2 00 @ 2 55
Bl-Carb Soda 11 ]@ 12
Paints.
Borax. 40 @
Portl’d Lead-16 50 @17 00
Brimstone, roll, 6]@ 7 Pure Grd do.10 50 @
Camphor. ...133@
Pure Dry do. 1G 50 @
Cream Tartar 35 @ GO Am. Zinc.... 13 50 @14 00
Indigo,.1 50 @ 1 92 Rochelle Yel.. 4@
Logwood ex... 18 @ 19 Eug.Ven.Bed. 4 }@
Madder. 19 @ 20 Bed Lead. 16 @ 18
Magnesia. 48 @ 55 Litharge. 16 @ 18
Naptha y gal. 50 @ 80
Plaster.
ton.. .4 00 @
Opium y lb. 8 76 @9 00 Soft,
Rhubarb.G 50 @
Hard.2 75 @3 00
Sal Soda. 6 @
5] Ground.9 00 @ 9 50
Saltpetre. 17 @ 82 |
Produce.
Sulphur. 8 @
Beef, side 44 ih 10 @ 14
Vitriol. 20 @
I Veal. 12 @ 14
Duck.
Lamb. 10 @ 14
No. 3,.
@105 Chickens. 25 @ 30
No. 10,.
@ 70 Turkeys. 25 @ 30
Ravens.none.
Geese. 20 @ 25
Dye woods.
Eggs, 4?dos.. 30 @ 35
....

Barwood.3@

Brazil Wood.. 13 @
Camwood_
9 @
Fustic,. 4 @
Hypernic.
@

Logwood,
Campeachy.
St. Domingo

3

@

Potatoes, k> bu 71) a 80
Cianb’r’s.brl 1200 @12 50

FREE

Library

ExtraClear3t 00 @35 00
Clear.33 00 @34 00
Mess.3100 @32 00
Prime.23 00 @24 00
2*@
7 @
10 Round Hog..
14 @
15
7]@ 8] Hams. 19 @ 21
Bioe.
SapanWood..
@
j
Fish.
Rice,*4 lb.... 12 @ 14
Bum.
Cod, y qtl.
Large ShoreG 50 @ 7 50 Portl’d distl’d2 40 @
50
00
6
Saleratus.
LargeBankG
@
Small.4 50 @5 00 Saleratus {4 ib 11 @ 12
Pollock.4 00 @ 5 25 j
Salt.
Haddock.none.
Turk’s Is. 44
Hake.Z 50 @ 4 00 j lihd. (8 bus. )4 25 @ 5 00
Herring,
Liverpool.4 00 @ 4 50
Shore, y bl.5 00 @ G 00 Cadis.4 00 @4 50
Sealed,ybx. 55 @ 69 Gr’nd Butter. 33 @
No. 1. 45 @ 50 ;
Seeds.
Mackerel ybl.
Herds Grass. .3 50 @ 4 25
Bay No. 1.. 17 00 @18 CO West’n Clover 14 @ 16
Bay No. 2..16 00 @17 00 lied Top.4 50 @
Bay No. 3%none.
Canary,.6 60 @
Shore No.1.22 50 @23 50
Shot.
ShoreNo.2. none.
Drop,lOOibs
@15 00
Buck.
LargeNo.3. none.
@16 00
Flour.
Soap.
Western.
Castile. 17 @
Superfine...7 50 @ 8 00 Crane’s. 14}@
Spring Ex. 9 25 @ 9 50 Soda. Ill®
Choice do. 9 75 @10 26 Oleine. 141®
RedWinterll 00 @12 00 Ex. No. 1,44 lb 14®
White do. 11 50 @12 50 Family do.
12 @
St. Louis,..12 50 @17 00 No. 1. 11}@

22@

Nic.Wood_
Peach Wood..
Quercitron Bk
Red Sanders..
RedWood....

Canada,
Superfine

8

9
Fancy. 9
Extra.11
Double Ex.13
Buckwheat,. .6
Corn Meal—
..

00
50
50
00
00
90

3

@ 9 25
@ 9 75
@12 50
@13 50
@ 7 00
@ 05

Fruit.
Almonds— Jordan y lb.
Soft Shell...
@ 35
Shelled.
@ 65
Pea Nuts.3 75 @
Citron, new... 40 @
Currants.
@ 17
Dates.
@ 16]
Figs, new. 20 @ 22
Prunes,new.. 25 @

Spices.
Cassia, p fc.. 85 @

48
30
iMoce.1 50
Nutmegs.1 40
Pepper. 30
Pimento. 30
Cloves.

(Ginger.

®
@ 35
@
@ 1 45
@ 40
@ 33

Starch.
Pearl. 11 @

Sugar.
Mnscovado... 13}®
Hav. Brown
Hav. White...
Portland A A.

15

®

enteVed into

name

SEVERY

&

co-

of

BERRY,

For the purpose of carrying on the Grocery Business,
at No. 384 Congress St.
JAMES E. SEVERY.
S. A. J. BERRY.
Feb 27—dlw*

A terrific explosioi' occurred last evening at
the furnace of J. & ^ J- Neilly, in Middletown, resulting in the c. lmPlete destruction of
the furnace and five men, anJ the wounding
of six others. There were eiSht boilers in the
lurnace. One was raised thi. ou®}1
building
and carried five hundred yards, ‘oog'f1?1.11 the
in vacarried
canal.
The other boilers were

directions, some of them pa.. 1*,n& through
houses and other buildings. A po. Tt;l.on °* one
boiler was hurled through a room m which
two women were lying sick, but fo. "tunateiy
did not bit them. The bridge over the
rious

*

Canal

was

dwellings

carried away, and many

in the

vicinity

were

0

"

more o.

,
*ess

shattered by the fragments. The whole tt
was shaken
by the force of the explosion. 1
oss exceeds
$50,000. The owners will rebuii. 1

immediately.

tt

OA SHARES IN THE SECOND NATIONAL
siU BANK, and
20 SHARi S in the PORTLAND CO., to be sold
or entire, as maybe desired.

in lots.

Apply

to

WILLIAM WILLIS, Administrator,
34

Feb. 27—dlwis*

Exchange Street.

Irish Republic.
$10. $20, $50, $100, and $500,
ready for delivery to the general public,

BONDS

in

are now

redeem-

able six months after the acknowledgement of Irish
Independence, with Interest at 6 per cent, per annum added.
All orders should be addressed
D. 0*0. O’DONOGHUE, Agent,
(2C Free St.)
Portland, Me.
Feb 27-dlw

Teachers for the Freedmen.
he
examination of Teachers desirTHEREof will
engaging in the work of Educating the
an

ous

Virginia legislature.
rp.

STOCK FOB SALE.

of Ufe.
jJxp.Vwtonaml
Feb. 27.
Pa.,
jj^'Bbisbubo,
Ion

Richmond, Va., Feb. 27.

Ihe House of
Delegates reconsidered the
vote passing the Senate bill
amending the

usury iaw. The bill was then rejected so
that the leml rates of interest lu
Virginia will
remain at 6 per cent,

Freedmen, at the
LADIES’
Qi(

V

exam

be

Dre

F HEED MEN’S

ROOMS,

Building, Wednesday, Feb, 28tA, at 3 o’elk F, M.
requested that those who have alTeady been
’ne
well as the more recent applicants, may
Sint.
Peb Obdeb op Committee oh Schools
1W8.
AM
Hf( Feb’

Portia.

young laly who has had two years experience in the Millinery business, a situation as Milliner. Address
E.C. S., Post Office, Portland, Me.
Feb 22—dlw*

16}®

Wanted.
CARRIAGE SMITH wanted. Apply at E. U.
LEMONT’S C^riage Manufactory, Preble St.
Feb 20—dtf

Wanted.
the State
every town
ANsellAgent
new, convenient and useful patented article. Ladies
in

Dry Good* Market*
the Press, to Feb. 27.

COTTON

Gentlemen wishing ter a rare chance
to make money should call on, or odd retro,
J. HANKERSON & CO.,
or

luches.

Price.

Heavy Sheeting,.37.27$® 284
Fine Sheeting,.*.36.24 ® 26
Fine Sheeting,... 40.26 ® 274
Medium Sheeting,.....
37.24 ® 26
Light Sheeting,.37.21® 23
to
30.18
Shirting,.27
® 21
BLEACHED

130 Middle Street,
Portland, Maine.

Nov 23—dtf

35
40
30
25

Dec 27—dtf

BY

Biddeford

SUCCESS!

a man of
In some

er

Wanted.
a situation as Book-keepexperience,
Wholesale establishment or Lumber

furnished house in the upper part of the
a small family, from the 1st of May

Oct.
State St.

fe27eod2w#

XT I’ TOWN

STATIONERY STORE,
13 FREE STREET,
Opens with the Fair.

SHIRTING.

Heavy Ticking,..45®

be
THERE
benefit of the

Freedmen’s

this

week, one of

Stationery
our

55

—

DENIMS.

Denims,...35 ®

55
40

Crash,...15 @ 20
BATTING, WADDING, &C.
Cotton Batting, ** to........25 @ 37$
Cotton Wadding, p ft,...30 ® 35
Wicking,.55 ® 75
324® 624
Kentucky Jeans,...
Satinets,.60 @ 87$
Union Meltons,.75 ®1 00
Black Union Cassimerea,.80 @1 00
Black all wool Cassimerea,.1 50 @2 00
Block Doeskins.a.150 ®2 00
Fancy Doeskins,...1 25 @160
Repcllant, 6-4,...1 37$®150
WOOL FLANNELS.

Flannels,.37$@
Blue and Scarlet,.42$@
White, plain,.3-4.45 @

Blue Mixed Twilled

60
60
55

36 .75 ® 87$
Printed,..'.. .45 ® 60
Fancy Woven Colors,.50 @ 62$

White, plain,..

Portland Daily Press Stock

List.

SOX,
Stock and Exchange Broker, Exchange St., Portland.
Feb.
28,
week
For the
ending
Par Value. Offered. Asked.
Descriptions.
Government 6’s, 1881,.103$.104$
Government 6-20...102$*. ...103$
State of Maine Bonds,.95. .96
Portland City Bonds,.94.95
Batli City Bonds,.69.91
Bangor City Bonds, 20 years,.89.91
Calais City Bonds,. 89.91
Cumberland National Bank,-40.42. 44
Canal National Bank,.100.101.102
First National Bank,.100.101.102
Casco National Bank,.100.102.103
Merchants* National Bank,.75.75.76
National Traders Bank,.100.100.101
Scoond National Bank,.100.90. 95
Portland Company.100.100.105
Portland Gas Company.50. 53.55

Ocean Insurance Company,_100.106.108
At. & St. Lawrence R. R.,.60.70
At. Sc St. Lawrence R.R. Bonds,100.88. 90
A. &K. R. R. Bonds,.84.86
Maine Central R. R. Stock,_100.9.11
Maine Central R. R. Bonds,.80.85
Androscoggin R. R. Stock,.50.worthless.

Androscoggin 1st Mortg*ge Bonds,.75.85

Ken. & Portland R. R. Bonds,. 100. 96.100
Portland & Forest Av’n’e R. R., 100.70.80
Portland Glass Company,. 100.100.102
Port. Shovel Manuthc’gCo.,....100.nominal.
Richardson’s Wharf Co.100. 90.100
Dividends.— The Casco National and Merchants
National, dec are Dividends inApril and October; the
Bt National,Canal National, Cumberland National,
2nd National and National Traders in Jan. and July,

HOUSE,

PAPER,

We shall receive, during the week, the latest styles
of

Fashionable Stationery.
sampleB of
BUSI-

Monogram, order it

a

ot

Lands, &c., «5fcc., with an appendix of Forms.
The design of this work is to present in a concise
form the law and rules of practice regulating the
proceedings in the Probate Courts. The leading cases
In which questions of Probate Law have been considered and determined, have been careftilly collected
and cited; and the Instructions as to the formal proceedings have been prepared with the view of practically aiding the correct and safe discharge of the responsible trusts to which they relate. This manual
is indispensable to Executors, Guardians, and to ail
are interested in the business of Probate. The
forms contained in the appendix generally relate to
proceedings for which blanks are not furnished at
the Probate Office.
Sent free by mail on receipt of the advertised price.

LITTLE, BROWN & CO.,

MEETING

Steamship

Co.

of the Stockholders of the New

GENUINE LUBIN’S EXTRACT.
Low*s Old Brown Windsor.
Tooth and Nail Brushes.

CRIBBAGE BOARDS, aU sizes.
Beautiful Glass Paper Weights,

l’th
day of the March next, at three o’clock
P. M. for the following purposes :—
Firsb—To see whether they will accept the act of
the Legislature changing tho name of the Company.
Second—To see whether they will amend the ByLaws of the Company,
Third—To see what further action, if any, they
will take in regard to issuing bonds.
Fourth—To attend to any other business that may
legally come before them.
Per Order.
HENBY FOX, Clerk.
Feb 26,1866.
fe27dtd

BLANCHARD’S

Improvement

Steam Boilers!

on

degs. of beat is thrown away.
loss 011-3 the fuel.
ONmaking boilers
The question is
olten asked how
this he
700

some

-AT-

a

SEVER & CALEFS,
13 FREE STREET.

THE PORTLAND

Circulating Library,

can
saved.
Mr. Blanchard
has invented a boiler that takes perfect control ot all
the heat and makes it do duty in the engine. This is
very simple in its construction; alter the engine is in
motion the smoke pipe is closed tight, and the waste
heat carried through heaters, heating the steam to
any temperature desired; the remainder carried
through the water heater, using up all the waste
heat but 200 degs.; the heat being reduced so low
there can be no danger of setting fires by sparks
thrown from engines, which will add much value to
this invention, besides the saving 1-3 the fuel.
For particulars inquire of

WM. WILLARD,
Corner of Commercial Wharf and Commercial St.

24—dly

Feb

Contains foil sets of

TROLLOPE,

Miss MULOCII,

COOPER, MwuSOUTHWORTH.
STEPHENS,

Miss HOLMES.

OLIVER OPTICS’ Books for Boys.
Call find examine tho

Circulating Library
AT

Hale

auction:

Property

FOR SALE!

THAT SPLENDID UNFINISHED

HOTEL,

Middle, Willow

and Silver

Sle.,

the City ot Portland, Maine, belonging in part to
the Estate of Hon. JOHN M. WOOD, and in part to
the undersigned, is offered for sale and can bo purchase.! at a GREAT BARGAIN.
It occupies about nineteen thousand square feet ot
land, with an aggregate frontage of live hundred and
seventy-live feet. It is five Stories high, and contains about itco hundred and fijteen apartments .h.r
the use of guests, besides lour capacious stores, anil all
the most approved modern conveniences for a FIRST
CLASS HOTEL.
It was designed by Wm. Wasbbiibk, E,q.. Architect, of Boston.
Its arrangements for Hotel purposes are pronounced by competent lodges io be frilly equal to tbose of
any Hotel In the country. Its construction Is most
thorough In all respects; the basement and Brut
stories being quite tire-proof, and all other parti
nearly so.
Its "original estimated cost was $177,000, exclusive
of the land; ot this sum about $110,000 have been
expended to bring it to its present stage of progress,
and it is tielleved that notwithstanding the
present
enharcc.1 prices, it can be completed lor occupancy
far $75,000, according to the original plans.
in

_

Pursuant to License Irom the Court ot Prolate for
the County of Cumberland, the above property will
be offered lor sale, ut Public Auction, at the Merchants’ Exchange, in Portland, Maine, on Saturday,
the third day of March next, at eleven o’clock In the
foienoon.
The mlo will include all the Interest, which tie
subscriber has in the same property, in his individual cai alii v, so that tho purchaser will
acquire the
en'ire esuttc. Title lobe made
satislhctory.
For terms of tale and other particulars, Inquire ol
JOSEPH JLSLEY. Administrator.

Merlins nt Waterville
Feb. 28, 1800.
1
Stockholders attending the meeting,
will take the regular train from Portland on the 27th inst., and return by the regular
train the day after the meeting. On elWhiting their
Certificate ot Stock to the conductor of the train they
will be passed free to and from the meeting.
No one but the owner of the Stock will be
passed.
By Order ol the Directors.
EDWIN NOYES, Supt.
Feb 20,1866.
!e24dtd

FOR

GLASSES

GEYER & CALEF’S.
Portland, Feb. 26—tf

PURSUANT to Warrants from the Mavor and Al-

dermen of the City ol Portland, the Inhabitants
thereof, qualified according to law to vote in the election of City Officers, will meet in their respective
Ward Rooms, or usual places of meeting, on

Day

of March Next,

At ten o’clock in the Forenoon, to give in their votes
for Mayor of said City; for an Alderman and three
Common Councilmen, a Warden and Clerk, and two
City Constables tor said Wards.
And the Aldermen of said City will be in session in
the Ward Room in the City Building (entrance on
Myrtle Street), from nine o’clock in the forenoon to

one o'clock in the afternoon, on each of the three secular days next preceding such day of election, and
from three o’clock to five o’clock on the afternoon of
the last of saiu three secular days, for the purpose of
receiving evidence of the qualification of voters whose
names have not been entered on the lists of qualified
voters, in and for the several Wards, and for correcting said lists.
Per order of the Mayor and Aldermen.
J. M. HEATH, City Clerk.
dtd
Portland, Feb. 24th, 180*6.

LAND,

B. Waite,
No* 54 Union St., ■ •
Portland, Me,,
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in
Successor to S.

China, Crockery,

Glass Ware

And TABLE CUTLERY.
Also, CHANDELIERS and
scription; KEROSENE OIL and
LAMPS

of Portland. Contains 19,200 feet, and is very pleasantly located on Grove Street, adjoining the Deering
Farm.
Also a Cottage House and Stable, and about one
acre of Land, with Fruit Trees,
Strawberries, «&c., on South Street, Gorham Village, within a
few minutes walk from the Depot,—a very pleasant
situation, and will be sold at a bargain.
Apply at the Probate Office.
edlw&eod3w
February 24, I860.

Notice.
WOULD hereby inform the public that mv husband, ISRAEL HAGUE, on the 13th day of February, 18C3, bough la revolver to blow my brains out,
using his own words. and after firing nine shots was
arrested by Deputy Marshal Irish, ami carried to the
Watch House. And after continual eighteen years
of abuse and ill-treatment, while in the urunken horrors, I have left him, but never intending to get any
trust on his name, considering it not wortn five cents.
Deputy Marshal Irish has now in possession the same
revolver used on that occasion.
Feb.
HAGUE.

I

City Election.

of every deFLUID.

27—d3t*^MARTHA

Dr.

W. F. PHILLIPS Sc CO.,
Wholesale Druggists,
149 Middle Street, Portland.

Feb 24—d2w

instrument*,

fine

are

condition.
next.

modern in shape, and in good
Can be examined any day alter Friday

Also, 5 ar?h-top Mirrors, 2 Marble Top Center Taone Rich Bru>sell*
Carpet, Ac.
HENRY BAILEy A CO., Auctioneers.
Feb 28—dtd

bles,

An

Apothecary’s

Stock at Auction.
WEDNESDAY, Mar 7th, at 10 o’clock at Store
185 Fore St, occupied by Mr. Hanson, all the
Stock in said Store, < nsisting oi Medicines in
great
variety. Herbs in prolusion, Bottles Sambuci Wine,
Elderberry Wine in bbls,—with the entire Furniture
of said Store: Scales, Desks, Drawers, Lamps, Stove,
A 3. Also one Wine Press and Mill. Show
Jars, oue
Medicine

ON

M-K, Ac. Also one live Fox.
HEN „.Y BAILEY A CO., Auctioneers.
Feb 28 -dtd

Horse*, Carriages, Sleighs, &c.,
AT AUCTION!
shall sell Horses,
WEHarneHsos,
Ac.,

can be stored and Horses bomled if
or alter the sale.
These sales will be under cover, and held without
regard to weather.

IIENRY BAILEY A Co., Auctioneers.

Dec 14—dti

NOTICE

TO

CONTRACTORS

AND BUILDERS.
for the erection ol a Orammer School
House at Lewieton, Maine, to be built of brick,
62x60 feet, and three stories in height, will be receirt'omm!ttee’ up *°* an<* Including March
10
Plans and Specifications tor the same, will he
open to inspection and examination at the rooms ol
George M. Harding, Architect, Casco Bank Building,
91 Middle St., Portland, Me., (lorn the 1st to the 5th
March Incnsive, and at the office of the chairman ol
the Commutes, over the Post Office, Lisbon
St.,
Lewiston, on all other days from the date hereof, to
and Including the 10th day ofMarch aforesaid.
Bids for Masonry and Carpentry work, including
all labor in eac h department and the furnishing of all
materials fur each, to be made separate and sealed.
The Committee reserve the right to reject any ami
all proposals not deemed satisfactory.
Bids to be opened at the office of the Chairman o
MONDAY, March 12. at 10 o’clock,

PROPOSALS
^ 866*e

the^Conunlttoe,

Mr. Harding the Architect, will be at the office o
the Chairman ot the Committee, on the afternoon
and evenings of Feb’y 28 and March 6, for the pur
l>oee of affording any explanations asked.
H. C. GOODENOW,
] Committee
M. FRENCH,
I
on
JOS. P. FESSENDEN,
Schools
CYRUS GREELY,
and
R. E. PATTERSON,
Schoo -house

f

J

Lewiston. Feb’y 20,1866.

te21d&wtomarl0

PORTLAND ACADEMY I

HALL

TERM begins March Bfch.
ed at any time in the Term.
SPRING
Particular

Pupils recall

attention paid to Young Men preparis
themselves for College. Excellent opportunities u
fared to Young Ladles or Young Gentlemen wichlz
to study French, German, Latin, Botany, Mathema
ics. &c.
Pupils of both sexes received In all branches usi
in a first class school.
services of Miss E. JONES have been

Operators,

BOTHWTITiTi. C. W.
JOEL PERHAM. Jb.

HIRAM P. KNIGHT,
American House,
jy Communications may bo addressed to Hiram
P. Knight, of the abovo firm, at Auburn, Me, for
fe27eodlm
thirty days.
Koval Hotel.

A stated meeting of the Maine Charltable Mechanic Association, will be held in the
Room on Thursday Evening, March
^y Library
1st, at 7* o’clock.
STEPHEN MARSH, Secretary.
Feb.2C.—dtd

secure

Teacher of Pencil and Crayon Drawing, Ac.
A limited number of Private Pupils in the high*
English branches, and in the Languages, will be s
tended to.
C. 0. FILES, Principal,
38 Hanover Street.
P. O. Box 103,

as

Feb. 26—(13 w*

JUST

XT

31.

Carriages, Sleigh*, Robes,

taught
ally
The

PERHAM & KNIGHT,

M!.

we

shape; Four Prime secondhand PIANOS, 6 and 7 octave. These Melodeona are
all new—; erfcct and in perfect order.
The Piano*

FREE STREET.

rpHE

Seal Estate & Oil

TUESDAY, March 6th, at 11 o’clock A.
at
ONoffice,
shali sell Fiv« Portable
Melodious, and
Melorieons Plano

two

TJISriOIS'

Hush’8 Medicines.

subscrib rs having taken the Agency lor
A Doctor Rush's Valuable Medicines, are prepared
to furnish them in any quantity at the Doctor’s

prices.

at Auc-

tion.

;rhe

SALE.

Grapes,

To let at

Pianos, &c.,

Melodeons,

Carriages

a

F.

Auctioneer

desired, previous to

Stockholders’

—

13 FREE STREET.

J.

PATTEN,

Every Saturday at 11 e’eleck A. M„
City Stable, corner Federal and Lime Sts.,

of the most desirable bunding lots, for genGEYEB & CALEF’S,
teel rosiuonce and beautiful garden, in the City
ONE

the 5th

M.

At Forest
where

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

DICKENS,

Monday,

HOWARD

on

day the

ilnest lot of

in the City.

OPERA

^

EngA land Screw Steamship Company will be held
at
GOODS I their
_Jam 31,1C60._feldtf
Office
Brown’s Whari, Portland,
Thurs-

LADIES’ BAGS

Portland

Feb 27—dtd

On

Law Sheep, SI.75.

on

English Hair,

day a iterucx.ii.

COURTS.

New England Screw

Stock of

FANCY
The

&c

At 11 o’clock—one Plano, in Rosewood Case, four
round corners, 7 1-3 octaves. May be leen Thurs-

MARBLE

110 Washlsgtou St*, Heston.
Feb. 28—eod3t.

13 FREE STREET.

unsurpassed.

Stoves,

Proceedings I

Probate of Wills; Appointments of Administrators, Guardians and Trustees; Distribution of Estates; Assignment of Dower, with table showing the
present value of Estates in Dower: Partition of

GEYEB & CALEF,
Our

ALSO,
FOUR NEW HARNESSES; Sewing Machines,

Valuable Hotel

who

NESS CARDS.
If you want

ON

—

CONTENTS:

On the arrival of our Press, which we are importing direct, we shall be able to emboss Names or Initials, plain or in colors, in the highest stylo of art.

our

FRIDAY, 2d Mareh at 10 A. M., Mol»iw»,
Tea, Coflee, Soap, Spices, Tobacco, Starch, C.
Tartar, Shoes, Boot*, Blanket*, Quilt*, Sheet*,
Clothing, Dres* Goods, &c.

'/HE

PROBATE

Goods

At Auction*

THE

Cloth, 81*50.

and examine

Groceries, Clothing and Dry

AT

PRACTICE.

and American

WEDDING, VISITING and

EDW’D M. PATTEN, Auctioneer, 18 Exchange St.

leb 26—lw

AND

Practice in

shelves may be found a ftill line of

With ENVELOPES to match.

TICKING.

Heavy Denims,.45®

Commision

Pas

been classed and sample
The abovo Cotton
W. Amory, and may be seen in the bole at
Barber's Stores, 290 to 296 Columbia Street, Brooklyn, and by sample at tbe office of the Auctioneers,
No. 36 Piuo St., Now York, two days before the
sale.
fe27dtd

by G.

PROBATE LAW

IN

Call

Salesroom,

Administrator’s

Fancy Goods,

English, French

Exchange

111 BROADWAY, N. Y.,
By order of
SIMEON DRAPER, U. S. Cotton
Agent,

2800 Bales Mobile Cotton.

During the week ot the Fair, from Monday, Feb.
26tb, to Saturday. March 1st.
Among the Artiste represented are: J. G. Bbowx,
S. Coleman, Inness, Killamacher, \V. Hart,
Jab. Hart, McLntke. Neulio, Tboyon, hunneb, Gifford, Shayer, Van Severdonck, Couturier, Turner, Tousbaint, Koek Koek, LanFANT DK MBTZ, HERRING. GRISWOLD, LlKDO, GEO.
H.Hall,Tait, H. B, Brown, Lachenwitz, Guy,
Lewmens, Seignac, Veyneman, Sonntag, Delchaux, Casilfar, Sayer, Kensftt, Eastman
JonNBON, De Haas, Mrs. Murray, 1)e Bluer,
Caille, Shattuck, Baumgartner, Pohljs.
Blacvelt, De Beul, Ibabey, Smillie.
Doors open from 10 A. M. to 5 P. M.
Admission 26 cents. Tickets can be had at Lowell
& Senter’s, Grosman & Co.’s, and at the Club Room.

Ever offered in Portland.

Upon

the

Congress Street.

the finest assortments of

and

[

-AT THE-

UNION CLUB

& CO.,

AT 1 O’CLOCK P. M.,

EihlUItion of Pictures ior the

an

DBAPEll

FIIIDAY, March 2ml, 1800,

At

—o o—

GEYEB & CALEF
Open

On

UNION CLUB!

Star and Advertiser copy.

COTTON ADE8.

Heavy double and twist,.50 @ 80

cts; adults 2f
fe*8d4t*

Auctioneer.

WILL SELL

children.

Wanted.
till 1st
Address 83

JOHN H.

THE WAR OF THE ANGELS,
THE FALL OF SATAN, and
THE FALL OF MAN,
Carrying out Milton’s idea of
*
HEAVEN, II ELI,
CHAOS, AND PARADISE.
t^r'Matinoe for the accommodationol dunflies and
10

d**APER#

United States Cotton Sale.

Or the Rebellion in Heaven!

References given. Address Portland P. O.,
Feb 2G-2w*
J. M. G.

city, for

J*

ZPA-IRADISE LOST,

Admission—Children, afternoon,

dti*'****^ BAILEY & Co., Auctioneers.

Feb 22

The Great Milloaiau Tableaux of

Irade.

MA

by 52.

CROWDED HOUSES!
OPEN TO-NIGHT,
AND EVERY AFTERNOON AT 3 O'CLOCK.

will

324

40
34
35

Medium

DEEltING HALL.
IMMENSE

St

House at Auction.
March 1st, at 3 o’clock P. M, on
THURSDAY,
ONthsi premises, w e shall
Fell House No. 3 Mayo St.
n is a one and
a half story WOODEN HOUSE, whh
good water and in abundance;
JiHIi1rooms;
centrally situated, iu on excellent neighborhood, and
for
The house Is in good re^
hair. Lot 32 ccenpancy.

Itfeb28

please copy.

Star

WANTED

Jeans,.25® 32$

Heavy Striped Shirting.30. 35 @
Heavy Striped Shirting,.27.31®
Medium Striped Shirting,.27.22$®

at 10.

“OUR COUNTRY’S ALTAR.”

Immediately, twelve good Stone-Cutters to cut abutment and pier stone.
JAMES ANDREWS,
Apply to

Medium.30.25 ® 30

Heavy Cotton Flannels,.33 @ 37$
Medium Cotton Flannels,.30 ® 33
Bleached Cotton Flannels,.45® 55

closing

Tickets 25 cents.

Wanted.

Stone-Cutters

DRILLING.

Heavy Drilling,.30.31 @

STRIPED

C o’clock,

SHEETING.

Good Bleached Sheeting,.36. 32]®
Good Bleached Sheeting,.... 9-6.35 ®
Medium Shooting,.36.25 ®
Shirting,.27 to 32. 20 ®

And in tho

cte-

Mrs.

GOODS.

of Maine to

in

a

17

Expressly corrected for

half-past

Ex^ge

18

THURSDAY,

evening
at

AUCTIONEEB,

March 1st, at 12 o'clock M.t rn the
pr.ihit*.,ii uat prerioiuly sold, a lot of I-and.
with the liui.dm2» thereon, situated on Stetson Lane
and running back to Bradley’s Lane.
1 he lot con
tains 2y35n feet. Building a good story and a hall
wooden dwelling, with high buck basement, and new
let for $160.
For price and terms cult on JAMFS BRADLEY
corner oi India and Commercial Streets, or on the
Auctioneer, Exchange Street.
dtd
February 20,1666.

Afternoon

at 2 o’clock and close at S.15.

A

none.

...

Portland

a

14}
15}

COBBECTEB BY VM. H. WOOD Sc

Boiler

Wanted.

Is

WOOLEN GOODS.

Copartnership.
subscribers have this day
THE
partnership under the firm

Wanted.

12

Crushed.. 174® 17}
Granulated... 17}@ 17}
Powdered_ 17}@ 17}
Raisins, new,
Teas.
Bunch,ybx 4 50 @ 4 75
Layer.4 75 @ 5 00 Souchong_ 75 @ 90
Lemons,box. .4 50 @
Oolong.. 95 @ 1 00
Oranges,box. .5 00 @
Oolong, choicel 10 @ 115
Grain.
Japan.1 20 @ 130
Cora, Mixed.. 95 @ 90
Tin.
SouthYellow 90 @ 1 00 Banca, cash..
@ 51
Rye.120 Ca) 125 Straits, cash..
@ 48
Barley. 90 @ 1 00 English.
@ 45
Oats. 53 @
58 Char. I. C...15 50 @16 00
Shorts y ton.39 00 @32 00 Char.I.X... 1850 @1900
Tobacco.
Gunpowder.
Blasting...?. .6 50 @7 00 Fives & Tens,
Best Brands 70 ®
80
Sporting.8 50 @ 9 00
Medium.... 60 @ 65
Hay.
Pressed ytonl3 00 @14 00
Common
55 @
60
Loose.13 00 @15 00 Half tbs. best
Straw.10 00 @12 00
brands. 75 @ 80
Hides and Skins.
NntTLeaf, ibs.l 00 @ 125
Buenos Ayres 27 @ 28 Navy lbs. 75 @ 85
Western. 18 @
19
Twine.
9 A Cotton Sail...
Slaughter.... 9@
@ 1 06
Calf Skins.... 20 @
22* Flax.
@ 75
Lamb Skins. .1 00 @ 1 50
Varnish.
Damar.3 50 @ 4 50
Iron.
Common. 5 @
5] Furniture... .2 75 @ 3 00
Itefin9<l.
5]@ 6 Coach.3 50 @6 50
Swedish.
Wood.
8]@
Norway. 9 @
9]( Haru, retail. 11 00 @12 00
Cast Steel.... 27 @
30 Soft.6 50 @ 7 50
German Steel. 20 @ 25 Kimlllngpbox 35 @ 50
Wool.
Eng.Rlis.Steel 25 @
Spring Steel.. 12 @ 15 Fleece. 57 @ 60
Sheet Iron,
Pulled. 60 @
75
81l Lamb Skins.. 100 @150
English.
R. G. 10 @ lljf
Zinc.
Russia. 40 @ 45 Sheet MosselRuss.Imit’n 30 @ 35
mann. 16}®
17}

Wednesday

Sales.

Real Estate at Auction.

Entertainment tor tho evening, the Tableaux

By

By

E.M. PATTEN,

name.

a man ami wife no children, a good conHii> Vull'ent. rent in a central locatiou—on a Street
JglUl.traversed by the Horse Cars preferred. Rent
from $150 to $260. Have lived in one house fifteen
years; may occupy another as long if satisfactory.
Address box 1753 Post Office.
fe22dtf

90

CRASH.

GEYER & CALEP.

town ami

WM. I. R1CF, General Agent,
Springfield, Mass.

P. O. Box 780.

@
@

DeLaines,.25 @

STREET.

county,

your

February 20, 1866.

Pork,

DELAINES.

TWO GENTS A DAY.
Feb 27—dfit

distinctly

Auction

WILL OPEN ON

IN

10
Provisions.
5 Mess Beef,
9
Chicago....18 00 @2100
Ex Mess. .26 00 @28 00

CAMBRICS AND PRINTS.

IS NOW OPEN

13

FREEDMEN’S FAIR

$7

Agents. Ladies or Gentlemen.
each county, to canvass for “Lincoln & Son,”
Woman’s Mission,”
The Volnnteer's Return,”
(a field hospital scene,) President Lincoln ami FamS5
ily,” an 1 other engravings. Agents make fromlikes
to #7 I*r day with them. They say
everybody
them." Card pictures furnish'd, album size. Write

..

Cambrics,.20 @ 22
Best Prints,.21$® 22$
Medium Prints,.18 ® 20

PORTLAND

AT

WANTED l

$5

..

Colored

Circulating

Entertainments.

COTTON FLANNELS.

PRIME

Muscovado

Wants, Lost and Found.

Portland Wholesale

Corset

adopted, instructing the Committee on
Naval Affairs to enquire into the advantages
of the site offered to the Government on the
Kiver Thames, near New London, Conn., for
a Navy Yard or Naval Station for iron-clads
or other Naval vessels, and into the
expediency of accepting the same.—Adjourn ed.

was

The bill reported to-day from the Committee on Ways and Means,
regulating trade
with the British North American Provinces
provides that from and after March 16, 1866,
there shall be collected upon the following articles of the growth, production or manufacture of the British Possessions in North
America, imported from Her Britannic Majesty’s Possessions, the following duties:
On fresh salmon, two dollars; shad, one
dollar and a half; mackerel, ODe dollar; herring, pickled and salted, fifty cents; all other
pickled one dollar per barrel, All fish not
otherwise provided for, fifty cents per hundred
pounds, provided that any fish in packages
other than barrels shall pay in proportion to
the rates charged upon the same fish in bbls.
On Lumber—hemlock and spruce round or
sided, one half cent per cubic foot; when
hewed or square, three quarters cent per cubic foot; when sawed and valued at $7 or less
per thousand feet, one dollar per one thousand feet; when valued at over $7 per one thousand feet, $2 per one thousand feet; on lumber, pine and butternut, bass wood, birch, elm
and maple wood, round or sided, three quarters cent per cubic foot; when hewn square,
one quarter cent per cubic foot; sawed and
valued at $7 or less per one thousand feet, one
dollar per one thousand feet; when valued
over $7 and not over $12 per one thousand
feet, two dollars per one thousand teet; when

—

Whereas, The Emperor of Franca at the
opening of the French Chambers, announced
his
purpose of withdrawing his troops from
Mexico,’expressing a hope that the emotion
excited in this country would be allayed by
such action, and
Whereas, The nation accepting such declaration in good faith, it is but proper that it
should insist, as a guarantee for its iulfilment,
that no further employment to French troops

’mr

Michigan Central...
102I
Michigan Southern .. 10?

resolution,

a

adopted, requesting
municate any correspondence or information
in possession of the government in reference
to the term of office of President Juarez, &c.,
&e., or as to any vote of confidence or extraordinary powers given to him by the Congress
of the Mexican Kepublic.
Mr. Cobb offered a resolution, which was
adopted, directing the Secretary of War to
was

Killed and In-

Philadelphia, Feb. 27.
The insurance on the property burned last
night amounts to $495,000. Nearly every insurance Company in this city are losers.

ulson’ barrel Muscovado molasses.

Sebious Accident.—Franklin F.

num-

Mr. Price—See the difference between a common sense man and a constitutional
lawyer.

Assas-

$40,000; Thomas .& Brothers,
$20,000; Jas. Kent, and Santee & Co., $70,store
of Shumaker & Smith, loss
000; drug
$25,000. One fireman was killed and several
others are reported killed, and the number of
fi.'emen injured altogether was twenty-five.

Gettysburg.”

■The ^ air.
The Executive Committee
have decided to open the
Fair, after to-day, in
the forenoon. This is done in order to accom
modate those who are unable u> get inside the
hall either in the afternoon or
evening.
A series of beautiful Tableaux will be
presented tliis evening.

bill to fix the

neys in the U. S. Courts. Referred to the Judiciary Committee.
The House then resumed the consideration
of the joint resolution reported yesterday, to
amend tbe Constitution.

PAPERS.

the latter building were destroyed.
Robert,-''’
store was entirely destroyed.
James Kent
and Santee & Co., are insured,
mostly in New
York and New England.
Total loss over
three-fourths of a million.
George H. Rob-

Kcv. Henry Martiii’s
Society, West Searboro, cash, $31.75.
Gorham, calfskins.
W® Hinkley,
2 vols. Northern
TV
Monthly.
Mrs. m. A.
Boyce, cottage house,
of
mazena.
Packages
trr

long and

a

Judges of the Supreme Court. Referred to the Judiciary Committee.
Mr. O’Neill introduced a bill in regard to the
fees aud costs of clerks, marshals and attor-

jured—Heavy Losses.
PuiladeT-phia, Feb. 26.
A destructive fire occurred ijiis evening in
3d Street, above Race Street, or/tinatmg in
Roberts’ hardware store, and comniu Q'catil|g
to Jas. Kent, and Santee & Co.’s es.‘^DS*ve
dry goods warehouse. The upper stories' ot

Perkins, candy.
S. B. Gowell, brooms.
8. E. Spring, bbl. granulated
sugar.
Charles Day, work basket.
Port.and Shovel Company, shovels and
spades.
Mrs. E. A. Souder,
Philadelphia, 12 books

so

Mr. Wilson introduced
ber of

denounces the
that he was about to dismiss Killian as
untrue, and declares he considers Killian as of
more worth to the Brotherhood and Ireland,
than the entire sercalleil Senate.
Judge Barnard, of the Supreme Court, has
decided that the Courts have no authority to
discharge minors from the army. The power
rests alone in the Secretary of War.
A collision occurred on the Erie Railroad at
Lordville, between the express and a freight
train, by which a brakeman was killed. The
conductor and .engineer of the freight train
have been arrested for manslaughter, and held
to bail.
Fred. Douglass states that an attempt was
made to assassinate him in Baltimore, Sunday
night, hut failed.
The Tribune says three members of the
Cabinet who contemplated resigning, have
concluded to await the action of the President.
.It is not improbable that he will remove one
iin a few days.
The Herald’s Toronto dispatch says reports
from the English defectives at Pittsburg state
t hat Sweeny’s plan is to make a demonstration
a gainst Canada, about the middle of March,
wJih a small force, and strike New Brunswick
via the Maine frontier with his main column.

shirts, Ac.

office with which he has been
pleasantly connected.

HOUSE.

rumor

Carthy, flannel shirts.
Burgin, boxes salt.
Colesworthy, 150 photographs.

lliurston, boots

concurrent resolution from the Reconstruction
came up.
Mr. Dixon made a speech in defence of the
policy of the President and the acts of the administration.
Mr. Poland introduced a bill
giving bounties
to widows of deceased soldiers.—Adjourned.

Committee

ing, given in his honor.
CoJ. O’Mahoney, in a card,

“

nr'*'
Wm.

Natchez, detailing a number of alleged cotton
frauds coming under the knowledge of the department of the Southwest.
At the expiration of the morning the Home

New Yobk, Feb. 27.
Gen. Grant was accidentally shot in the hand
i yesterday by the accidental explosion of a new
rifle which he was examining.
The wound
was not serious, and did not prevent his attending the reception at Brooklyn last even-

vest.

Leaves Irom the Battle Field at

The Senate considered Mr. Davis’ resolution
for the appointment of a committee to investigate the frauds of the cotton bureau, &c.
Mr. Davis caused to be read a lengthy communication from a former Provost Marshal of

sinate Fred. Douglas —Various Items.

Shaw Brothers, children’s furs.
Lewis, Rollins A Boud, overcoat, pants aud

Kendall A Whitney, brooms
household utensils.

Passed.

EVENING

1

Marston, Westbrook, two shirts.
S’
C. D. Stores,
sewing silk.
G. W. Rich A Co., pants and vest.
Wm. Duran, flannel shirts.

Ac.

Constables—John L.

Deen.

-TO THE-

Waterhouse, cravats, Ac.
Leacli, Bartlett A Parker, shawls.
Marr Brothers, shirts and bosoms.
J. Grant, coflee and spices.
A. D. Reeves,
dressing gowu.

E. H.
S. H.

Warden—Lafayette Wyman.

TELEGRAPH

BY

Samuel

1>. Me

gress tor educational purposes. Referred.
Mr. Sumner introduced a resolution
calling
on the President lor information
relating to
the appointment of Provisional Governors.—

We would call the attention of all those in
want of a pleasant and remunerative business,
(particularly Ministers and Teachers who wish
to add to their small pittance,) to the advertisement in our columns this day, headed “Solicitors Wanted,” and can assure them that
Jhe company ranks with the best in the counfel>28—d4t
try.

chairs’
F A C. B. Nash, lot tin ware.
F. Haley, small boats.
B. Greeuough A
Co., set of Royal ermine
turs.

Co., neck ties.
Gentleman,” 2 doves.
M. W. Marks, pants and vest.
Cbas. Trowbridge, soap.
F. A. Smith, shirts, pants, Ac.
John G. Hayes, hats.
Portland Kerosene Oil Company,

Wilson, from the Military Committee,
reported a resolution of gratitude of the nation to officers, soldiers and seamen. Passed.
He also reported a bill to promote tuiiform militia, with slight amendments.
Mr. Morgan introduce!! a bill to
exempt from
State or local taxation lands
granted, by ConMr.

stayed until the decision o/ the Supreme Court, but are kept alive
by continuance, to await such decision. Whether the cases will be remanded back, if the decision is against the defendants, or whether
the Circuit Court will proceed to try them, is
a question about which wo find the
lawyers
disagree.

pitcher.

J. T. Lewis A

Washington, Feb. 27.
SENATE.

the removed cases are

°
albums.
Albert E. Webb, vest.
Lowell A Senter, egg
stand, basket, cup and

Chisam, gloves, scarfs,

XXXIX CONGRESS—First Session.

shal.
These cases will be entered on the docket of
the Circuit Court of the United States, to await
the decision of the Supreme Court of the
United States on questions now pending, involving the validity of the Maine law. The
principal points in issue, as we understand
them, are these: 1st—The liquor dealers claim
a right to sell by virtue of a license from the
United States; and 2d—That the Maine Law
tends to obstruct and diminish the United
States revenue, and is therefore void.
If either of these points are sustained, then
th e Maine Law is dead. In the meantime, all
the State Courts in relation to
proceedings

From Boston, doll and head dress.
Father Muller, cash ten dollars.
J. U. Corey, lorge donation of
piece goods.
Apothecary,” soap aud perfume.
L. F. Dyer, bedstead, furnished.
G. A. Fuller, spade,
S. Koons (soldier), model of
brig.
Mrs. C. Thomas, cap, sleeves and scarf.

R. S. Webster, scarfs.
E. K. Dresser,
cravats,

--•-«•*»--

Mr. Higby favored it.
Monday.
Mr. Randall, of Pennsylvania, stated his obThe Forest City Band furnished some exceljections to tlie proposed amendment, arguing
lent music on the occasion.
that a proposition like this ought not to bo
Speeches were made by Messrs. A- H. Waite > submitted to those States which were not represented
and which would be necessary
W. A. Rice, J. T. Emery and J. W.
Mansfield, to make ithere,
a law.
He did not go to tbe exand the meeting adjourned to
Saturday even- treme length of his friend from New Jersey,
ing next at Labor Reform Hall.
Mr. Rogers.
Mr. Kelley declared that he should support
Removal of Liquor Cases.—The cases the proposed amendment.
Mr. Hale felt compelled to vote against the
of Gammon and Falby, before the Municipal
measure and gave his reasons at some length.
Court, for keeping intoxicating liquors intendMr. Price followed in favor of the amended for sale within the State in violation of ment. He said
Congress had jurisdiction unlaw, came up yesterday by assignment. When der that clause of the Constitution which decalled upon to plead to the complaints, United ciaied that Congress shall have power to provide for the general welfare.
States Marshal Clark stepped forward and noMr. Rogers—Will the gentleman inform me
tided the Court that he claimed the custody where he finds that clause ?
of the defendants by virtue of a habeas corMr. Price—Certainly; it has been the joy of
life to impart information to the ignorant.
pus from the U. S. Circuit Court.
Judge my
(Laughter.) It is in the 8th section, first artisaid
he
Of
submit
Kingsbury
should, course,
cle. Mr. Price read it.
to the process without objection,
Mr. Rogers—Does the gentleman read from
whereby the
parties left the Court in charge of the Mar- tbe text of tbe Constitution ?

set,

Hall L. Davis, stationery,
W. F. If ill, jewelry.
Howard, lot of kitchen utensils.
Mrs. Fuller,
wheelbarrow, Ac.
Charles Perry, scarfs, Ac.
A. 8. Davis, album and
photograph.
John F. Rand, cuffs and underslecve3.
Twitchell Bros. A Chaplin, chest ol'tea.
P. .Morrill A Co., globes aud cravats.
Mis. Nichols, ribbons.
A. Q. Leach, neck ties.
Mj*. C. Hammett, silk
bags, needle book,
Ac.
Mrs. Colby, dolls hat, Ac.
Mrs. W. Small, lasts.
J. C. Cooildge, boxes starch.
Eastport, a lot of fancy articles.
Woodman, True A Co., two barrels flour.
Mrs. Jennie A.
Larrabee, cross.
P. B. Frost, six vests.
J. W. Jones, cans of com and tomatoes.
George T. Burroughs A Co., hassocks and

1866.

Wednesday Morniig, February 28,

tion next

Waterhouse,

syrup pitcher.
A. M. McKenney,

TO TIIE DALLY PRESS.

Ward J.—Alderman-Samuel L. Lyford.
Councilmen—Daniel Plummer, Francis Loring, Charles H. Mariner. Warden-.
Clerk—Charles H. Lord. Constables—James
H. Beniek, Rufus Waite.
Ward 4—Alderman—J. A. Fenderson.—
Councilmen—Joseph Bradford, S. S. Webster,
Daniel J. Farr.
Warden—D. G. Mitchell.
Clerk—John L. Shaw. Constables—R. R. Kilgore, J. P. Skillin.
Ward 5—Alderman—E. L. Phinney. Councilmen—W. P. Files, J. VV. Mansfield, James
Staples. Warden—L. F. Piugree. Clerk—
John S. Russell. Constables—ArthurB.
Marsh,
Patrick J. Looney.
Ward C—Alderman—Nathan Cleaves.—
Councilmen—Darius
White, Alvah Libby,
Win. P. Merrill. Warder.—Stephen C. Dyer.
Clerk—Miles Libby.
Constables—John II.
Burke, John H. Brazier.
Ward 7—Alderman—Charles II. Stewart.
Councilmen—Elias Chase, Wm. H. Phillips,
Wm. K. Rhodes. Warden—J. B. Thorndike.
Clerk—J. J. W. Reeves. Constables—Samuel
H. Bell, Andrew L. Taylor.
The report was unanimously accepted, and
the ticket was adopted for support at the elec-

Contributors to the fair.
Tlie following are the contributors and contributions to the Freedinen’s Fair, separate
and distinct frpm those made by the several
Religious Soejcyes iu Portland. We shall add
ilaiiy to the list such contributions as may be
sent iu:
Mrs. J. S. Whitman, Bangor, 1 case, valued
at $36.50.
Hersey, Fletcher & Co., tea, sugar and mustard and flasks of powder.
Pearson A Smith, crackers.

basket,

'lrue.

Wanhinoton.

Washington, Feb. 27.

MAYOR

Clerk—Andrew Baird.

Ephra-

Decring, shingles.
Vickery & Bowen, culls, handkerchiefs
napkins.
“Bazaar,” dolls, vases, Ac.
W. D. Robinson, dolls, china, Ae.
Daniel Lane, dolls, Ac.

From

ALBERT U. WAITE.
Ward 1.—Alderman—John J. Gerrish.—
Couiicilnieu—Daniel Brown, Samuel A. Anderson, Willard T. Brown. Warden—Wm. A.
Rice. Clerk—Neal Vanhorn. Constables—
John W. JSeal, A. K. Packard.
Ward 2—Aldennau—Simon M. Sawyer.—
Councilmen—Ezra Drew, Samuel H. Bragdon,

MUNICIPAL COURT, PUR. 20.
Charles Munsey, for drunkenness and dis-

and costs each.

Men’s Nominations.

An adjourned meeting of the Working Men
of thi3 city was held last evening at Mechanic’s Hall, for the purpose of hearing the to port
of the Committee appointed at the
meeting
Friday evening, to nominate candidates to be
supported at the ensuing municipal election.
There were about 400 persons present.
The Committee appointed to nominate candidates to be supported at the
municipal elec
tion reported the following list:

TEEM.—WARE, J., PRESIDING.
Icesday.—In the case of Justin McCarthy, libellant, v Cant. E. A. Marwick, & ah, for
assault and battery with a loaded pistol, the
Court rendered judgment for the respondent,
and dismissed the libel without costs.
Smith & Reed.
W. II. Clifford.
Albert Fall, libellant, v James McDonald.—
Libel for assault on shipboard, Judgment for
plaintiff for $30 and costs.
J. O’Donnell.
W. H. Clifford.

i

Jh

Y O

OUT.
_

UN G

Broadway

MEN'S

Spring Style

_

Having sold my Stock to Mr. J. F. LAND, I take
this opportunity to thank my old customers for their
patronage, and hope a c mtinuance of the same may
be extended to my

OBSERVATORY!

S. B. WAITE.
the pub-

lor

Molaseet,
“Resulta” Estate,
landing from brig “Minnie Miller,” for sole by
I.

Feb 24,1866.—dislm

now

ROBINSON,
*°- 1 Pt>rtW

Bbls. Muscovado

Molasses

BBLS. SUPERIOR MUSCOVADO MOUOU LASSES, now landing from brig “J. Polledo,” for solo by

on

to

owners

renew

their subscriptions.

Feb. 21,1866.

^fob 26-dSw

No. 1 Portland Pier,
Feb80—dlmit

or

be

V.

A

1866.—tsdlm_

~~

For Sale!
A two story frame House, and about 3000
of Land, on the corner of Pearl and Cumiij footland
Streets. Plenty of hard and .oft waa^bet
ter on the premises. Enquire ol
Feb

12—isdtf

opposite: post offic
Feb 20—<12rn8

CASCO STREET

Hire.

FIRST CLASS RODMAN MARINE STEAM
PUMP.
For terms, Ac, apply to
DAVIg & ^
111 Commercial St.
Feb.
22d,
Portland,

RKA

H. I. ROBINSON,

IIAEEIS’

Ale.-

called

from

Vessels at

signalizing
subscription
THEtheannual
Portland Observatory having expired,
and others Interested, wtll

For Sale

HHDS.
I Prime Clayed
430
4,4, TIERCES ) the

HATS
.—AT-

chants, Ship

Clayed Molasses.

H.

SILK

successor.

R. I. HULL would inform his friends and
lic that he may be found with J. F. Land.
Feb 27—dim

Pure

PORTLAND

C. RICHARDSON.

_

Boarders.

A

a

of this School tor Yonng Lm
commence Monday, March!

Spring
and Misses will
The
and continue ton week*.
Term

Se larate Dopa.tiuent for Children, Miss ELL.'
M. FRISt Mis,Teacher.
For particulars inquire at No. 15 Preble Street.
51ARY C. HALL, Principa
tab 26—2w*
Portland, Feb. 24,1466.

fTYHE

House for Sale.
Brick House No. 70,
three-story
and

come)

Tate Streets. It has all the n
Improvements and is In excellent condition.
The bouse can be examined any day.
For terms, Ac., apply to
&UFU8 E. WOOD,
No. 10 Central Whai
Portland, Nor. S, lS6#.-atf
•

X Dantorth
ern

GENTLEMAN and wife, and a few single gentlemen can he accommodated with board at No.
4 Oxford Street.
Feb at—diw*

SEMINARy!

Additional to

TITLES OE ACTS AND RESOLVES.

act

an

to

incorporate

To incorporate the Lewiston Petroleum and
Mining Company.
To incorporate the Skowhegan Excelsior

the

Cumberland Bone Co.
To incorporate the Pleasant Kidge Slate

Passed by the Legislature of 1806.

Works.

Co.
To

incorporate the West Virginia and Pennsylvania Land and Mining Co.
AN ACT
Additional to chap. 515 of the Private and
To further continue in force the provisions
Special Laws, approved Feb. 24,1865, entitled
of chapter 71 of the Laws of 1862 concerning
“An Act to increase the capital stock of the
specie payments.
Bank.”
Additional to an act to incorporate the Searsport
Establishing the salaries of the Judge and
Maine Insurance Company.
Register of Probate of Franklin county.
To incorporate the Gallatin Land, Coal and
To amend “An Act to incorporate the AnOil Company of West Virginia.
Additional to an act approved Feb. 20th 18- droscoggin Land and Petroleum Co.”
To provide for the payment of the war loan
64 entitled ‘(An Act 10 Incorporate the Forof 1861.
est City Sugar Refining Company.”
To extend the act entitled “An Act to auTo incorporate the Skowhegan Hall Associthorize the city of Bangor to aid the construcation.
Additional to an act to incorporate the tion of the E. & X. A. Railway.”
To authorize the County Commissioners of
Portland Glass Company, approved February
the county of Kennebec to appropi iate money
1804.
to rebuilding or repairing a bridge over the
To incorporate the Trustees of Wilton
Sebasticook
river, in Clinton Gore.
Academy.
the doings oi the town of
To
make
valid
the
inconstruction
of
a
wharf
Authorizing
Machias.
to the tide waters in the city of Rockland.
To change the name3 ot certain persons.
To authorize Geo. W. Gorham to extend
To incorporate the Swan Creek Union Oil
liis wharf into Passamaquoddy Bay.
To incorporate the Sebattis River Manufac- and Mining Co. of Ohio.
To incorporate the Winthrop Petroleum
turing Company.

To incorporate the Winthrop Mills Co.
To amend the charter of the PassamaquodUy Boom Co.
To incorporate the Trinity Commanders of

Central Institute.
To incorporate the Cushnoc Manufacturing
Co.
Additional to an act entitled “An Act to
incorporate the English Spinning Roller Company,” approved Feb. 11,1865.
To incorporate the South Berwick Savings
Bank.
To incorporate the New Sharon Water
Power Co.
To incorporate the Sangerville Factory Co.
To grant authority to Benj. Fowler to build
wharves and fish weirs in Johnson’s Bay, Lu-

to the

Mill

Revised Statutes relating to lime and lime
cuskSi
To incorporate the officers and members of

RESOLVE
Authorizing the Secretary of State to purchase Revised Statutes for the use of the State.
In favor ot the Augusta Bank.
Authorizing the remission of settling duties in part
on certain lots of land.
»
In relation to*freedom of commerce and travel between States.
In favor of Caroline A. Edwards.
Directing the manner of engrossing
resolves and for preserving the same.
In favor of Thomas P. Cleaves.
In favor of Horace Stilson.

anu

acts

Additional to

To authorize the sale of the Methodist Free
Meeting House in Bowdoinham.
Making valid the building of wharves in the
town of Richmond.
Additional to “An Act to incorporate the

an

act to

Fuller.
To provide for the
by the Committee on

enlistments.

To provide in part for the expenditures ot
government.
To increase the salary of the County Attor-

Johnson’s Bay.

To increase the salaries of the Judge and
Probate of the county of Kennebec.
Making valid tlie doings ot the town ot
Princeton in voting to exempt certain property in said town from taxation for the term of
three years.
Relative to the rules of evidence in addition
to an act to amend section 83 of chapter 82 of
the Revised Statutes relating to proceedings
in Court, approved March, 1862.
To amend an act entitled “An Act to incorporate the Shaw and Clark Sewing Machine
Co.,” approved Feb. 11,1865.
To increase the capital stock of the North
Bank at Rockland.
To incorporate the Holbrook’s Island Slate

incorporate the Pe-

To incorporate the Arrowsic Stone Dike
Co.
To enlarge the powers of the Portland &
Rochester Railroad Company, and ior other

Register of

purposes.
To establish the dividing line between the
towns of Hollis and Waterboro’.
To incorporate the Bangor and Oldtown

Association.

To make valid the doings of the
officers of the town of Lebanon.

municipal

railroad mortgages.
To authorize the city of Bangor to further
aid in the construction of the E. & N. A.

To authorize Everett W. Stetson and JoH. Stetson to extend a wharf into the
tide waters ol the Damariscotta river.
To prevent the destruction of fish in ponds
and streams in the town of Orneville.
In relation to the jurisdiction of Trial Jus-

Railway Co.
Extending

Boothbay.

incorporate the Brunswick Peat Co.
To incorporate the Piscataquis Central
Bank Association.
To incorporate the Sagadahoc Plumbago
Mining Co.
To incorporate the Newport Savings Bank.
To incorporate the Bethel and Hanover
Toll Bridge Co.
Additional to and in amendment of chapter 495 of the Private Acts of the year 1865,
setting off a part of the town of Starks and anTo

nexing the same to the town cf Mercer.
Additional to an act entitled “An Act to establish the Bangor Female Orphan Asylum,”

approved April 1,1836.
To incorporate the Workingmen’s Co-operative Association of Portland and vicinity.
To authorize the inhabitants of the town of
to exempt certain property from tax-

ation.

To authorize Ephraim K. Smart and his associates and assigns to extend a Marine Railway and wharf into the tide waters of Camden
Harbor.
To authorize an increase of the capital stock

pany.
Boot ana Shoe

Co.
To Incorporate the Bangor Wood Manufac-

turing Company.
To incorporate the Presque Isle Woolen
Manufacturing Company.
To extend the provisions of an act entitled
“An Act to incorporate the Bangor and Piscataquis Railroad Company,” approved March
6,1861.
To authorize Orono to grant aid to the
Maine Agricultural College.
To authorize Wm. W. Dumphe and John

at Tenant’s

Harbor,

gress.
On
On

To prevent obstructions in Camden Harbor
and authorize 6aid Camden to choose a Harbor

Master.
To amend

porate

an act entitled “An Act to incorthe Rumford Bridge Co.,” approved

v

Mining

cause and all the
effects that arise from it. They
are perfectly safe in all cases, exwhen forbidden by directions, and are easy to administer,
ns they are nicely
sugar coated.
They should be in the hands of
every Maiden, Wife, and Mother
in the land.
Ladies can address us in perfect
f
confidence, and state their complaints 4n mil, ns we treat all Female Complaints,
and
prepare Medicines suitable for all diseases to

!cept

■

To increase the salary of the Countr Attorney lor the county of Knox.
To establish the salary of the Judge of Probate lor tlm county of Penobscot.
To regulate the
inspection of flour.
To change the name of the Milford and

Princeton Turnpike.

Amending

seventeenth section of chapter
twelve of the Revised
Statutes relating to
parishes and religious societies.
To enable the
city of Bangor to receive and
hold certain trust funds

of'^r-> chaPter38» of the Private

Authorizing the sale of certain lots of land
township No. 4, Range 4, W E L S
In addition to chapter 64 of the
Revised
Statutes in relation to foreign wills
Relating to public highways in the cities in

nal cases.
To incorporate the Richmond
Tannery and
Boot and Shoe
Manutacturing Co.
1°
*n the settlement and
disposal of assets of Banks alter surrender or expiration of
their charters.
To incorporate the Albion

in

this State.

Authorizing pensions for disabled soldiers
and seamen.
To incorporate the Fairbanks Mill Com-

Manufacturing

To incorporate the Portland File Co.
incorporate the Bass Harbor Salt Marsh

pany.

To

Extending the charter of the Thomaston
Marine and Fire Insurance Company.

Company, with authority to erect and maintain a dam or dyke across Bass Harbor, Marsh
Creek.

incorporate the Waterville Hotel Com-

Respecting school district No. 5 in Water-

▼ille.
To

incorporate the Malliion Falls Manufacturing Co.
To confer certain powers on the city of Port-

Laws

]

Relating to appointments
certain officers in cities.

and removal of

Relating to Hawkers and Pedlers.
To incorporate the Colorado River Navigation and
Mining Company.
mles
damages in actions
of

torflat'°nto

incorporate the
Portland & forest Avenue
Railroad Compay
land.
ny, approved March 19; iggo
To extend the provisions of an act entitled
Additional to chapter 61 of the Revised
“An Act to incorporate the Somerset Railroad I Statutes and to the laws
1
Qo.,” approved March 19, I860.
relating to married women,

additional thereto^

of

each boao.

LUNGS,
EPILEPSY,
NEURALGIA,
RHEUMATISM,
And SCROFULA.

Auburn, at 7 35 a x.
Mail Train for Waterville, Bangor, Gorham, Island
ond, Montreal and Quebec at 110 p. x
This train connects with Express train for Toronto,
etroitand Chicago. Sleeping Cars attached from
land Pond to Quebec and Montreal.
No Baggage caq bo received or checked after the
me above stated.
Trains will arrive as follows :—
From So. Paris, Lewiston and Auburn,
8 10 a. m
From Montreal, Quebec Ao.
145p, m.
The Company arc not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate of
one passenger lor every $500 additional value.
C. J. BUY DUES, Manayiny Director,
H BAILEY, Local Superintendent.

Portland, Nov. 1,1865

Oxygen is breathed directly

The

into

the Lungs,

the system, decomposing the impure matter in the
blood, and expelling it through the pores.

Coughs, Colds, and Lung Affections, as well as
Humors of the Blood are caused by breathing imair; impure air is caused from its lack of Oxygen. In some portions of California, where the air is
thoroughly impregnated with Oxygen, Lung Affecpure

tions are unknown, and Humors—unless hereditary—are

never

This goes to show that nearly all the oilings ofour
are caused from a lack of oxygen in the air

nature
wo

On and after Monday, Oct. 30, 1865,
rgggggggg"! rains
will leave os follows, until further
Leave Saco
and340p. x.

breathe.

have

whether they

x.

Limington, Limington, Limerick, Newfield,

Parsonsfield and Osipee
At Saooarappa for South Windham, Windham Hill,
and North Windham, daily.
DAN CARPENTER, Supt.
Portland, Oct 26.1865—dtf

MAINE CENTRAL

ot

arc

River for Portland at 6 30 and 9 40 A.

Leave Portland for Saco River at 8 00 A. x, and 2 00
and 5 30 p x.
The940A.x and 200 p x. traias will be freight
trains, with passenger cars attached.
KB^Stages oonnect at Gorham for West Gorham,
Standisb, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Sebago,
Bridgton, Lovell, Hiram, Brownfield, Fryeburg,
Conway, Bartlett. Jackson Limington, Cornish,Porter, Freedom, Maaison. and Eaton, N. 11.
At Buxton Center for West Buxton, Bonni'-Eagle,
*

treatment the patients will not
to EXPERIMENT for MONTHS to learn

By this system

WINTER

being

R.

R.

ARRANGEMENT.

Trains leave Portland daily (Grand

G§yS“*58*8Trunk

Benefited I
Good results

experienced upon the

are

and but few applications
cure in any curable case.

first

trial;

necessary to effect

are

The Inventor of this Remedy has given it in

Depot) Sundays excepted,lor Auburn and Lewiston at 7.30 A. M., and lor Baugor and
all intermediate Stations, at 1.15 P. M.
Returning,
trains Irom Auburn and Lewiston are due at 8.30 A.
M., and from Bangor and all intermediate stations,
at P. M., to connect trains for Boston,
fiFreight trains leave daily at 8 A. M.
EDWIN NOYES, Supt.
dc22tf

a

Dec 15.1865.

PORTLAND

over

SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R.

25,000 Fx#treme Cases!

On and after Not. 6, 1863, Prssenger

luiiwman

»5g*^5ggTrain8 leave as follows
Leave

Portland for Boaton at 843 A. u. and 2 20

r.

M.

personally. A large number of these patients hod
been suffering FOR YEARS with diseases enumerated above, and had been

Leave Boston for Portland at 7 30 A. tt. and 2 30

Freight trains leave Portland and Boston daily.
Portland, Nov. 6,1863—dtf

CHASE, Supt.

to Travelers

Hopelessly Abandoned! Important

MSB

TOTH.

By their PHYSICIANS,
And

were

West, South, North-West and the Oanadas.

considered

w.

Fax Beyond the Reach of Any
Medicine,
Yet

a

few applications of

OXYGEN!
only required

to

impart

life to tho wasted

new

systems and to return them to

little

d.

Agentrorallthegre.it Leading Route* to Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland Detroit, Milwaukee,
Galena, Oshkosh, St. Paul, LaCrosse, Green Bay,
Quincy, 8t, Louis, Louisville, Indianapolis, Cairo,
Ike., and is prepared to tarnish Through Tickets
from Portland te ah the principal Cities and Towns
in the loval States and the Canadas, at th9

IS

RATES OF FARE,

LOWEST

were

p.

■

FRANCIS

And all needful Information oheerfnlly furnished.
Tbatblum will And it greatly to their advantage
to proome Through Tickets at the

Portland Railway Ticket Office. 31 Exchange Street, (up stairs.)
W. D. LITTLE, Agent.
Passage Tiokets for California, by tho Old Line

Hail Steamers and Panama Railroad may be secured

PERFECT HEALTH.

by early application at tide oflioe.
Maroh

SO. 1866.

Cures General Debility, WeakY/, nem. Hysterics in Females,
of the Heart and
; all Nervous Diseases. It restores

new

life and

vigor to

the

the hot bltMMl of
Am
aged*. caurin*
co“rse the veins, resashes ofAts youth
animated with JVnn« ^e Organs of Generanew life"—so does tum,removingImpotency and
this Elixir rejuven- Debility, restoring Manliness
ate the system and and full vigor, thus proving a
^overcome disease.
perfect “Elierir of Love," removing Sterility ana Barrenness in both seres. To
the young, middle-aged, and aged, there is no greater
boon than this Elixir of Life." It gives a now
lease of life, causing the weak and debilitated to
have renewed strength and vigor.

fromltthe
JlZ?

Price,

one

DR. ROCKINGHAM,

ance

marSOd&wtf

Whit:! Lead.

services to

the sick, he does

so

with the assur-

that he restore them to HEALTlt.

respectable

Atlantic V. rite

Which has

so

and Linseed Oil Co.,
of New Y

generally prevailed among all classes

|

—__

8t.,lf. Y.

__

“There Is no snch Word os Fall.”

Consumption
IS

Incurable,

is

Copaiba,

Sure, Certain, and Speedy Cure for all dieeasee of the Bladder, Kidney and Urinary Organ,,
either In the male or female, frequently performing
a perleot cure In the ebort space of three or lour
days, and always in lees time than any other preparation. Intbenseot
Tarrant, Compound Extract qf Cubeb, and

IS

s

This opinion Is based upon AN ERROR IN ITS
it has been fully demonstrated
TREATMENT,
that CONSUMPTION and all its correlated maladies
of tho NOSE, THROAT, AIR PASSAGES, and

LUNGS,

cannot

be cured by POURING MEDICINE

INTO THE STOMACH, for the simple reason that
medicines introduced into the system in this way
never

reach the

and in

Oil, '.ED LEAD,

of
Copaiba JVEVER FAILS.
Manufactured only by
TAR RA NT & CO..

»7S Greenwich 8t., Row York.
Bold by Drnggista all over the World.
_

63T" Job work of every
ed at the Presa Office.

mayeeKdly

description neatly execut-

was

THE UNITED STATES AND BRAZIL MAIL
STEAMSHIP COMPANY

lived,

feel
skill.
wo

On W ednesday, tlie 28th ol

All letters must pass through the Post Office.
ES-Large lots of heavy freight at low rates.
For freight or passage apply to
THOMAS ASENCIO & CO.,
17 Broadway, N. Y.
THOMAS ASENCIO It CO.,
Or,
CUSTOM HOUSE WHABF
Feb 24—dtd
Portland, Me.

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co,
Carrying

genu,

ally,

Dealers

FREIGHT

Philadelphia,.at
by

by
Agents,

287 Pearl St., NEW YORK.

cure every case ot Consumption, Asthma,
Bronchitis, &c.t that is presented for treatment, but
I wish to impress the fact clearly that

CONSUMPTION
Can

Be

Lungs.

Cured!

For sale by Druggists. 50 cents per bottle.
^
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 37 Hanover Street,
Boston, Sole Agents lor New England.

-BY THE-

Inhalation of

Oxygen

DR. STRICKLAND’S MELLIFLUOUS COUGH
BALSAM is waranted to cure Coughs,Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma, Whooping Congh, Sore Throat, Consumption, and and all affections oi the throat and

BEMI-WEKKliY

I

IF TAKEN IN TIME.
I say this on tho authority of over 2000 cases of
CONFIRMED CONSUMPTION that have come un
der my observation In tho lost two years with this

remedy.

DR. STRICKLAND’S PILE REMEDY has cured
thousands oi the worst cases of Blind and Bleeding
Piles.
It gives immediate relief, and effects a per-

manent cure. Try it
It is warranted to
cure.
For sale by all Druggists. 50 cts. per bottle.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover Street,
Boston, Sole Agents tor New England.
novlOdCm

directly.

ROCKINGHAM,

Would inform Ladies Suffering from any disease peculiar to them, that his treatment reaches their

£37—The Doctor’s charges are such that treatment
comes within the|reach of all.
Patients in the Country who

are

unable to visit the

personally, are requesteli
candid opinion will be given In all cases, and If de-

to write.

Doctor’s Office
A

sired remedies

can

be

had at your

own

homes.

CONSULTATION, FOB THE
PRESENT, FREE!
OT* Office hours from 9 A. M., till 6 P. M. -JtS

J. C.

Rockingham, M. D.,

Office

No. 151

Exchange St.,

PLEASANT
promptly,

to

the palate,

never

require

cause

pain,
dose, do

no

increase oi

act
not
and child-

exhaust, and tor elderly persons, femalos
Two taken at night movren, are just the thing.
Warranted
the bowels dnee the next morning.
in all cases oi Piles and Falling of the Rectum. We
promise a cure lor all symptoms of the Dyspepsia,
such as Oppression oiler eating, Sour Stomach, Spitting ol lood, Palpitations; also, Headache, Dizziness,
Pain in the Baclc and Loins, Y ellowness ol the Skin
and Eyes, Sick Headache, Coated Tongue, Bilious-

Complniut. Loss ol Appetite, Debility,
Monthly Pains, and all Irregularities, Neuralgia,
4kc.
Travelers find the Lozenge* just
Faintness,
what they need, as they are so oompact and inodorous
that they may be carried in the vest pocket. Price 60
cents per box *, small boxes 30 cents. For sale by J.
S. HARRISON &> CO., Proprietors, No 1 Tremont
Temple, Boston. Will be mailed to any address on
July4dly
enclosing 80 cents.
ness, Liver

Vegetable Pulmonary
For Coughs, Cold*

n*d

Balaam!

Consumption!

still the beet known

1832,
ESTABLISHED
affections qfthe hangs,
remedy for
Chest. Be
get
genuine.
in
all
caretul to

and

Throat ana

the

BEED. CUTLER & CO., Boston, Proprietors
Small, 50 cents.
Pure Cod I.lver Oil

PORTLAND, MAINE.
Feb 94—dim

visit tbo Island of Cuba.
Price of passage, $6) in currercy.
or pas^ge, a
For

freight

Boston. Feb. 3d, 1S60.

Manufactured by Vm. L. Bradley,

ex-

BOSTON.
Warranted Genuine.

of the best miterials, in the most improv-

Bottled expressly for Medicinal use by BEED,
CU TLER & CO., who hare tactlities for obtaining oil
ot the most reliable quality. Large Bottles, H,00.
Not 10—ii*w6m

SOLD BY
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44
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44
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44
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44
34
44
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44
33
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44
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44
27
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entire success;

Agricultural

are the
use—so

44
44
44
44

•*
44
44
44
'*
4*
44
44
44

41

29
30
31

44

Five

even

OAA TONS

60
60

^50

Meadow,

50

second best experiment on Grass, do.
30
third
do.
do.
20
For the best experiment on Tobacco with BradPatent Tobacco Fertilizer,
60
ley's
“
second best experiment on Tobacco, do.
40
Reports to be sent in on or before the 1st day ol December, I860, to William L. Bradley, Boston, containing description ot soil, mode of cultivation, quantity of Super-Phosphate ol Lime used, «f whom purchased, and whether with or without barnyard manure; every report to be certified to by some citizen
of integrity in the town where mad©: these reports
when in, will l>e referred to a Committee of three
whose duty lit
competent, disinterested gentlemen,
shall be to award said premiums alter examining the
1st day ol
on
the
be
i>aid
reports j tho premiums to
January, 1867.
error in the
chemical
mapuTo avoid any possrble
focture of mv Fertilizer*, I have made arrangement*
with the highest chemical talent, to aid tne in this
a single ton of Phosimportant department, and not
phite or Tobacco Fertilizer will be allowed to go to
market until it lias been sampled and passed inspection by actual anysis.
f Jr“Thc above-named Fertilizers can be purchased from reliable dealer* throughout New England.
Pamphlets containing testimonials and directions
for using Supcr-Phoephate ol Lime can be had, free
of charge, by addressing the manufacturer or dealers: also Bradley’s Manual tor
growing Tobacco will
bo sent free to any grower ot the weed, by asking for
It by mall.
WM. L, BRADLEY,
Manuihcturcr of Coe's Bradley’s Patent Super-Phosphate ol Lime; Bradley's Patent Tobacco Fertilize: Fine and Extra-Flno Ground Bone;
Powdered Baw Bone, 4c.
24 Brood Street, Boston.
Jan 27—dim
..

suitable for

Also 100 tons Flank

-TraSSwaK

Patent

4

Risers, H<»ke, and Fut&Vrvlstems, Transoms, stocks,
beat quality, and

"KM,

Bradley’s

or
“

July26’66eodly

best N. H. White Oak

Hundred Dollars I

Tobacco Fertilizer in growing
Com, Potatoes, Turnips, Oats, Grass, and 'lobaeco,
than
one
acre
of land each.
on not less
For the best experiment on Indian Corn with my
$GQ
Super Phosph ite of Lime,
30
For the second best experiment on Corn, do.,
do.
20
do.
third
do.,
on
50
Potatoes,
For the best experiment
second best experiment on Potatoes,
30
**
do.
do.
20
third
30
For the best experiment on Turnips,
u
do.
second nest
20
For the best experiment on Oats,
30
do.
second best
20
Fort the best experiment on Grass, either Pasture
And

"White Oak Ship Timber.
tocks-

saved from the endurance oi foul erupsystem strives to purity it-

are

tions through which the

assisted to do this through
channels by this great alterative medicine.
The theory of Its operations is, that it cleanses the
system of all foul distemper which breeds and festers
in it; penetrating into every part of the body, it expels all diseases that inhabit it; commonly speaking,
it purifies the blood, driving out all the corruption
that ScntflUa breeds in It. Purifying, it renovates
the blood, giving it a renewed vitality and foice as in
youth again. Hence those cured by this great alterative medicine, will feel younger and stronger, as
well os freer from the infirmities of age.
Being composed entirely of vegetable products,
this Sarsaparilla Compound is perfectly harmless as
well as very effectual—a tact of vast importance to all
those who have occasion to use it; for many of the
alteratives In the market have mercury or arsenic as
their bases—although they may sometimes effect
eures, still they are very liable to entail a vast tram
of evils upon their victims, often worse than the original disease.
self.
its

Nature should be

own

DR. E.

BY

KNIGHTS,

R.

MELROSE.

Chemist,

MASS.

GREAT

Consumptive Remedy!
Darookali’s

Dr.

Vegetable

Indian

The best preparation

Pulmonic

ever

made tor

complaints:

Syrup!

the following

Golds, Coughs, Whooping Gongh, Cronp, Asthn a
Catarrh, Bronchitis, Spitting Blood, Fain in ths
Bids, Night Sweats, Humors, General Debility, and the various Throat Affections, and
Hoarseness to which PuMic Speakers
and Singers, are liable, anl all
other Complaints tending to
CONSUMPTION,
This remedy la too well known and too highly esteemed to require commendation here. It is regarded
1 necessity in every household, and Is heartily in
doraed by the medical fiscally, clergymen of every denomination, authors, editors, members of Congress,
and many of our most distinguished man In public
and private lUb.
Pbice *1.00 Pkb Bottle.

E. R. OIGHTS,

DR.

DR.

Proprietor,

MASS.

KNIGHTS’

ORIENTAL HAIR RESTORER.
After
it Is

a

now

long

scries of

offered to the

experiments, this article, a
public, is believed to be the>

perfect of Its kind which science has ever deNo pains have been spared to produce what
lias so long been demanded by thousands, who, from
sickness or other causes, have become prematurely
gray; and others, who in the sere and yellow leal of
life, would retain, so Car as possible, the semblance of
youth.
Such an article is now made available to the pub-

most

lic in DR. KNIGHTS' ORIENTAL HAIR RESTORER, which, after a few applications, restore*
gray or fhded hair to its original color, and is the only
preparation of the kind upon which the public can
place any reliance. It has never been known to fltfJ
in a single instance, and is totally unlike the thousand and one so-called Hair Restorers, by which so
many have been egregiously deceived.
It is delightfully pertained, gives the hair a rich
glossy appearance, promotes its luxuriant growth
and will not soil the skin, soalp or any article of ap-

and

parel.
the nse of one bottle, in daily applications, or
natural color of the hair is restored. Its occasional use should be continued, in conjunction with
Db. KNIGHT'S HAIR DRESSING, which, as a preserver and beaulifier of the hair, is without a rival in
the estimation of the publie.
After

after the

Price 75 Cents Per

Bottle.

PBXPABED BT

DR.

Premiums, oftored to NEW ENGLAND FARMERS for the best experiments with my
SUPER-PHOSPHATE OF LIME.

VETERINARY SPECIFICS.
$10 00
Mahogany Case 10 Vials,
1 00
Single Vials, with directions,
by the Cage or single Box,
BfThese Remedies, the
of
to
Mail
sent
or Exare
any part
eountr^by
press, fteo of charge on receipt of the prloe. Address,
HUMPHREY'S SPECIFIC
homieopathic medicine company.
Office and Depot, No. 662 Broadway, New York.
Da. IloMi’HUErs is consulted daily at his office,
personalty or by letter, as above, for all forms of
H. H. DAY, Agent, Portland.

tudes

HE.,

in

100

with Spasms,
Painful Periods,
FAMILY CASES.
Morocco
ami
Book,
$10 00
35 Vials,
(’use,
6 00
2i) large Vials, in Morocco, and Book,
and
5 00
20 large Vials, plain case,
Book,
3 00
15 Boxes (Nos. 1 to 15) and Book,
44

AVure. fto.,

POBTLAND,

Agus,

wetting bail,

and various disorders of the

sytem frequently arise from a low state of
the constitutional health, and are much relieved and
often cured by this powerful remedy.
Erysipelas, Boils, Tumors, or Salt Rheum, Ulcers,
Sores <&c. Moderate doses three times a day will
usually effect the cure of the above complaints, but
often requires considerable time.
For Purifying the Blood, there is nothing now before tbe public which can excel Larookah's Santapallia Compound. By using this Compound, multi-

Dr. E. B. KNIGHT8, Chemist, Melrose,Mass.

AT MANUFACTURERS PRICES.

25
25
50
50
Scrofula, enlarged Glands, Swellings, 50
60
Piles, blind or bleoding,
60
Ophthalmy, and sore or weak eyes,
Catarrh, acute or chronie, Influenza. 50
50
Whooping-Cough, violent Coughs,
60
Asthma, oppressed Breathing,
50
Diphtheria, ulcerated Sore Throat,
1 00
Sufferings at Change of Life,
Epilepsy, Spasms, St. Vitus’ Dance, 1 00
General Debility Physical Weakness, 50
50
Dropsy, and scanty Socretions
60
Sea-Sickness, sickness from riding,
60
Kidney Disease, Gravel,
Seminal
Nervous Debility
Emissions,

involuntary Discharges,

Neuralgia, Headache,

Seeds,

Implements,

Wooden

Erysipelas,

Sere Mouth, Canker,
Urinard Incontinence,

tem.

City Hall Building, Market Square,

Salt Rheum,
Erupt ons,
Rheumatism. Rheumatic Pains,
Fever and Ague, Chill Fever,
Ear
impaired Hearing,

Discharges,

great alterative medicine.
For Syphilis, or Venereal Disoase, and for Mercurial Disease, which is sometimes complicated with it,
the SARSAPARILLA should be taken freely and
constantly until the disorder Is expelled from the sys-

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

Cts.
25
No. 1 Cures Fevers, Congestion, Inflamations,
.«
25
2
Worms, Worm-Fever. Worm-Colic,
Colic
or
of
25
3
Teething infants,
Cryirui
44
26
Dian jta of children or adults.
4
“
25
5
Dysentery, Griping, Billious Colic,
"
25
Cholera-Morbus, Nausea, Vomiting,
6
44
25
Couuhs, Colds, Bronchitis,
“7
“ 8
25
Neuralgia, Toothache, Faceache,
44
“
//fadacAes.Sick-lleadache. Vertigo, 26
9
44
25
10
Dyspesia, Billious Stomach,
44
25
“11
Suppressed or pain All Periods,
44
too
25
proftise
Periods,
“12
Whites,
44
25
13
Croup. Cough, difficult BreatUng,
44

and

KENDALL & WHITNEY.

SPECIFICS,

tion.

44

as su-

have
perior
sny
used it speak of it in the highest terms ol praise: and
to
endeavors
his
best
will
continue
the manufacturer
advance the reputation which it has already acquired, on its merit alone.

Simple—Prompt—Effionly Medicines
simple that
popular
perfectly adapted to
maae
so harmless
be
in
caimot
them;
using
mistakes
as to be free from danger, and so efficient as to be alraised
the
nave
highest comways reliable. They
mendation from all, and will always render satisfac^

11

1803.

1,

ed manner, it is commended to the public
MADE
All who
other in the market.
to

FROVED, from the most ample experi-

14

APRIL

PATENTED

HUMPHREYS’

15

6 India Street.

_feb7dtf

SUPER PHOSPHATE OF LIME,

gallon of the

f_

44

CO.,

BRADLEY'S PATENT

Take no other!
jjjjjf“Cu t out the advertisement and send for it, and
by this means avoid Counterfeit.
Dec 30—eod

44

>

Street,

&

COE’S

These arteles, being of such strength, the dose is
exceedingly small. From this fact, it is used in the
United States Array Hospitals and public Sanitary
Institutions throughout tnc land.
t^r’Sold by all Druggists everywhere.

They

majority of cases cured. Dropsy
Dropsical swellings are frequently cured by this

checked and in the

vised.

Wman&co
209 State

BRIDGE, LORD

Or to

AND BEAUTIFYING THE COMPLEXION.

Reliable.

less power to withstand or recover from them.
The Scrofula taint or infection is heriditary In the
constitution, “descending from parents to children,
until the third generation/'—and should be attended
to in season; and we honestly believe by the timely
use of DR. LAROOKAH’S SARSAPARILLA COMPOUND that this most loathsome disease can be
have

MELBOSE,

monthly. Having very superior Cabin accommodations, they offer unusual iacilities for those wishing

to

infection in the human organ-

or

COMPANY.

.Tome Bebby, Commander,
1X7ILL sail froth the end ol Long Wliarf.on TiiuhsVV DAY, February lBlb, 1866, at 3 P. M., to be lollowed by the Steamer CORTEZ,” sailing Thubbday, March 1st, 1866, at 3 P. M.
These steamers are first class, and will sail semi-

FLUID EXTRACT OF SARSAPARILLA

Large Bottles, 11.00.

Under International Hotel,

STEAMSHIP

FOR HAVANA.
Carrying the United States Mails. The
STEAMER “TONAWANDA."

one

ana

taint

BOSTON AND CUBA

L

fluid extract, and nota weak teaor infusion
thing needful for all complaints incident to
Females. For particulars send for Circular.

44

DR.

to

pure

ence. an

a

Acting like a latent poison,it reduces the vitality
of the blood. Constitutions affected with Scrofula
are more than any otherf subjected to diseases, and

LINES.

The m'.endld and fait Steamship* DIRIliO, Capt H Shtrmott,
and EeanCw.XIA, capt. W. W,
Jhkbwood, will antil further no;
.lee. tun a. follows:
Leave Brown's Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M., and loave Plar
:» E.'st River, New York, every WEDNESDAY
md SATURDAY, at 4 o’clock P H.
These vessels ore fitted up with fine accommodations for passengers, making this the most speedy,
<nfe and oomfortable route for traveller, between
New York and Maine.
Passage, in State Room,
§6.00. Cabin passage 36.00. Heals extra.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal, Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta. Kaetport and
St.John.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
fteamer. as early as 8 P.M. oa the day Uiat they
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMERY fc FOX, Brown’s Wharf. Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL fc CO., No. 86 Weat Streak,
New York.
May t», 1866.. dtf

cure all diseases of the
Kidneys and Bladder.—
Cures Pain or Weakness in the Back, Strictures, &c.;
Cures Weak Nerves, Los3 of Memory, Trembling,
Dimness of Vision.

HAVE

Scrofula is
sni.

PREPARED

New England Screw Steamship Co

Will

cient,

Complaints and their combined symptoms
Lumbaso. Jaundice, Rheumatism, Bilious
Eruptions, &c. When caused by Scrofula taint, this
Compound is a most effectual remedy.
Dyspepsia or Indigestion, is often caused by Scrof^hieh deranges the stomach, and renders it unhealthy. Indigestion is not always caused by .Scrofula, when it is, this Sarsaparilla Compound is a ready

Price $100 Per Bottle; Six Bottles for $5

Will, until farther notice, run an
fallows:—
]%ave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
eyerjfltfonday, Tuesday Wedncs
-'day, Thursday, Friday and Saturday, at 7 o'clock P. M ; and India Wharf, Boston,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday .Thursday, Friday and Saturday, at 5 o'clock P. M,
Fare in Cabin.
$2.00.
JST Freight taken as usual
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exoeeding $50 in Value, aud that personal, unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
ono passenger for every $500 additional value.
L. BILLINGS, Agent.
fob. 18,1863 —dif
Aug 5, 1865.

[Boston Herald.]

the tone otthe sys-

as

p

“We do not like to advertise worthless wares, or article* calculated to deceive our ronders; and when we
see an advertiser like Mr. Helmbohl, whom we have
known for years, gradually extend his advertising
from year to year until he becomes the largest advertiser in the United States, we are satisfied that the
statements in regard to his articles must be correct."

It reaches the seat of the disease immediately,
pelling all HU MOBS oi the BLOOD,

alterative, restoring

Liver

such

Forest City, Lewiston and Montreal,

merely bringing the name before the people.”

HOMEOPATHIC

LINeI

STEAMERS

TUB

£#“Ask for Hclmbold’s.

Cmiqhlfc

T Wharf, Boston.

Arrangement t

Summer

whole business experience we have not known of the
success of any articles without Merit—advertising

one

9

PORTLAND AND BOSTON

fect Gem—the handsomest of any kind we have ever
had the pleasure oi viewing, and so extensive, being
34 feet front, five stories in height, and over 200 feet
deep. It indeed affords us much pleasure to know
that he has been so successful, and it is ample evidence ei the merits of his articles—as In our

a

SPRAGUE, SOULE & CO.,

Nov 22—dlyr

[Evening Bulletin, Philadelphia.1
on a visit to the city of New York a few
days since, I was induced to call on our old friend
and townsman, Mr. H. T. Helmbold, Druggist, 594
Broadway, New York. His store is a Model—a per-

Is the

Philadelphia

The Steamers NORMAN, SAXON, and ARIES
form the line, and a steamer leaves each port
EVERY FIVE DAYS.
From Long Whar*, Boston,.at 12 M.
10 A.M.
From Pine St. Whart,
the PennsylvaFreight for the West forwarded
nia Railroad, and to Baltimore and Washington by
Canal or Railroad, free of commissions.
For freight, apply to

“When

Is

find

now

spurious onos.
Knowing that many may read this article who arc
unacquainted with me, I append a few remarks from
those of my native city, and whose names are known
in all parts of the world:
“Being personally acquainted with Mr. H. T. Helmbold, it affords me pleasure in stating I have been
most favorably impressed with his energy and integrity, and gratified at his success.”
WM. WEIGHTMAN,
Firm of Powers & Weightm&m,
Ninth and Brown Streets, Philadelphia.

HELMBOLD’S EXTRACT OP BUCHU

fe26dtd

THE SOUTH AND WEST.

Steamship Line.

price, censuring all other preparations, and even
copying my advertisements—but I am happy to stale
that out of the many who have resorted to tills, none
have been sucessful.
MY OBJECT
in this notice is to make facts known to the public
and respectable dealers, believing, after so many
years* exertions, that the Druggists will discountenance such proceedings, and that the reputation of
my articles may not be damaged by use of inferior or

not do so were he not stranger
many; and concludes by stating the names of his articles, and the
diseases for which they have been used by many
thousand* with complete success.

f6r

Boston

parts of the United States, and widely throughout
foreign countries—and this in the fhee of much opposition. Every means has been resorted to by unprioipled dealers since their merit, and success have
been known—such as advertising larger bottles at less

HIGHLY CONCENTBATED.

wish to be distinctly understood that 1 do not

claim to

Liverpool.

Portland. Dec. 11th, 1866.

bottle equivalent in strength to
Syrup ot Decoction.

General

and

Passage to Londondery and Liverpool:
Cabin (according to accommodations)
$70 to $80
$26
Steerage,
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For freight or passage apply to
H. i& A. ALLAN,
6 G. T. It. Passenger Depot.

After 18 years’ exertions, commencing in a small
way, the popularity oi my articles has extended to all

as an

thus curing Dropsy and General Debility, tending to Consumption. It is a great protection from attacks that originate in change of climate, season and

nervous

Return Ticket* Granted at Reduced Bate*

overcome.

One

ROBERT COLGATE & Co.,

lungs in an effective manner, but on

Canadian and U. S. Moils.
Passengers Booked to

Tlie Steamship BELGIAN, Capt. Brown, will
sail from this port for Liverpool, SATURDAY, 3d
of March, 1866, immediately alter the arrival ol the
train of the previous d&v from Montreal.
To be fallowed by the North American, March 10th.

HELMBOLD’S

by Druggists

the

Londonderry

the year 1846, the writer embarked in the Drug
Business in the city of Philadelphia, and while thus
engaged, made several experiments in regard to the
most desirable mode of preparing Fluid Extracts.—
My efforts being successful—tbe articles being approved and used by the Medical Faculty—I was desirous
ol placing them before the public, but hesitated for
soflie time before concluding to resort to newspaper
advertising, knowing the prejudices that existed in
the minds of many against using advertised Medicines or Nostrums, but through the advice of friends
and those who had used them this objection was

and Refined.

and

Fcb’y-

experienced Surgeon U attached to each Steam-

An

Notice to the Public!

Also, LINSEED OIL, Rav, Boiled
&

America,

WILL LEAVE

ship.

well

tem,

cure.

The South

GEORGE W. RAY.
dcl2ti
Providence, R. I., Nov. 10,1866.

Cores Gravel and Dropsical Swelling existing in Men,
Women or Children; in fact, all disease* requiring
the aid ot a Diuretic. It is the greatest Tonic and
Diuretic known—perfectly sale, pleasant in taste and
odor, and Immediate in its action.

etc.

For sale

the

L. TINKELPAUGH.Commander.

E.

had it not been for Mrs. Manchester, and
though she never could be repaid for her
MARY RAY,

as

on

22d ot each month, at 3 P. M., from Pier 43 North
River,
ONE of their NEW FIRST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS.

eleven and a half inches long. We have it preserved,
that ail may see for themselves that this statement is
really so. I am confident that the child could not
have

dispatch regularly,

[Will

the Blood.

care

life.

Pernam-

Every Trip.

buco and Bahia,

measured and found to be

Red

Glass-ma" ers’

LITHARGE,

the contrary, would frequently do harm where they
were designed to do 'good; hence came the opinion
that Consumption was incurable.

Copaibt

thercisno need ol confinement or change of diet.*
its approved form of a paste, it i» entirely taste}n
lees, and causes no unpleasant sensation to the patient. and no cxp.snre. It Is now acknowledged by
the most learned In the
profession that in the above
olaas ofdiseaees, Cabebs and
Copaiba are the only
known that ean be relied uion with
any oortalnty or luooess.
Tarrant, Compound Extract
Cubeb, and

it

as

I

AT

Thomas, Para,

St.

like

HELMBOLD’S FLUID EXT. BUCHU

Lead,

FALSE.

WHITE

TARRANT’S

Cubebs and

CALLLNO

very singular one—they
it—and came to the conclusion they could not tell
what the disease was. Some friends advised that we
should call on a Clairvoyant; there being none in
Providence that we could rely on, we wrote to Mrs.
A; ANCHESTER, in Portland, describing her symptoms. She immediately examined her case and told
that she had a Snake in her stomach, told whore she
drank it, and that it has been growing, and from the
best of her judgement she should think it ten or
twelve inches long. 1 gave the child her prescription
and in a few hours the child ejected the snake alive
never saw one

stomach;

of

Nervous Affections, and Palsy arising
It
from the use of Mercury or Lead. It is a tonic
will

RIO DE JANEIRO,

!

Helmbold’s Fluid Extract of Buchu

troubles at once.

COMPOUND MXTBACT OF

Physician

case was a

from the

arising from Impurities

-FOE-

From 618 Broadway, New York, has leturned to
Portland, and can b-5 consulted at her office, No, 11
Clapp’s block.
A Clear Case of Clairvoyant Sight.
Dear Madam:—Permit me to tender you my sincere thanks for the cure you have effected on my
child. My daughter, ten years old, was taken sick
last January in a very singular manner.
We called
iu sis of the best Physicians in the city; they said the

k,

Manufacturers of PU E

LEAD, Dry

people that

ol

Lead

r'ked,

Dr. W. £. MEBWINj 37 Walker

|

Debility, and all Complaints

United States Mail Line

-AND-

Complaint, Dyspepsia

Scrofula, Dropsy, Neuralgia, Epilepsy, Erysipelas, Boils, Tumors, Salt Rheum, Ulcers and Sores, Rheumatism, Pain
in the Stomach, Side and Bowels,

AT^Agont.

Feb 26, 1866.

[ ADVERTISEMENT. 1

THE OPINION

bottle f'2; throe bottles $5; sent by

express to any address.
Our medicines are sold and recommended by all
druggists in every part of the civilized
globe; some unprincipled dealers, however, try to
deceivo their customers by selling cheap and worthless compounds in order to make money. Be not
deceived—ask for these medicines and take no
others. If the druggist docs not keep them, write
to us, and we will send them by express, carefully
free from observation. We will be pleased
receive letters with full statements in regard to
anv disease with which lkdies or gentlemen are
afflicted " Address all letters for medicines, i>»mphiefah, or advice, to the sole proprietor,
y

0. C. 1

CLAIRVOYANTI

a

gg Palpitation
•*

TIIE INDEPENDENT

Electric

For the Cure of Liver

o'clock P, M.

The writer relnctantiy inserts the above, and would

I

Or, Essence of Life,

MRS. MANCHESTER,

In

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

South

seen.

nov2dtt

PORTLANDS ROCHESTER R.R.

and through them carried into the Blood; thus as
soon as the Blood will carry it, it reaches all parts of

Db. WRIGHT’S

REJUVENATING ELIXIR,

Company.

To incorporate the Eastport Gas Co.
To incorporate the South Berwick Boot,
Shoe and Leather Manutacturing Co.
Creating the South Paris Village Corporation.
To incorporate the Damariscotta Manufacturing Co.
To amend chap. 58 of the Private Laws of
1857, entitled “An Act to incorporate the
Huun Edge Tool Co.”
To regulate the holding of sessions of the
Supreme Judicial Court for the trial of crimi-

To

the price

To extend the time for the location of the
Aroostook Railroad.
To extend the time for the E. and N. A.
Railroad and to enlarge the powers of said
company.
In relation to the Penobscot Mill Dam

For the prevention of the unauthorized use
of trade marks aud names.
To provide for the payment of the claim of
Miles Wilson against the county of Penob-

pauy.

which they ore subjoct.—Thirty-two page pamphlet,
in a sealed envelope, free.
The Cherokee rills are sold by all druggists at $1
per box, or six boxes for $5; or they are sent by
mall, free of postage, in an ordinary letter, free
from observation, by addressing the sole proprietor
Dr. W. s. JLEBWnr, 37 Walker St., V. T.
I N. B.—Cherokee Pills No. 2 are prepared for
»pedal canes, when milder medicines fail; these
ore sent by mail, free of
postage, on receipt of

concerning ways.
Relating to guide posts.

ny.

—

Regulator,

by removing the

utes

Co.

Or Female

PILLS,

Suppressed, Excessive and
Painful Menstruation, Green
Sickness, Nervous and Sirinal Affections. Pains in the Pack, XickUeadaclie, Giddiness, and all diseases that spring from
irregularity,

To revise chapter 68 of the public laws of
1859.
To amend chapter 18 of the Revised Stat-

Additional to an act to amend an act entitled “An Act to incorporate the Portland Hiv
Hock Co.”
To incorporate the Sea-Side Hotel Compa-

Canada.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

THROAT, and

Cure

Company.

Feb. 16,1865.
To increase the salary of the Register of Probate for the county of Washington.
To incorporate the Peuobscot Land and

RAILWAY,

□BB&333 On and after Monday, Nov. 6*A,1865,
BHE5HS?traius will run as follows
Morning Train for South Paris, Lewiston and

NOSE,

ing his

1864.
To incorporate the International Telegraph
Co.
To enable the city of Belfast to build and
maintain a free bridge over tide waters.
To define the duties of the Superintendent
of Public Buildings and fixing his pay.
To incorporate "the Union Trotting Park

Agricultural College.

Ot

St John.

On ami after Monday,March 6th,
the Steamer NEW BRUNSWICK,
Capt. E. 1<. Winchester, will until
further notice leave Railroad
'Wharf, loot of State St, every MONDA Y at 5 g clock P.
M., for Eastiwrt and St. John.
Rehrrnlng wUl loave St. John ever TH c RSDAY,
at 8 o clock A. M. tor iasiport, Portland. und Huston.
Freight received on days of Bailing until lour

Lewiston via An-

GRAND TRUNK

THE-

Would say, to those interested, that he has had an
extensive experience with tbe remedy, and in offer-

Pay Roll of House.
Pay Roll oi Senate.

CHEROKEE

To amend chapter 264 of public laws of 1864
entitled “An Act requiring the Secretary of
State to furnish the Clerks of the Courts in
the several counties a list of all persons commissioned and qualified as Justices of the
Peace and Quorum, Trial Justices and Notaries Public.
To amend an act to incorporate the
Norway
Savings Bank.
To amend chapter 228 of Public Laws of

in the town of

Bath,

it. R.), Augusta, Waterville, Kendall's
Mills. Skowhegan, and intermediate Stations, at
1.00 P. M.
Portland lor Bath daily (Sundays excepted)
at5.15 P.M. (Mixed Train.)
Leave Skowhegan for Portland and Boston at 8.30
A. M., Augusta 10.35 and Bath at 11.55.
This is the only route east without break of gauge
at Portland. Through tickets for all Stat ions on this
line, also on the Maine Central R. R., can be purchased in Boston at Eastern or Boston and Maine
Depots. Passengers with tlirough tickets going oast
will change cars at the first depot they arrive at in
Portland, where ample time Is there allowed to dine
(45 minutes) at a first ctass eating house. Superior
and well ventilated cars are run with the through
trains.
Fare as Low by this Route as any other.
Stages for Rockland connect at Bath; and for Belfast at Augusta, and for Solon. Anson, Norrldgewock. Athens and Moose Head Lako at Skowhegan,
and for China, East and North Vassalborn' at Vassalboro', and for Unity at Kendall's Mill’s.
HAITCH, Train Manager.
Dec. 11,1865—dtf
..

DISEASES!
-OF

Abating State tax ol tho town of Northport.
Relating to the distribution of the Adjutant Generals Report for 1864 and 18G5.
In relation to equality ot civil and political righto.
Approving of the action of our Senators in Con-

Additional in relation to the Reform School.
To incorporate the State of Maine Gold
in
I
to
a
iish
weir
the
construct
H. Crandon
Mining Co.
To regulate the drainage of Salt Marsh.
town of Jones port
To change the name oi the Lewiston Dalis
Amending section 3 of chap. 78 of the acts
and resolves of 1861 establishing the Police
Academy.
Authorizing the construction of a Marine Court in the city of Rockland.

Railway

xcented) for

DR. LAROOKAH'S
Sarsaparilla Compound!

Oo.

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.

Trains leave Portland daily (Sundays

droscoggin

Calais and

Eastport,

THROAT!

Commencing December, 11,18G5.
nm52312^3

Medical.

Intemational_Steamship

-AND-

WINTER ARRANGEMENT, 1860-66.

«

ALL

Steamers.

Eye, Ear, Catarrh

The

Portland to Skowhegan via Waterrille
and K.eu<lull’» Mills.

towns.

Portland, Saco and Portsmouth Railroad.

St. George.
Additional to an act to amend former acts to
incorporate the Penobscot, Lincoln and Kennebec Railroad Company.
To enable the Portsmouth, Great Falls and
Conway Railroad to exercise the powers and
to become subject to the duties of other railroads in this State.
To incorporate the Camden Marine Railway
Co.
To authorize Oldtown to graot aid to the

Air !

Oxygenized

Abating State tax of the town ot Harrington.
Relating to the assumption by the ge.ieral government ot the war debt of loynl States, cities and

Company.
To incorporate the Sebec Dam Company.
To incorporate the Penobscot Steam Navigation Co.
To incorporate the Commercial Warehouse

ries.
To regulate the taking of fish in the Range
and Tripp ponds and their tributaries in the
town of Poland.
To regulate the taking of menhaden and
other fish in the waters of Maine.
Providing for the recording of certificates of
discharges of soldiers and seamen from the service of the United States.
To amend chapter 61 of the Revised Statutes.
In relation to the running of trains on the

of the Portland Steam Packet Company.
To incorporate the Tontogona Petroleum

INHALATION

lots
sol-

In favor of the Joint Standing Committee on State
Reform School.
In favor oi the Penobscot Tribe of Indians.
In favor of Passamaquoddy tribe oi Indians.
For the expenditure of money for war purposes.
Iu favor of the Penobscot tribe ol Indians.
In iavor of the State Normal School at Farmington.
In aid of building a bridge over Aroostook river at
Fort Fairileltl.
In favor oi the Passamaquoddy Tribe of Indians
for educational pur roses.
*
Relative to the valuation of tho town of Washington and the town of Somerville.
For the purchase of books ot reference ior the Normal School at Farmington.
In relation to the Magnetic Needle.
In favor oi the State Reform School.
In favor of State Reform School.
In favor of Charles R. Kittridge of Wlnt.hrop.
Directing Treasurer of State to notify cities, towns
and plantations of the amount of State aid, when the
same is
ready for distribution.

Co.
To amend an act to incorporate the Merchants’ Mutual Marine Iusurance Co.
Additional to an act entitled “An Act to set
off part of the town of Scarborough and annex the same to the town of Gorham.”
To incorporate the New England Telegraph Co.
To prevent the catching of trout and pickerel in the Piscataquis river and its tributa-

Eastport

Land Agent to convey certain
widows and children of deceased

diers.

To. incorporate the Union River Dam Comthe casco

the

oi land to

Co.

incorporate

Where ho will bo prepared to treat by

incurred
matter oi

Library.
Authorizing the

To set off a part of the town of Bridgton
and annex the same to Harrison.
In relation to evidence.
To authorize Thomas S. Lang and Charles
Osborne to extend their wharf into tide waP
ters.
Additional to chapter thirty of the acts of
the Legislature approved March 8,1840, relating to obstructions in the Machias river.
To increase the salary of the County Attorney for the county of Waldo.
To incorporate the Castine Marine Railway

lo

in the

relation to the Penobscot tribe of Indians.
Authorizing the Land Agent to convey a parcel of
land to J. H. Chandler.
Authorizing the Land Agent to convey a lot of land
to the widow and children of a deceased soldier.
Authorizing the Land Agent to convey a lot oi land
to Joshua N. Dinsraore.
In favor ol' Increase Blake.
In aid of buildihg mills at Chesuncook Lake in tho
county oi Piscataquis.
In relation to the Eastern Normal School.
In favor of the Antietam National Cemetary Association.
In favor of John Benson.
For the purchase of books for the State Library.
To provide for the yearly expenses oi the State

tices.
To authorize Thomas W. Gamage to build
a bridge in the town of Bristol.
To authorize Eliphalct Thorp and Frank
Thorp to extend their wharf in the town of

same.

House,

International

In

seph

and additional to the

the

port.

Railway.
Amendatory of the Statute in relation to
the representation of county agricultural societies in the State Board of Agriculture.

the jurisdiction of the County
Commissioners of the county of Cumberland
over tide waters near Martin’s Point, in said
county.
To amend the charter of the Portland Roll-

Alleged

Say

Extending the time within which certain
banks shall redeem their bills.
Additional concerning the redemption of

Co.
To incorporate the Richmond Manufacturing Co.
To incorporate the Wise asset Savings Bank.
To increase the salaries of the Judge and
Register of Probate for the county of Oxford.
To incorporate the Errol Steamboat Co.
To extend the time of closing the concerns
of the American Bank.
Relating to appeals in Probate Courts.
To increase the capital stock of the Lime
Rock Bank.
To incorporate the Norway Savings Bank.
To incorporate the Ticonic Water Power
and Manufacturing Co.
To incorporate the Mouse Island Marine

of expenses
paymentFrauds

Qiiimby

To establish the salary of the County Attorney of the county of Franklin.
To make valid certain doings of the town
of Dresden, dividing school district Mo. 6 in
that town.

authorize

Under

tho acts and

favor of William Fitzgerald.
favor of Edward E. Snedd.
favor of Sawkiel Gabriel.
favor ot Joseph J. Orono.
Abating State tax of Starks and assessing the same
upon the town of Mercer.
In favor of the town of Scarsmont.
In favor ofWin. W.
of Bucksport.
In favor of the Joint Standing Committee of the
State Prison.
In favor of the Committee on Education,
For the preservation ot flags, guidons and war trophies deposited with the State.
In favor oi the State Prison.
Making appropriation in aid of roads and bridges
in the oounty of Aroostook.
In relation to the compensation of the engrossing
clerks employed in the Secretary of Staters Oifice
during tho present sesai n of the Legislature.
Authorizing the inhabitants of township No. 8. in
the county of Hancock to use certain funds tor the
erection of a school house.
In favor of James Newliall.
In regard to cattle diseases.
In relation to exchanging State documents with the
provinces of New Bruuswickand Nova Scotia.
In aidof building a bridge over Dead River in the
county of Somerset
In favor oi the Insane Hospital.
In aid of building mills in the east half of township number two, tenge five, in the county of
Aroostook.
For the purpose of carrying into effect chapters
325.332, 339, 311, 350 and 370 of the resolves of 1864
in favor of the academies of Limerick, Berwick, St.
Albans. Houlton and Presque Isle.
In relation to the duties of Indian Agents.
For the appointment cf Commissioners to the
World’s Fair in Paris.
In relation to the Penobscot tribe of Indians.
Laying a tax on the several counties in this State.
For a fresh water basin for iron-clads in Portland.
In favor oi Stevens and
ward.
In aid of the pe* manent School Fund.
Relating to tho valuation of the town of Harrington in the county of Washington.
Establishing the valuation of the town of North-

porated townships.

ney of the county of Kennebec.
Eneas Wilcox to build and
To
maintain a fish weir in the tide waters of

Exchange St.,

at 151

Offices

PARALYSIS,

In
In
In
In

nobscot Mill Dam Co.
To amend chapter 256 of the Public Laws
of the year 1864.
To set oil' the homestead farm of Daniel
Spratt from the town of Etna and annex the
same to the town of Carmel.
In relation to repair of roads in unincor-

city of Bath.”

citlsena of

open

Making appropriations in aid of the construction
of the Milford and Princeton Turnpike.
In favor of Peol Sockis.
Authorizing the Land Agent to convey certain lots
of land and timber to H. S. Drummond aud David

on.

Rockland Lodge.

the

to

Portland and vicinity that on M AKCU 1st, he will

Military and Na-

val Orphan Asylum.
To increase the salaries of the Justices of
the Supreme Judicial Court.
To make valid the doings of cities, towns
and plantations relating to bounties to and
for volunteers and other purposes.

in relation to the Penobscot Mutual Fire Insurance Co.
the
River Boom Co.
Union
To incorporate
For the assessment of a State Tax for the
year 1866, amounting to $1,239,062.14.
To protect Union River from obstructions.
To increase the salary of the Register of
Probate for the county of Androscoggin.
To authorize the Milford and Princeton
Turnpike Co. to build a branch.
To prevent the taking of fish from Pushaw
Lake by nets.
For the preservation of pickerel in Winthrop Ponds.
Authorizing any city or town, to erect a
monument in memory of deceased soldiers.
Relating to the discipline of the State Pris-

Additional to the

To increase the salary of the Judge of Probate for the county of Hancock.
To amend section 3 of chapter 39 of the

Company,

town of Kenduskeag.”
To incorporate the Bath

1S65.
To legalize the records of the town of Avon.
Additional to “An Act to incorporate the
town of Fort Fairfield.”

incorporate the Brownville
Water Power Company.

announce

_

cf “An Act to

To

bec.

Mills

To incorporate the
Fryeburg Mutual Fire
Insurance Company.
To amend chapter 94 of the Revised Statutes relating to forcible entry and detainer and
tenancies.
To provide in part for the expenditures of
government.
To amend an act additional to chapter 142
of the Revised Statutes relating to the Refoim School.
To amend chapter 485 of the Special Laws
of 1852, entitled “An Act to incorporate the

provide support
families of soldiers,” approved Feb. 25,

Explanatory

assessors.

Would respectfully

ber.

v

pany.

..

and

To supply the people of Portland with pure
water.
To prevent the
killing of fur-bearing animals between the months of May and Octo-

gage and taken on execution.
To change the names of certain persons.
To incorporate the Middle River Dyke Com-

In addition to an amendment ot the act to
incorporate (lie Maine Mutual Fire Insurance Company, and of an act in addition
thereto, approved March 14,1861.
To incorporate the Trustees of the Maine,

ing

iffs, witnesses, county
men

Relating to certain fixtures.
Authorizing the erection of a dam in the
town of Harpswell.
Additional to chapter 65 of the Revised
Statutes relating to the distribution of estate,
real and personal, and of lands held in mortr

Petroleum Co.

Knight Templars.

To increase the fees of

Co.

facturing Co.
To incorporate the Androscoggin Land and

UMraiuui,

nesses.

jurors, deputy shercommissioners, select-

R~

PORTLAND &KENNEBEC R.

the Carmel Mutual Trade

pany.
To amend chapter 192 of the Public Laws
of 1859, relative to the competency of wit-

,,

To incorporate the Grand Falls Manufacturing Co.
To change ihe name of the Lisbon Manu-

incorporate

To

Company.
To incorporate the National Patent Com-

Medical.

Railroads.

Medical.

1

Hair

KNIGHTS'

Dressing

This article has been prepared with a
persede the pernicious oils and pomades

view to

!
su-

so common

in the market, the use of which has been almost invariably detrimental to the growth and beauty ul tho
hair. It has long been a matter of regret that no reliable preparation for dressing the hair a os generally
available, most ot the compounds used for that purpose being worthless, and many absolutely worse. As
a people, it is notorious that we become prematurely
gray or bald. In no country are there so many gray
and bald heads on young shoulders as in this. For
this phenomenon many causes are assigned. By
some it is attributed to our mode of Ule; by others, to*
the restless activity oi the American mind; bat wa
trace this public misfortune—for misfortune It in—
the inordinate use ol oil as a dressing, which disease*
the scalp, and alcoholic preparations which dry up or
burn out the roots of the hair. DIt. KNIGHTS*
HAIR DRESSING contains neither oil nor alcohol,
and is unquestionably the only article before the pub11c that deserves the name. Its use prevents the hair
from falling off or turning gray; ltremovcs*landruft,
cleanses the scalp, and cures nervous head a* be. Its
invigorating properties insure luxuriant locks, inclined to curl, and its delightlul fragrance, and the rich
and glossy appearance which it imitarts, render it
the favorite Hair Dressing of the most tkstidiou*.

PRICE 75 CENTS PER DOTTLE.
PREPARED BT

Dr.

E

R

Knights,

Chemist,

MELROSE, MASS.
SOLD

AT

W. F. PHILLIPS &

WBOLESALR BY

00,
AND
J. W.

PRRKIV3 & CO.

Also, H. H. HAY, and CROSMAN As CO.
•ORTLANO,
And at ret jlhfry Druggists and Merchants
throughout the Country,
«od3m
^Dec

